Amelia Ward and Scrying Glass
by R.C.Holly

The Story
Amelia, an innocent and shy fifteen year old, revisits her
grandmother's old house some ten years after her passing. In a
town where secrets fill the air, hovering over despair and gloom,
the life of a child begins a darkened journey. Will history
repeat itself in Salem? Or is it history at all... if all that
was forgotten and cast aside is still adrift, never having left?

"Your eyes are golden, so bright... like a cat." Amelia repeated
to herself as she gazed into her mirror. Last night Amelia and
her mom, Susanna went out to eat. Those were the words used by
the waiter to describe them. She looked into the mirror and
studied them again. Maybe they are brighter than they were
before. She pulled out her phone and checked her selfies, last
week, last month... nothing seemed unusual. She checked further
back, back to when school let out for the summer. They did look a
bit darker back then but then so was my hair. It's hard to tell.
They seemed to match her golden blonde hair now she noticed as
she pulled a lock closer to her eyes. I guess with my hair
lightening over the summer I never noticed that my eyes have
gotten brighter also.
She checked under her eyes for wrinkles. She was much too young
to have any but sleep has been evading her recently, a good
night's sleep anyway and last night was no different. Her dreams
grew darker and more obscure with each passing night and, though
there wasn't any real actions that would cause concern, the
setting was disturbing. It was an old house, a Victorian style
home that appeared to be abandoned. Outside the woods cast eerie
shadows that seemed to creep along the ground crawling up the
walls.
Her eyes looked fine. The first day of school was an inviting one
for her, not just to become part of the world once again, but
also to distract her from the dreams that pushed her even deeper
into herself.
Amelia stood up having already finished getting dressed and madeup for the day. She wore very little makeup as usual. It's not
that she didn't want to be noticed, just that she didn't want to
be noticed. She grabbed her backpack and headed into the kitchen
where her mom stood, fixing breakfast for the two of them.
Amelia sat there in a trance trying to recall her dream once
again. The place looked familiar... Too familiar.

"Are you looking forward to today?" she asked as she brought her
coffee to her mouth; her morning wake-me-up. Caffeine was like a
switch, changing her from fiend to friend.
"Yes, of course." Said Amelia as she took a seat. "You know I
love school. I feel like I've been cooped up here all summer."
That had been the truth. Amelia was fairly reserved and didn't
really have any friends.
Rebecca and Christine were on their way to take Amelia to school.
She had known the two of them all her life but they had become
more fascinated with boys and more adult things lately. They had
all but forgotten about Amelia over the summer break. Christine
was Amelia's age, only a few months older but had been taken
under the wing of Rebecca in the recent months. Rebecca was
eighteen now and the typical leader type, always the first to try
something new, always obsessed to take everything a little
further and quite the inspiration for all the other girls.
"Well the girls should be here anytime now to pick you up." Mom
sat down beside her. "I know you've been a little lonely this
summer." Mom grabbed a piece of toast and buttered it. "I'm sorry
I'm unable to take summers off like you. The life of a mom, a
working mom."
"I know mom. It's not your fault."
"Well you'll be sixteen soon enough and the boys will be all over
you."
"Somehow I doubt that." Amelia never had the confidence like her
friends or her classmates had. She was a natural at debate and
philosophy but quiet in nature, an odd combination for anyone.
"But I'll manage. I always do." She grabbed a slice of bacon and
took a bite. "Maybe I'll make some new friends this year."
"I'm sure you will, but don't give up on Rebecca and Christine.
You are just playing catch-up you know. Let nature run its
course."
"Yeah I guess." Amelia said without much conviction. "We'll see."
Mom just smiled and turned back to the stove.

The front door opened and the two girls walked in. Having been
life-long friends of the family it wasn't expected that they
first knock. Their moms were good friends with Susanna.
"Speak of the devils." said mom. Mom genuinely got excited when
they arrived, a lasting friendship that never faded away.
"Good morning." said Rebecca with a smile, her green eyes
gleaming and her long-black hair flowed to the side as the
closing door cast a breeze upon her. She was wearing black as
usual. Black had become her adopted color over the past few
years.
"Hello Mrs. Ward." said Christine. Her hair had been bleached
white to Amelia's surprise. It was brown the last time they saw
one another at Christine's birthday last week. Christine was also
wearing black which made for a nice contrast to her hair and
piercing blue eyes. It was obvious Christine took interest in
Rebecca's fascination with style.
"Good morning Becca, Christine."
"Good morning Mrs. Ward." said Rebecca as she took a seat at the
table. "What are we having?"
"Well I... I didn't really plan on making breakfast for
everyone." said Mom.
"I'm just kidding." she smiled. "We already had ours. I wouldn't
put you on the spot like that." Christine loved to put others on
the spot just to see the look on her face.
"I'm sure you wouldn't" Mom stood up. "Can I get you some
coffee?"
"That would be nice." said Rebecca. At eighteen she was the only
girl of the three to have a car and had been driving the two to
school the past few years.
"Senior year huh?" said Mom. "Are you getting anxious to
graduate?"
"I'm getting anxious to get out of school if that's what you
mean." Becca treated school as a social ground; a place to meet
new people and plan her fun activities for the evening.

"Have a college picked out yet?"
"I'm not sure I'm even going. There are so many things I want to
do with my life." Rebecca picked up the creamer, pouring a little
into her mug. "School doesn't really fall under the "I want'
list. I've been talking to Mom about it. I may open up my own
shop or something."
"Oh... Marsha hasn't mentioned anything to me about that." Anna
was very close friends with Rebecca's mom along with Christine's,
Rachel, having spent her entire childhood with the two of them,
just as their daughters are now.
"Well, it's been a recent conversation. We haven't decided
anything just yet."
"Well you have a whole year to think about it."
"That's exactly what she said. Are you sure you haven't talked to
her?" She laughed. Becca loved the idea of staying right here in
Salem and running her own shop. She enjoyed flaunting everything
she had, to be popular and to feel that way.
"How about you Christine? Have any plans after high school?"
asked Mom as she finished off her cup.
"Nah... I have time yet. I'm just a sophomore." Christine loved
guys and she loved attention from everyone. Becca had truly
become her role model and she was just the person to teach her
the ropes.
"Well it never hurts to think about it." Mom stood up and walked
to the counter, pouring herself another cup.
"Yeah, I suppose. I've just been thinking about other things
lately."
"Like boys." said Amelia. that was the truth but that was
something Amelia herself never bothered with. Her heart was set
more on love and it was her belief that it would happen when it
happens. It wasn't something she felt she could force on anyone,
nor would she try.
"Yes... boys... men." said Christine.
"Aren't we all?" asked Rebecca.

"Not me." added Amelia, looking down to her plate.
"Well I think about men..." said mom with a smirk. "Well maybe
boys too."
"Mom?" blurted Amelia.
"What? I'm a single woman. I like to have fun just like all of
you." Susanna was a beautiful woman; tall, petite, long black
hair. She could easily pass for thirty, twenty-five perhaps, but
definitely not her age of thirty-five. "An older boy of course.
One that knows how to treat a woman. Maybe one that takes
charge."
"Mom?" Amelia said louder with authority. Amelia was not only
surprised by her mother's remarks but also embarrassed. What
mother talks about boys to her daughter and her friends?
Mom just smiled. "So how goes the love life of you two?" Mom
stood standing, leaning on the counter as she added some creamer
to her coffee.
"I'm not really looking to settle down with anyone." said
Rebecca. "I'm young and still trying to figure myself out. Just
going out and having fun once in a while is good enough for me."
"Yeah." said Christine. "I've not even bothered to really look
yet. Maybe I'll meet someone at school." Christine planned to
meet a lot of people at school. Having just turned sixteen, she
planned to be noticed.
Mom turned to Rebecca. "I've been meaning to ask. How did the
carnival go this year?"
"It was fantastic." Rebecca gleamed. "We had so much fun, met a
lot of new people... I can't wait til next year's." Rebecca sat
back in blank space thinking about the fun she had.
"I wish I could have gone." said Christine. "If only my birthday
were a few months earlier."
"Next year." Rebecca smiled. "We'll have a blast. I'll teach you
the ropes." Next year couldn't come soon enough but her focus was
now on school, or rather, the boys at school.

"Did you go with the witching theme this year?" asked Susanna.
Susanna really did enjoy the witching theme back when the
carnivals were started. She was 20 at the time and wished they
had started sooner. It doesn't take long for one to become an
adult and have to stay at home with a real job and career.
"Of course. I think we'll always be going with that one. It
really attracts the right crowd and we have so much fun with it."
Amelia looked at her phone and stood up. "Are you guys ready?"
Amelia was anxious to start her first day.
"Yep." said Rebecca as she got out of her seat. Christine
followed her lead and headed towards the door.
"You girls have a great day. I'll see you after school." said
Mom.
"Okay Mom. Bye."
"Bye Mrs... I mean, Susanna." said Rebecca.
"Thanks dear."
Rebecca closed the door behind her, heading towards her car.
"Your mom is cool."
"Yeah I guess." Amelia watched the ground as she walked.
Amelia sat in the back keeping quiet. She really had nothing to
add to the conversation up front as the girls spent the whole
ride to school talking about the carnival. Amelia didn't
understand their fascination. While making a few dollars over the
summer had its appeal, Amelia was content to stay at home, cooped
up and alone. Amelia sat in silence for a moment and then said
aloud, "I'm doing the carnival next year."
"Great. We'll all go." said Rebecca. "I got so, so many phone
numbers this year. I'll never get anything done." she laughed.
"I'll meet up with you girls later." said Rebecca as they walked
towards the school. Rebecca headed to a group of guys she had
become friendly with.

"Sounds good." said Christine. Christine was anxious to start her
own rounds. While she enjoyed Becca's company she tended to get
all the attention. Christine wanted to get some herself.

Christine and Amelia shared homeroom this year. It was nice to
have someone around that Amelia could talk to. The two of them
took their seats towards the back of the room. Amelia sat quietly
wondering what to talk about. She hadn't seen much of Christine
over the summer despite their mom's friendship. It was obvious
that Christine had grown up during the break, taking an interest
in guys and talking to older girls. Christine started up a
conversation with the girl next to her, and then to a guy. She
looked to be a lot more like Rebecca now, "Miss Popularity," so
Amelia didn't want to interrupt. She sat quietly, waiting for the
teacher to take charge and listened in on Christine's
conversation. It was nothing noteworthy but she had changed a lot
since she last saw her... only a few weeks ago. Rebecca was quite
an influence.
"Good morning. My name is Miss Decker." The teacher announced as
she walked into the room, pointing to her name on the blackboard.
She was much younger than Amelia expected, looking to be in her
early 20's. She was thin and tall, wearing black-framed glasses
and her black hair pinned up behind her head. If it weren't for
the hair style and her professional attire she could easily be
mistaken for a student. "I'll be your homeroom supervisor and for
some of you... Your Public Speaking teacher." She turned towards
the class wearing black slacks and a white blouse. Her look was
quite reserved but she was quite the opposite though, always
speaking her mind with confidence and looking intently to the
classroom.
The class sat motionless, turning their heads forward to see who
was their homeroom guardian for the year, but also to show a sign
of respect and understanding over who was in charge.
"You were all a bit more outgoing before I walked in. Don't let
me interfere." Miss Decker reached for her attendance sheet.
"School isn't just about learning. It's about interaction...
preparing you for the real world. If you sit back letting others
lead, they will do just that... lead. And you will be left to
follow." She looked around to her students. "I want you to feel

comfortable, no... scratch that. I want you to take charge of
your lives. Be yourselves. I can hardly expect such if I allow
myself to stunt you here and now. So, within reason, feel free to
speak up. Just remember... there is a difference between being
rude and being extroverted. Respect those around you and listen
if you, yourself, expect to be heard."
The class start murmuring amongst one another while the teacher
called out attendance.
"Wow, she's cool" said Christine to the guy she was talking to.
"I wish I signed up for Public Speaking this year."
"Yeah. Me too." he replied. "I'm Evan by the way."
"Christine." She smiled. Her first subject to give her attention
this new year.
Amelia sat in silence despite the teacher's speech. She didn't
really know anyone in the room, just a few familiar faces from
last year and a bunch of even lesser known students. I really
need to make some new friends this year. And still, her mind kept
falling back to that place. I know that house. Amelia almost said
aloud. Grandma's... Only it's different.
After the bell rang they all headed out of the room looking at
their schedule. All except Amelia. She spent the entire time
memorizing hers just to keep herself occupied. She left the room
immediately to find her next seat before the other students
filled the room. She was more comfortable that way.
Amelia went to 1st period and then second, listening to her
teachers, reading the curriculums and thinking forward to her
next classes.

Lunch came early for seniors, running from 11 to 11:30. Rebecca
was just leaving as Christine and Amelia came into the cafeteria.
Christine sat next to a few guys while Amelia looked for an open,
lonely table, to have a seat.
"Come sit with me." said Christine as she motioned Amelia to her
table. "You'll be sixteen soon just like me. Get used to being a

bit more... social." Christine said 'social' but what she really
meant was 'less introverted and prudish.'
Amelia was surprised but took the invitation, placing her tray of
food down in front of her.
"This is Evan and this is Jeremy." She pointed to each. Christine
didn't take long to meet new people. She held nothing back and
always took the initiative. "This is Amelia."
"Nice to meet you." said Amelia, hardly looking up. She
appreciated being noticed but it wasn't enough to break her shell
of shyness.
"You too." said Jeremy. Jeremy stood tall with shirt brown hair.
It was cut neat and straight, accentuating his squarish jaw line.
Amelia found him to be very cute, but a bit out of her league,
her comfort zone... if she had such a thing.
"I love your eyes." Evan said, staring into Amelia's for a
moment. "I bet you have several boyfriends." Evan looked her
over, a little more so than he did Christine. But it was all
because of her eyes. Christine was much more alluring. She showed
confidence and confidence showed experience. Evan preferred that
kind of girl.
"Amelia?" Christine said in surprise. She turned and looked at
her. "I don't think I've ever seen you even talk to a boy."
Christine took a sip of her juice through a straw. "But that'll
change. This is our year to grow up and make ourselves noticed."
Amelia didn't know what she was talking about. Christine seems to
have changed already and Amelia had always lived in social fear.
"I like me the way I am." said Amelia. She lied just as all
introverts would. She'd love to be popular. She just didn't want
to be seen becoming so. Change frightened her.
"Well we will just have to work on that. You just need to loosen
up."
"I guess." Amelia knew what she needed to do, but knowing was not
the same as conquering, but one cannot conquer if one does not
fight.

Amelia sat in silence pretending to be absorbed in her meal and
the notes she had taken in her classes earlier in the day. She
just listened to Christine and her new friends talking and
wondered what it would be like if she herself could change. She
would love to have been more outgoing but so many years have
passed and people had grown to expect her to be just as she had
always been.
Christine and Amelia walked out of the cafeteria bumping into
Rebecca just as she was heading to her next class.
Amelia had been thinking about the house all day. She felt a need
to go look for herself, a compulsion. Amelia's grandmother had
passed away ten years ago leaving the house to her mom. Mom never
could find it in her heart to sell the place having spent her
entire childhood there. There were just too many memories. The
house was without water and electricity now, getting older and
more rickety with each passing year. Mom had gotten rid of most
everything inside but never got around to cleaning the mess that
was left behind, never mind fixing it up or even maintaining it.
"So how's your first day of school?" asked Becca. She was looking
more towards Christine than Amelia.
"It's school. That says enough." Christine laughed. "But I've
already met a few guys."
"That's what school is for." Becca smiled.
Amelia's typical answer would have been It's great. And to her it
was. But she couldn't stop herself. "Can we stop by my
grandmother's house today? I know it's out of the way but..."
"Why do you want to go to that old place?" Becca interrupted.
Christine turned and looked at Amelia, confused.
"I've just been dying to see the place again. It's been forever."
Becca stood for a moment. "Well it's not that far away I guess.
It's been forever since I've been inside there." She turned to
Christine. "What do you think?"
"As long as there's cell service I don't care. I have nothing to
do but go home. Texting in peace seems more fun than answering
mom's How was school today? barrage."

"Sounds like a plan then." Becca turned as two guys walked by,
looking at their asses. "See you girls after school." Damn. She
thought to herself.
"Okay. Maybe we'll see a ghost. Halloween is not far away." said
Christine as she walked away.

Amelia headed to her next class. At least this may be fun. She
had signed up for Public Speaking this summer. She was looking
forward to seeing Miss Decker again. She's interesting.
Amelia got to her class earlier than her classmates and took a
seat at the front of the class which was unusual. She loved to
learn but never like any attention. That always pushed her to the
back, a place where she can take notice of others without being
noticed herself.
"You're here early." said Miss Decker. She had been seated at her
desk preparing her notes for the class. "Amelia right?" she
raised her eyes off her papers and looked at her.
"Yes" she said quietly.
"You're going to have to do better than that. This is Public
Speaking after all."
"Yes Miss Decker." she said raising her voice somewhat.
"Never mind. We'll get you out of that habit soon enough." Miss
Decker turned back to her notes as the other children started to
enter the room.
Amelia recognized most of them from last year but had hardly
spoken a word to any of them. She had built up her own reputation
as a recluse. It would be hard to change things now.
The students all chattered amongst themselves until the bell
rang. Another girl sat beside her but she didn't recognize her.
"This is Public Speaking in case you're lost." Miss Decker stood
up and faced the classroom. "I expect everyone to be vocal.
Anytime you get shy or quiet I will make an example of you."

Amelia sat there wondering what she had gotten herself into. She
wanted to be more outgoing but she wasn't prepared to be thrown
in with the wolves so abruptly.
Miss Decker did her role call. Chad Lance answered his name call
quietly and Miss Decker was quick to make him stand and announce
his name to the class. The rest of the students learned by his
mistake.
"For the next twenty minutes I want you to talk to your
neighbors, share some information about yourself and listen to
what they have to say. Public Speaking isn't just about being
able to speak. It is also about knowing when and how to listen
also." Miss Decker walked amongst the class listening to her
students.
"I'm Kaylin. I
living with my
long red hair,
natural beauty

just moved
aunt now."
petite and
to her but

here from Florida last month. I'm
said the girl beside Amelia. Kaylin had
just shy of average height. She had a
her shyness kept her from standing out.

"I'm Amelia. I lived here all my life." she said, not in a
whisper, but quiet nonetheless.
Kaylin expected more of an answer but continued the dialog.
"What's it like here? I mean... I've not really been out of the
house much except to get some things for school."
"It's ok I guess." More words came to her mind. They just didn't
make it to her mouth. She was feeling a bit excited that someone
had taken an interest in her. She needed more friends.
"It's just so different from New York. You have hills here and
the roads aren't straight."
"I don't drive yet. I'm only fifteen." Driving had never been
something she thought about. One doesn't need a car if one did
not wish to go anywhere. The school bus fulfilled her only need
in leaving the house.
"I turned sixteen in my Freshman year. I don't have my own car
but my aunt let's me drive one of her cars to school. My uncle
died a few years back so she has an extra one. Lucky me." Kaylin
really felt out of place, here at school, here in Salem. While
she was desperate for new friends, Amelia wasn't a last choice.

After only a few words she could tell that Amelia could be a
friend that stands by you all the time. That's the only kind of
friend one needs.
"Yeah." Amelia never really thought about having a car. She could
probably get her mother to help if she wanted. She had a good
paying job, being a prominent lawyer in town. She just had never
thought about it and never needed a car since she was only
fifteen, but that would soon change. Her birthday will be here
soon, November 1st.
Miss Decker tapped her pencil on Amelia's desk. She didn't say
anything but Amelia understood all too well. Talk more. Talk
louder.
"Okay." said Miss Decker aloud. "I want everyone to get up and
move around. Find a new seat and new people to talk to."
Most of the students were living it up. It was like there was no
class at all. To Amelia it meant talking to people she didn't
know, something she wasn't at ease with.
For the next thirty minutes the class chatted away having changed
seats one more time. The bell rang and it was time for Amelia's
next class. She couldn't wait to get out of there. She had
expected the class to be fun. It was very much the opposite. At
least she may make some friends though, that was if she didn't do
herself in first.

After school Amelia waited out front where Christine soon joined
her.
"Where's Becca?" asked Amelia.
"You know her. She's probably talking to some guys by now."
Christine stood checking guys out herself.
They waited only five minutes before Becca showed up sporting a
smile.
"Ready to go get scared?" she asked. Becca had been spending much
more of her free time out and about with friends and sitting at
home alone. Her mom was cool, but it had become her time to
flourish, to become her own. She was young. She had no

responsibilities. This was the time to party. She could settle
down later.
"I think so, not the scared part though. It could make for a fun
place to party though." said Christine. While Christine had
opportunities she had never developed the desire to free herself
from reality. One cannot desire what one has never experienced.
"It'll be fun."
"There's nothing scary about that place. I practically grew up
there." added Amelia. Amelia was worse than Christine. She could
never see the point of being silly and letting go. To her it was
a waste a waste of valuable time where she could educate herself
or do something more productive than boy hunting and partying.
"Well we'll see. You could use a social outlet more than both of
us. A little time away from Mom could do you some good."
Becca had been trying to get Amelia to be more outgoing since
they were little. When it was just the three of them she is more
so, but with others... she completely shut down.
"I guess." Amelia said quietly as she followed behind the others
to Becca's car.
Becca had a new Camaro that she loved to show off. She got to
school early just to get a parking spot up front where everyone
could see her. It was black, just like everything about her...
Her hair, her clothes, her makeup.
"Let's get out of here." said Becca as she started the car,
backing up slowly so all her classmates could see. Rebecca really
did like the attention she was getting and the look of envy the
others cast. "Let's go have some fun stirring up ghosts."
As they began to drive forward the girl with long bleached dreads
stood at the corner... Jocelyn. She was dressed in black and
wearing black makeup along with facial piercings. Her look
defined goth if ever there were such a person. She stared
directly at Amelia as they drove off, never taking her eyes off
of her.
What was that all about? Amelia asked herself. She sat quietly
wondering. Jocelyn has never paid any attention to me before,
never mind fixating her eyes upon me with such a sinister stare.

Maybe I'm just imagining things. She was probably looking at
Rebecca. Yeah, that's it. They have been talking more often now.
Amelia let the moment pass into a more serene thought until
Christine screamed aloud.
"Woot Woot." She laughed. "Let's go!"

"Do you have the key?" asked Becca as she drove away from town.
Grandma's house was outside the main city where the country life
started but not too far out.
"We don't need one. It's never locked." said Amelia as pretended
to play with her phone. She was a little uneasy with their plans
but she was also curious to see the house again. It had been many
years since she had been there. "There's nothing there to steal."
Amelia kept her backpack in her lap, clutching to it on the way
throughout the drive. It had become her security blanket during
the school year.
"I wish I had known that. I could have had so much fun there,
guys, parties." Becca opened her window a bit to let some fresh
air in. "Well at least I know for future reference now."
"I'm not sure Mom would like that too much." said Amelia. Amelia
had a strong sense of protection.
"Well I won't wreck the place. I'll ask her sometime."
The drive took them down a few back roads where the woods
thickened and its shadows darkened all vision. It was day time
yet one almost needed to use headlights to see the road ahead of
them.
Finally they came upon the driveway, two gravel paths with tall
grass and weeds growing between them and trees lining either
side. The drive was uneven and bumpy where gravel had been washed
away, replaced by holes of dirt which turned to mud during any
rain. Tire impressions could be seen from time to time, an
indication that others travelled here in the not-so-distant past.
The driveway was about a quarter of a mile long though it seemed
much longer as Becca had to bring her car to a crawl.
"Here we are." said Becca as she pulled her car into a large
opening, large enough to park several cars should the occasion
arise.

The girls stepped out and checked their footing before walking
towards the house. Amelia had expected the house to be in a
clearing of sorts, much like the memory that advised her. but it
was mere inches and feet from the trees surrounding it, as if the
branches seemed to be reaching out to it.
"Wow. Everything has grown in since I've last been here." said
Amelia. She continued to look around, comparing it to the image
in her mind, her grandmother outside calling her name, the smell
of roses that adorned the porch. They were gone now. Only
remnants of decayed shrubbery remained, dead from years of
neglect. they had grown out of control by that time leaving
nothing more than thorny branches overtaking the railings.
"When was that?" asked Christine.
"Soon after my grandmother passed away... Ten years I guess."
"I think it adds some character." said Becca as she grabbed her
purse from the car, closing the door behind her. Becca was a
gothic girl herself and found the beauty in anything that looked
old.
"I think it looks a little bit more scary than I remember." added
Amelia.
"It's private and secluded. Just what we want." said Becca
"You mean just what you want." said Amelia.
Amelia walked slower than the others, falling back further and
further. They were anxious to go inside and get all cozy. Amelia
was anxious to go home and forget she had ever gone. She stood
back for a moment gazing upon the architecture. She tried
picturing her grandmother on the front steps like she had always
seen every time her family came to visit. She was never the
indoors type like people of today. She always said the world
existed outside the home and she wasn't going to let it pass her
by.
Back then the house was painted white with grey trim, a Victorian
style home with a tall tower, fancy trim work, a spiral
staircase, a mandrel roof... everything a little girl needed to
envision a fantasy land where princes and princesses roamed free.
Today the fantasy has been turned to nightmares. The trim work

was broken and falling from the roofline, the steps were warped,
the siding molded and the windows cracked and filthy. The paint
that once adorned a once beautiful home could hardly be seen,
peeling relentlessly from the wood. Only small patches remained
which were stained by the weather of years past.
Amelia placed her foot on the first step to test it, to make sure
it would bear her weight, despite the other girl's just having
used them. They creaked as she stepped upon each of them, onto
the porch where one rocker remained. She thought for a moment but
dared not sit. The chair looked like it was functional but it's
been there a long time, rained and snowed upon for maybe fifteen
years.
The girls left the front door open and Amelia walked through,
leaving it open to bring some daylight and some fresh air into
the house which smelled of mold and dust.
The girls had a seat in the center of the room and pulled out
their phones. Someone must have brought the few chairs that were
once on the porch inside. Amelia took the last seat which was
probably the chair in the worst condition, her punishment for
taking her time to enter.
"Guess where we are." Becca texted a boy, Terrence James. She
always referred to him as TJ to the girls although Amelia had
never met him. He was older, out of school and lived on the other
side of town.
Christine got out her phone also and waved it around the room
looking for that perfect shot she could upload to Facebook. "It
certainly looks spooky in here."
"All old empty houses do." Becca stood up to look around. "I
remember it though... back when it was clean and furnished."
Amelia just sat there staring at the walls. They were dirty and
bleached from the sunlight with square shadows in various places.
"I remember all the framed photos and paintings that grandma had
hanging here like it was yesterday."
"Yeah, me too. I mean some of them." said Becca "What about you
Christine?" Becca actually remembered even better than Amelia.
She was two years older and was spending more time with the
adults at the time, something that Amelia and Christine did not.

"Not really. I don't really remember being here back then." That
was the truth. She wasn't here as often as the others and most of
her time was spent outside playing as a child.
"We all were. Amelia more than us of course, but we used to come
here a lot, with or without her. I was 7 back then so I guess I
remember it better than you."
"Yeah." said Christine as she searched through her contacts for
someone to text.
Amelia got up and looked around the room and to the adjacent
rooms. She feared going upstairs, not knowing how safe it was,
but she was very curious. The kitchen and dining area were bare,
only the cabinets and other fixtures that were part of the house
remained. The dining room was stripped of yesteryear leaving only
an imprint of the furnishings, scratches on the wooden floor
where chairs had been slid time and time again.
She walked into the library hoping to find the books that always
fascinated her. The shelving was intact but the books were
replaced by dust and dirt. Cobwebs filled every corner of the
room. Only the throw rug remained, a once beautifully adorned
work of art now rubbish to be rolled up and cast away. On one
wall remained an oval frame with hand carved designs outlining
the glass within. It was painted black, glass and all.
"Hey guys... Come here." stood wondering and trying to remember
if the frame, unpainted, was even here back then.
Becca and Christine entered the room, Becca still holding onto
her phone.
"Look at this." Amelia said while she pointed to the frame.
"What about it?" asked Christine as she briefly glanced at it.
"It's been painted black. I wonder what they were covering."
Amelia took her finger to the glass and scraped her nail downward
leaving a small reflective streak, not big enough to tell what
was beneath. She scratched away some more and a bit more.
"It looks like a mirror." said Becca
"Yeah." Amelia hesitated. "I wonder why it's been painted over."

"I don't know. Why don't you ask your mom?" said Christine.
"Yeah... But then she will know we were here."
"Do you think she really cares?" asked Becca as she checked her
phone for a reply.
"I suppose not." Mom was always enthusiastic for their children
to experience life.
"Well then maybe you'll have your answer."
"Yeah. Maybe." Amelia stood there in silence, still staring into
the black, wondering what reflections it once showed, the
reflections that were now hidden. She put her fingers to the
painted glass streaking them downward. It was cold to the tough,
much colder than she expected to feel. Shivers went through her
spine, drawing her closer in. She tried to pull her fingers back
but something compelled her to look deeper within.
"Are you coming?" yelled Becca. Rebecca was anxious and content
to sit back down and enjoy life as a teenager, texting her
friends without parental supervision and interaction.
"Yeah. Coming." Her concentration was broken as her fingers fell
away, forgetting the feeling and curiosity to look further in.
"I'll just be a minute." I want to look around some more.
Christine and Becca went back into the entry way and took their
seats once again, continuing their texting and chatting.
Amelia was now even more puzzled about the house and ventured
herself further to indulge her curiosities.
The entry room was very big, a living room in itself but she
didn't remember it to be furnished except for the decorative
tables and curios that once stood against the walls. There were
two staircases, one on the right and one on the left, both
leading to opposite sides of the balcony above. There was no real
function to have two. It simply added some symmetry to the room.
Each of them had a door going beneath where they met with the
balcony. Amelia opened one of them, a storage area that appeared
empty although the sunlight couldn't reach the area quite well
enough to tell. She checked the other side. That door wouldn't
open. Many years have passed. It's a wonder anything opens now.

The stairs were stained hardwood as was the floor in the room, a
dark natural color. The banisters were worn from use and covered
in dust with decorative spindles leading up from each step. This
house would truly be beautiful if a lot of cleaning and a little
bit of work was put into it. Well... a lot of work. I could see
myself living here someday. Amelia sat in daydream for a few
moments until she mustered the nerve to climb them.
The stairs creaked and almost seemed to shift as she applied her
weight to each. It's just my imagination. She looked down and saw
the wood was less worn across the center, a few inches from
either side. "There used to be a carpet here, running all the way
down the stairs. I remember now."
"What?" asked Becca, giving Amelia half her attention for a
moment.
"Oh nothing. I'm just remembering how things used to be."
"Oh okay." said Becca in more of a habit form. She wouldn't
actually remember herself saying those words.
Amelia managed to get to the top. She wiggled her weight around
until she felt safe, that the floor wasn't going to fall, taking
her with it to the floor below.
She first walked over to the spiral. All those times her mom
couldn't find her that's where she was... climbing the tower and
imagining the rest. That was her favorite part of the house. She
stepped inside and looked upwards from the center, looking at all
the stairs as they circled around, up and over her, getting
smaller and smaller as they reached for the sky. They didn't
reach to the sky, nor did they get smaller, but when you're
little your imagination alters reality and a child sees what they
want to see.
She climbed them all the way to the top, passing the third floor
and going straight to the attic floor. She discovered the door
was locked as she tried to budge it open. She pushed on it hoping
that the years had weakened the latch but to no avail. She
shrugged it off and sat down. There was a one seat bench facing
the window. How could I have forgotten? She gazed at the window,
a tall stained glass with an arch top, delightfully colored
despite the years of dirt that collected upon it. The collection

of glass shapes formed that of a women tending to her three
children in a garden. All of the panes were colored and rough but
three. They looked as though they had been replaced since they
were clear and one could see outside through them. She had spent
so many hours staring at it as a child, wondering if the woman
was anyone of significance or just an artist's rendition of
beauty. That it was. At the bottom were the words Look Within
etched into the stone.
She sat for a moment before stepping down to the next floor down.
This is where grandma stayed. She had the whole floor to herself,
a large bedroom, a personal bath, large closets, her own living
room, foyer... even her own changing room with vanity and all.
She ran into each room expecting to see it as she remembered...
clean, polished, furnished and the scent of flowers. Her house
had never smelled like an old persons home. She had always kept
it clean and smelling nice having freshly cut flowers throughout
and the windows open to let in the fresh air. But today the rooms
were empty and musty. There was nothing to look at and very
little light could break through the dirty windows that were once
outlined in magnificent drapes.
Amelia returned to the staircase and stepped down, back to the
second floor. She had skipped this floor when she ran to the
staircase earlier.
The rooms here were just as bare, just as musty. The floors were
covered in dust but there were footprints, many footprints going
in and out of some of the rooms. I didn't walk this much. Someone
else must have been coming here. Maybe they're still here.
Amelia's heart skipped a beat. She stood still for a moment until
rational thoughts set in. Of course no one is here now.
"Guys? Becca? Christine?"
"Yeah?" Becca felt a little more interrupted this time.
"Can you come up here a minute?"
The girls walked up the steps like any normal person would,
unlike Amelia's fearful approach.

"Look at all these footprints." Amelia pointed down and motioned
across the floor to each room. "Were you up here while I was
looking around?"
"Nope. We've been downstairs the whole time. Well except to use
the bathroom. You really need a working bathroom ya know." said
Christine.
"You didn't..."
"Don't worry. I went outside."
Amelia tried to dismiss the mental imagery from her mind. "Well
someone's been here recently. Maybe they're still here."
"Now someone is they? Just how many are you expecting to find
here?" asked Becca now remembering just how Amelia would blow
things out or proportion. Becca was a little more rational and a
little less fearful of things.
"It's not a joke. There are several different sized prints here."
said Amelia as she examined a little more closely.
"You're just getting a little paranoid." said Becca.
Amelia stepped into the room with the most tracks leading in, her
fear somewhat cast aside with her friends beside her. The room
was just as bare as the rest with the exception of burnt black
and red candles arranged in a large circle in the center of the
room. The windows were covered with black cloth and the floor
showed little signs of dust except where they reached the walls.
It was obvious this room, centered in the house, had been visited
many, many times.
"What do you make of this?" asked Amelia.
Becca and Christine stepped inside and looked around. There
looked to be a faded chalk line of sorts outlining where the
candles were placed along with a few remnants of straight lines
within.
"Witchcraft would be my guess." said Becca without any sign of
concern or surprise.
"Yeah... Mine too."

"This place is giving me the creeps. Can we go now?" asked
Amelia. Witchcraft? In Grandma's house? Who would do such a
thing?
"You're the one who wanted to come here to begin with remember?"
Becca announced. "But I like it. Really. But since no one is
writing me back... I'm hungry anyway." Becca left the room.
"Thanks for taking me though." said Amelia.
"It was fun. A trip down memory lane I guess. Not that I remember
much." Christine laughed. "Maybe we can come back another time."
Christine followed Becca.
"Yeah. Maybe with some boys." laughed Becca.
They all walked downstairs and looked around. They had brought
nothing with them so there was nothing to grab.
"Amelia." A faint whisper from the library that no one heard.
Light etched the scratches through the black paint where Amelia's
fingers scorned through. A faint glow grew more brighter where
her fingers trailed the paint. "Amelia." Again... unheard.
The girls walked out to the car.
"Did you girls have fun?" asked Becca.
"Yeah. Boys next time for sure." said Christine.
"I don't know about that." laughed Amelia.
"The place just needs a little bit of cleaning but it could be
fun." She started the car. "Til next time."

It was the second day of school and Amelia wasn't as enthusiastic
as usual. She didn't like being put on the spot with Miss Decker.
Flying under the radar had become routine and comfortable.
Mom had breakfast ready once again along with two cups of coffee.
The kitchen smelled more of smoke than food today, not the usual
routine of Mom. Amelia noticed her mom taking drag after drag
with barely an exhale in between.
"Nervous today?" Amelia asked. as she took her seat. There was
toast as usual and there was also sausage and eggs. She grabbed
her coffee first, hesitating as she took her first whiff before
she took a sip.
"Yeah. I have a big case today, well a preliminary." Her words
were filled with smoke as she had forgotten what clean air felt
like.
"You'll do fine. You always do." Amelia used her fork to cut up
her sausage link into bite size pieces and put one in her mouth.
"It's about the Cindy Gershon murder." Mom paced across the floor
before grabbing her coffee. "Well I shouldn't be talking about
this to you, nor anyone actually." Mom, realizing her mug was
empty, poured herself another. Her cigarette dangled in her mouth
in between drags as she exhaled through her nose. Her hands were
occupied. "Melanie, her friend, is accused of the murder. A
gruesome one at that."
"Aren't they all?" asked Amelia.
"Yes. I suppose they are." Mom put her cigarette out and had a
seat. The nicotine seemed to have kicked in and she was able to
sit a little more still. "It happened at the old Clarke house
across town."
"I thought that place was vacant... haunted even." Amelia
recalled some of the stories she overheard.

"I don't know about that. All old and vacant houses have become
routinely targeted for stories and hauntings." Mom took another
sip of her coffee. "I've lived here all my life and have never
witnessed anything to make me believe any house is haunted. Just
things people make up to scare the others. Stories get passed
around but they are just that, stories."
Amelia wanted to bring up the mirror at her grandmother's house
but that would mean admitting she was there. She wasn't ready for
that. "So are you ever going to sell Grandma's house?"
"I've thought about it but I don't know. In a way it's still home
to me. Which reminds me... I need hire someone to clean and fix
that place up before it falls to the ground. We have the money to
spare now." Susanna was a partner at an established law now and a
great defense attorney.
"Well if you decide not to sell it I might be interested in
keeping it in the family." Amelia looked up to her mother.
"Oh you would, would you?" Mom grabbed another cigarette and
brought it to her lips. "It's a big house. A really big house.
What could you possibly want with something like that?"
"Someday I'd like a family you know. I don't know what I'm doing
for college just yet. I'm just considering my options." Amelia
took another sip from her coffee. "I think that house would be
beautiful once it's fixed up. Maybe reason enough to stay here in
Salem."
"Well we have a few years to think about it. I'm not selling it
anytime soon so no worries." Mom was happy that Amelia was taking
an interest in something other than staying home.
Mom's smoke trailed across the table right into Amelia's face.
She paid no attention as she had become used to it.
"Did Grandma own it all her life? Where's all her stuff?" Amelia
tried to downplay her words a bit. She didn't want to appear
overly anxious. I'm fifteen. Mom's never going to give me a
house.
The front door opened and Becca and Christine entered as usual.
Christine was wearing black just like Becca. They were almost

twin except for the hair. Rebecca carried in her Gucci, one of
many designs she had collected for herself.
"Good morning Anna." they announced together. The girls were
excited to start their second day at school, the manhunt shall
continue.
"Good morning girls." Mom turned back to Amelia. "Most of the
stuff was thrown out. It was all old and outdated. You wouldn't
want any of that. Yes. Your great grandparents built that house a
long time ago."
"Did you tell her about the candles?" asked Becca as she took a
seat.
Amelia wasn't ready for this but the cat was out of the bag now.
"No not yet." Amelia sat nervously.
"Candles?" asked Mom. "Where you in the house recently?" Mom was
simply curious. She had no negative feelings about it.
"Yeah, kind of." said Amelia
"We needed some place to hang out, you know... a party house.
Besides, Amelia wanted to see the place again." said Becca with a
smile. "I hope you don't mind."
"Amelia?" Mom looked at her, surprised that her nun-of-a-daughter
would even consider having fun.
"We weren't drinking or anything. Just hanging out." said Amelia.
"Okay, but if you girls should ever decide to experiment please
do it here where it's safe and I won't have to worry about you,
all of you." Mom turned back to Amelia. "And I don't want anyone
drinking and driving, especially through those woods. It's dark,
narrow and if something happened; it could be hours, days before
anyone drove by to report it."
"Mom... I don't drink."
"Okay Anna. I think we can manage that." said Christine as she
poured herself some coffee. "I hope you don't mind."
"Of course not. Help yourself to whatever you want." Mom stood up
to put her cup in the sink. "We, your mothers too, would like you

guys to be responsible about things. We know you're curious so we
can't stop you from trying anything. All we ask is that you are
responsible about it."
"Wow Anna. That's a trip." said Becca with a smile. "You talked
to my Mom?" Becca always felt uncomfortable opening up to her mom
like that.
"Of course. We are all best of friends. They know everything I
know and vice versa." Mom turned on the faucet and washed her
mug, placing it on the rack to dry. "Now what's this about
candles?"
"In one of the rooms there were a bunch of candles arranged in a
circle on the floor... Black and red." said Amelia.
"Yeah, and some lines of salt I think." said Christine.
"I think some people are using the house for witchcraft or
something. You should lock it up and call the police." said
Amelia.
"I don't think locking the doors will prevent anyone from getting
in. It's in the middle of nowhere so there's no one to hear a
window being broken. As for the candles... I'm sure it's
harmless. We are in Salem. What kid hasn't thought about magic,
spells and what not?"
"Yeah I suppose." said Amelia, surprised that Mom showed no
concern.
"But I will call the police and have them check it out to make
sure no damage has been done." said Mom.
The girls got up and headed to school. Becca and Christine
strutted with style as if they were practicing for school. Amelia
kept her arms close and her walk steady... also practicing for
school.
"Your mom is cool." said Christine as they drove off.
"Yeah, and I guess your mom's are too." said Amelia.
"So you wanna come back after school to hang out?" said Becca
turning her head to Christine.

"Sounds better than going home."
"And you Amelia?"
"It's my house. I don't have much of a choice now do I?"
"Nope, not really." said Christine.

They got to school early once again. Becca and Christine were met
by a few of their friends as they wandered off to chat.
"I'd like to hit on that." said Rodney. He was standing next to
his goth friends watching Becca walk by. Rodney wasn't really
that picky though. Like most guys he'd hit on anything that said
yes.
Jesse turned to look, his tight black pants pulled at his waist
while his silver chains dangled. "Who wouldn't?" He leaned his
head downward as if it made for a better view of her ass. "She's
into older guys though. Maybe you'd have better luck with her
friend over there." He pointed to Amelia.
"She's not so bad I guess, but she's hardly got the body of
Becca. And those clothes..."
"You got that right."
Becca disappeared into the crowd with her short shorts showing
more than the average girl would dare, wearing a skimpy black
blouse to match.
"So what's Jocelyn want to talk to us about? asked Kevin. Kevin
was a follower. While he had his curiosities he had no desire to
take an initiative, not unless it wore a dress. For that he'd
make a fool of himself.
"Oh who knows. She feels the need to be everyone's queen." said
Jesse. "I guess we'll find out later. Jesse led the group. He had
his own direction in life and wasn't afraid to make it known.
"Well I'm not into being anyone's posse but damn, I'd like a date
with her." said Kevin. It was a lie. Kevin would streak the WalMart parking lot naked, if it meant getting a date with Jocelyn.

"She's a bit out of your league and good luck getting her away
from her girls anyway."
"Yeah. What's up with that?" asked Rodney. "I've never seen her
with a guy."
"Ask her."
"Not me man. I'm good with flying low. I don't need her gang
riding my ass." Kevin seemed to tone down his enthusiasm.
"I hear ya." said Jesse as they followed behind the thinning
crowd into school.

Amelia walked the hallway towards homeroom to wait for the bell
but ran into Kaylin. She was anxious to build their friendship.
"Hey. How's it going?" she asked.
Amelia looked up, not expecting to be talked to. "Oh, I'm fine.
How about you?" Amelia actually smiled.
"I'm good I guess. I'm still getting used to things around here."
"What do you mean?"
"The town, the school, the people... everything."
"I can imagine it to be stressful but I've only lived here. I
wouldn't really know." Amelia pulled her backpack up. It had been
slowly sliding down her side.
"I hate to sound so pushy but I have no friends. I was wondering
if maybe we could get together sometime." Kaylin said with some
reservation. "I mean, if you have nothing to do or whatever. You
don't have to..."
Amelia stopped her. "No, I'd be glad to. I don't really have any
friends myself. I tend to be a bit quiet." Inside Amelia was very
enthusiastic. Her outside just got lost in translation.
"I think Miss Decker will put a stop to that."
"I know right? What's with that woman?" Amelia was forced to
think about Public Speaking for later that day. The one thing she
was actually dreading.

"Like she said. It's Public Speaking. Better get used to it."
"I'm thinking about transferring out of that class." Amelia
wasn't a quitter but fear was a good motivator.
"No don't. It's the only class we have together. Besides... You
really need a push."
"I do. I know that." Amelia turned towards the classroom. "I just
don't like it."
"You just need to let go." she laughed.
"Yeah right." said Amelia. "That reminds me. Wanna come by after
school? Becca wants to party. Me... I'm not that interested."
"It sounds a lot better than hanging with my aunt anyway." Kaylin
looked at her phone. "Well it's almost time for the bell to ring.
Want a ride home today?"
"Sure. It would be easier than giving you directions being new to
town and all."
"You got that right. We'll talk more in Miss Decker's class."
Kaylin turned to walk towards homeroom. "See ya later."
"Yeah, later."

Amelia took her seat in homeroom. Almost everyone was there
already except she didn't see Christine. She skimmed through her
schedule to make sure she memorized it correctly. Christine
entered just as the bell rang and took her seat next to Amelia.
"Just in time." said Christine with a smile.
"Yeah, barely." She wondered what preoccupied her before the
bell.
"Who was that girl I saw you talking to? You never talk to
anyone." Christine was really curious and wondered how anyone
managed to get Amelia to have a conversation.
"She's in a class of mine. She's new to town and wants to be
friends."

"Don't befriend tourists. Stick to your own." Christine and Becca
both stood their ground that way. When it came to friends it was
better to build it over time. Start young and make it solid. When
it came to men... There were no rules.
"What do you mean?" Amelia said in confusion. "And she's not a
tourist."
"She's an outsider. They come and go. You can't count on them."
"Well she seems nice. Tell Becca I have a ride home by the way."
"Alright. I'll let her know but I don't think she'll be all that
thrilled bringing in a new friend to the circle."
"She'll be my friend. And what circle? You guys tend to do your
own thing anyway." Amelia expressed her thoughts that built up
over the summer.
"We're older than you. You'll catch up soon."
"You're only a few months older than me."
"Right, but I'm sixteen and you're fifteen. That's a big
difference around here."
"Well Kaylin is seventeen and doesn't seem to mind me at all."
"Just don't say I didn't warn you."
Oh, I won't. said Amelia to herself.

After the first few classes it was time for lunch. Amelia headed
to the cafeteria and saw Christine sitting down already, a new
friend on either side of her, showing off something on her phone.
Amelia turned to find a new seat. There was a near empty table
across the room.
"Hey. Over here." shouted Kaylin.
Amelia turned to see Kaylin waiving her over to an empty seat.
"No need to eat alone." she added as Amelia sat down. She was
excited. Her newfound friendship lasted beyond the initial day.

"Thanks. I was about to." Amelia took a few bites of her lunch
while looking around the cafeteria.
"Are you ready?"
"Ready for what?" Amelia was still looking around. She didn't see
Jeremy anywhere, not even around Christine where she expected to
find him.
"Miss Decker's class of course." Kaylin noticed Amelia's
distraction. "Are you looking for someone?"
"Me? no. I mean I'm not ready and I'm not looking." Amelia turned
back to her food.
"Well you look like you're looking for someone."
"Just this guy I met yesterday. I doubt he'd give me the time of
day anyway." Amelia doubted any guy would give her the time of
day.
"It's only the second day of school. We have all year to find a
hot guy so don't be getting all moody just yet."
"I'm not getting moody but yeah, you're right. A whole year. But
since we're on the subject, those guys over there seem to be
staring at you." Amelia slyly pointed towards the table where
they sat. There were three boys, all dressed in black with gothic
hair styles. Amelia always called them the goth guys in her own
mind. She has seen them around but she never really took an
interest in them nor did they take an interest in her.
"I'm not ready to take on a guy just yet," she said, not even
looking over to them. "We'll cross that bridge together."
"You'll be waiting a long time for that. The bridge will probably
be washed away by then." Amelia laughed.
"Then we'll build a new bridge." Kaylin was a lot more optimistic
than Amelia.

The girls finished their lunch and carried their trays over to be
cleaned and then walked to class. Becca ran into Christine in the
hallway.

"Who's Amelia with?" she asked with as much curiosity as
Christine had.
"Amelia's new friend. She's giving her a ride home today. I think
so anyway. I mean... Amelia said she had a ride home. I assume
it's her."
"Hmmm." Becca looked Kaylin down from a distance. "She's not from
around here is she?"
"Nope. I don't know where she's from but it's not here."
"We'll just let things run their course for now. Nothing to be
concerned about just yet."

The rest of the day went as usual, even Public Speaking class.
"At least Miss Decker didn't pick on you today" said Kaylin as
she and Amelia walked to her car.
"Yeah, but there's always tomorrow... and the next day and the
next day."
"Don't be so negative." said Kaylin as she closed the car door
behind her. "Think of it as a means to an end."
"Yeah. She means to end me."
Kaylin laughed. "It'll do wonders for you. Now for me, I grew up
in a place where if you didn't speak up people would walk all
over you. I had to be aggressive is I was to survive. You try
living in New York."
"I'd die." Amelia laughed. "I thought you were from Florida."
"Both actually. From the time I was seven til like a month ago
year I lived in New York. Then we moved to Florida for like a
week. Now I am here." Kaylin smiled. "Which way are we going
anyway?"
"Turn left at the light and we'll go from there."
"Sounds good." Kaylin watched the roads closely since they were
all new to her. She still needed to memorize landmarks and fit in

with the driving habits of the locals. Everybody drives
differently in different parts of the country.
The drive only took about 10 minutes. The two shared some small
talk on the way, getting to know one another a little better.
"Here it is." The house was in a nice neighborhood, a bit more
fancy than Kaylin was used to. Everyone had well manicured lawns,
nice cars, big houses. It looked like every girl's dream.
"This isn't too far. I live another ten minutes down the road."
She pointed further down.
"Oh cool. My grandmother's house is down that way too."
"Well maybe when you go visit her you can stop by." Kaylin smiled
with anticipation.
"She passed away many years ago. Mom just kept the house."
"Oh Sorry. I didn't mean..." Kaylin's face turned red
"No worries. Are you coming in?"
"Yeah of course." Kaylin regained her bouncy attitude, hopping
out of the car.
There was no sign of Becca's car at the house. Perhaps they found
something better to do.
The two girls walked in. Mom was in the kitchen making dinner
looking like she never changed out her work attire. She always
made dinner early on Wednesdays since it was her night to go out,
ladies night every week.
"Mom, this is Kaylin. Kaylin, this is mom." announced Amelia.
"Good afternoon Mrs..." Kaylin turned to Amelia. "I never did get
your last name."
"Please, call me Anna. And good afternoon to you too." Mom turned
to Amelia and smiled. Will your friend be joining us for dinner?"
"Oh sorry mom. I totally forgot about dinner." Amelia usually
made dinner on Wednesdays.
"I can go if you'd like. I don't want to intrude." Kaylin said to
Amelia.

"Think nothing of it. I made plenty." Mom looked towards the
door. "I was expecting Becca and Christine to come over. Are they
coming?"
"I don't know. They didn't say." said Amelia as she set her
things down.
"Well help yourself. The foods on the counter and everything else
is in the cabinets." Mom walked towards her bedroom. "I need to
finish getting ready."
Kaylin gave Amelia a puzzled smile. "You are so lucky to have a
cool mom."
"Yeah, help yourself to whatever you want. Stay the night if you
want to." said Mom from her bedroom.
"She has great hearing too." Amelia laughed. "She'd rather I
party here where I can't get into an accident or whatever."
"Party? What else does she let you do?"
"Anything I want I guess."
"Anything you want." shouted Mom from the bedroom.
Kaylin shrugged her shoulders and smiled awkwardly as she
prepared her plate.
Christine and Becca walked in the front door smiling and chatting
with one another.
"Where's Anna?" asked Becca.
"She's getting ready. Dinner is on the counter."
"I guess we have time for a quick bite." Becca looked to
Christine.
"I thought you guys were staying here tonight." said Amelia.
"We're all meeting up at my mom's house tonight." said Christine
as she loaded her plate.
"I had forgotten it was Wednesday too dear. You and your friend
are ok staying here alone right?" Mom shouted from the bedroom.
"Yeah, sure." answered Amelia.

Kaylin mouthed the words "She can't lip read from there can she?"
without uttering a sound.
Amelia laughed and mouthed back. "No."
By the time they finished their dinner Mom and the two girls were
on their way out. Mom had let her hair down and added some
jewelry to complete her look.
"Have fun. It was nice meeting you Kaylin" said Mom.
Christine and Becca didn't say anything as they left, walking
with an attitude of self admiration.
"You too." said Kaylin as the door closed behind them.

Kaylin waited a few minutes before speaking. "Your mom can't hear
us from down the road can she?"
Amelia laughed. "No." Amelia got up to rinse her plate and
grabbed Kaylin's along the way, placing them both in the sink.
"So what's up with those two? They didn't even tell me their
names." Kaylin had a smug look.
"That's Rebecca and Christine. I don't know what their problem
is. We grew up together and were the best of friends, but Becca
is eighteen and Christine just turned sixteen. They're different
now."
"Snobby if you ask me." Kaylin stood up.
"That's as good a word as any."
"What do you have to drink around here?" Kaylin walked to the
counter.
"I don't know. Check the fridge." said Amelia as she washed the
remaining dishes.
"Oh, right." Kaylin opened the fridge and grabbed a few cans of
Diet Coke."
Amelia headed to the living room and sat down, turning on the TV
and glancing through the guide.
Kaylin joined Amelia on the couch, handing her a can.
"Want to watch anything? There doesn't seem to be much on
though." Amelia reached for the remote.
"Not really. I'd rather talk. I mean everything is so new to me
here. I have lots of questions."
"What about your aunt?"

"She's cool I guess. We haven't talked too much yet outside of
normal things. I'd rather talk to someone my age though. Someone
I could relate to better."
"Okay. What do you want to know?" Amelia sat back getting
relaxed.
"Well it's Salem right? Do you have witches here? I mean real
witches?" Kaylin looked as though she were expecting a revelation
of sorts, an insight to a world unknown.
"Those are just stories. I've never seen a real witch or even
heard of any for that matter, but there are some witchy girls at
school."
"What do you mean?" Kaylin was disappointed.
"Like mean, wrathful girls. I call them witches. In my head
anyway. But not like witchcraft." Amelia drank down a few more
gulps as did Kaylin.
"Oh okay. Have you ever tried it?"
"What? Witchcraft? I wouldn't know where to start. I don't
believe in that stuff anyway. You've been watching too many
movies." Amelia laughed. "I don't think there are vampires in
Romania either."
"Don't ruin it for me. I think vampires are sexy." Kaylin
finished her Coke. "Want another?."
Amelia looked at her own. "Yeah, mine is almost gone."
Kaylin got up and took both cans with her. "I'll get us another."
She walked to the kitchen. "I was hoping to see some magic."
Kaylin returned with two unopened cans and placed them on the
table.
"So what about you? What do you do for fun?" asked Amelia.
"Back in the big city there wasn't much to do for someone my age.
I just hung out with friends, partied, met boys... whatever. New
York is not catered to minors very well. If it weren't for
Driver's Ed I wouldn't even know how to drive. Most people there
don't have cars. We walk, take the subway, taxi... whatever."

"I think it would be fun living the night life every night."
"I guess." Kaylin sat silent for a moment. "Well I'd like to try
it. For fun anyway." said Kaylin.
"Try what?"
"Witchcraft. It would be interesting if nothing else."
"I guess we can play around... With magic I mean." Amelia turned
red. "Not you and me."
"Oh? Too bad." Kaylin said jokingly. "But there's no harm reading
a few books and seeing what it's like."
"I guess not." Amelia opened her can and took a sip. "I'd make
love potions and get all the guys to come after me."
"That could be fun. It might be a little over whelming though."
"Only the cute ones though." Amelia had an evil grin. "I'd use
all of them. I'd get what I want and move on to the next." Amelia
leaned her head back. "Have you ever had sex?"
"What brought that up?"
"I was just curious. Becca and Christine have become very boy
active lately I've never really had an interest." Amelia closed
her eyes. "Let's watch some TV or something."
Kaylin picked up the remote and scurried through a few channels
only to settle on a paranormal show. The episode caught Kaylin's
attention for the duration. When it was over she turned towards
Amelia who's eyes were closed as she curled herself up on the
couch.
"Are you okay?"
"I'm fine. I'm just getting sleepy."
Kaylin checked her phone for the time. "Wow. It's later than I
thought. Want me to go home?"
"No. I'm having fun. I guess I just need some sugar."
"Oh. Let me get you a regular Coke. I wasn't thinking. I usually
drink diet myself." Kaylin walked to the kitchen and returned
with a Coke. "Here."

"Thanks. There's something about diet that makes me feel all
weird. The aspartame does that to me." Amelia opened her coke and
took a sip. "It makes me dizzy and tired."
"Don't fall asleep on me." said Kaylin as she took her seat.
"You're way over there. How can I fall sleep on you?" Amelia sat
up and wobbled over to Kaylin. She climbed up on the love seat
where she was sitting and laid herself across her, face down.
"Okay."
Amelia never spoke another word. Kaylin took the Coke and drank
it for herself looking around the room while stroking Amelia's
hair.
Kaylin lived the city life and had never really seen a real house
outside of her aunt's. This was much newer and modern in decor
than hers and much bigger than any apartment she had ever seen.
If it weren't for the weight in her lap she'd have gotten up to
look around. The floors were hardwood, but smooth and shiny
compared to her aunt's. The furnishings were elaborate but not
antiques, just in the style of days old.
It wasn't long before Kaylin realized she needed to use the
bathroom. She sat there wondering just how to manage that. She
just about dozed off herself when the front door opened. It was
almost 1am.
"Oh hi Kaylin. I thought I saw your car here. Where's Amelia?"
Anna couldn't see her daughter from the door but noticed her as
she walked closer. "How long has she been out?"
"A few hours I guess. I didn't know what to do."
"Diet sodas do knock her out sometimes. I'm sorry." Anna reached
over and turned Amelia over, then lifted her forward.
"Yeah. She didn't tell me until it was too late. Not to be rude.
but I really need to use the bathroom. Where is it?"
"Second door on the right." Anna pointed to the hallway.
"Thanks." Kaylin stood up and tensely walked herself there.
"Wake up sweetie." Mom shrugged her.

Amelia just mumbled under her breath as Mom straightened her up,
grabbing a blanket for her.
"She's not going anywhere." said Anna as Kaylin returned. "I'll
let her sleep it off. She'll manage to find her bedroom when she
wakes up." Anna walked back towards the kitchen to put her things
down. "So how was your night?"
"It was fun. It's nice to make some friends here."
"Where are you from? The girls said you just moved here."
"New York. I kind of ran away
caught up in the party life I
couch. "She was never around.
moody and short, strung out I

from home. Mom... She uh, got
guess." Kaylin sat back down on the
When she was there she was always
guess."

"Sorry to hear that. So what brings you here? To Salem I mean."
Anna opened the fridge to get some juice.
"Nowhere else to go. I have like no family, just an aunt who I
met once as a child. She lives here."
"Well it's nice that Amelia finally has a new friend." Anna sat
down on the couch.
"Yeah. I've only been here a week or two. I've never seen her go
out except to get food."
"Well you must be tired. I won't hold you up any longer. School
tomorrow."
"Don't remind me." Kaylin got up and gathered her things, looking
back to Amelia.
"Don't worry about her. She'll be good as new in the morning.
She's never been a partier."
"We weren't partying." said Kaylin nervously.
"Oh... You drank diet?" Anna noticed the soda cans. "Yeah. She
doesn't do that well with that."
"I didn't know and she didn't say anything when I gave it to
her."
"I guess she was trying to be nice." Anna laughed.

Kaylin gathered her things. "Well goodnight Anna." said Kaylin
as she opened the front door.
"Goodnight Kaylin."
Kaylin left the house as Mom stretched the blanket for Amelia.

Jocelyn sat on her bed with several candles lit around her room,
the only illumination casting flickering shadows amongst the
walls around her. She was dressed as she usually dress at school;
her typical gothic wear and makeup and adorned in her jewelry
that she never removed. She sat the reading from a book quietly.
Knock Knock.
"Come in." Jocelyn announced, closing the book in her hands. She
was kneeling on the floor with candles around her. The room was
otherwise dark, a little bit musty for Jocelyn's sake but with so
much going on, she hadn't the time to freshen up the place.
The door opened and three figures entered wearing black gowns,
hoods hiding their faces.
Jocelyn waved her hand towards the door. "I prefer closed rooms."
The door closed with a thud and the two walked forward over the
creaking boards to take a seat next to her.
"So have you adopted this place?" asked one of the girls.
"It gives me a place to be me, to be alone. Besides... It's a
part of the family. I'll have it fixed up in no time."
"I like it the way it is." she added, turning her head to look
around. So what's the news?"
"I'll be damned if I let this prophecy play itself out." Jocelyn
said, tossing the book to her side. "The elders and I have been
planning this scheme for several years now to do just that; to
eliminate the prophecy's threat to us, all of us. We have kept
everything a secret until now."
The hooded figures sat facing her still. Silent.
"But now the time has come to put things into motion. She'll be
one of us."

"Why don't we just intervene... You know, take her out of the
picture?" asked one of the girls.
"We'll do no such thing."
"Why take such a risk when it could easily be all over?" asked
another girl.
"Risk or not, she is family to many around here. Show some
respect Cynthia." said Jocelyn firmly.
"Okay, okay. It was just an idea."

Rebecca and Christine went their separate ways as usual upon
getting to school leaving Amelia to walk alone toward the front
steps. Her pace was awkward and slow, her head looking down like
always when she heard Jocelyn up ahead. She looked forward as
Jocelyn was yelling and pointing at some boy who ran by her.
Amelia didn't catch what was said but the tone was there, a
typical one for her commanding nature. Her girls stood by her
side smiling at the now disgruntled boy as he slowed his pace in
embarrassment.
"Sorry." he bellowed before turning away from Jocelyn's stare.
Jocelyn lowered her hand, but not before Amelia noticed the ring
she wore. By this time Amelia was just a few feet away as she
approached the entry and could see it clearly, a simple silver
ring with a triangular emblem within a circle. It looked similar
to the one at her grandmother's house but much more intricate.
"Excuse me." Amelia said as she passed without Jocelyn even
noticing. Only two of her friends bothered to turn to see Amelia
walking away.

"Good afternoon class." shouted Miss Decker after the bell rang.
"Good afternoon Miss Decker." the class shouted back.
Miss Decker wasn't trying to be old fashioned. She just liked
getting things started on an extroverted level, a kind reminder
to be vocal.
"Today I want you to form groups of five. We're going to start a
project, a debate project. Just group up with those around you
and pick a leader." Miss Decker walked into the class. "We also
need an officer, a secretary and a delegate for each group. So
spend the next five minutes or so creating your team."
Amelia and Kaylin quickly joined together along with Elizabeth
and Tonya who sat beside them. After a moment the last few people

merged into exiting groups leaving Eric to join the four girls as
well.
"Ok, I'll be the leader. Who wants to be the delegate." said
Elizabeth plopping her hands down on her desk with authority.
"Why do you get to be leader?" asked Tonya
"We should vote." said Eric.
Elizabeth turned to Tonya. "I've always been a leader." she said
with a smug tone.
"Of your friends maybe. Your loser friends." said Tonya rolling
her eyes.
"I can be a delegate." said Eric sitting himself back all proud.
"You don't know anything about me. Your posse just struts the
halls actin all It." said Elizabeth waiving her hands around.
"Gotta be 100 if ya gonna out it out there."
"Enough already." shouted Amelia. "You're the secretary." She
pointed to Elizabeth. "You're the delegate." She pointed to
Tonya. "And you're the officer." She pointed to Eric.
"Sounds like you're the leader." said Miss Decker as she looked
to Amelia.
"Sorry." Amelia turned red.
"Don't be. Power can be taken, but not given. The process of the
taking is empowerment in itself. Does anyone know who said that?"
she said aloud, turning to the class.
"The Godfather." blurted a boy from the back of the class.
"They did use a variation of the quote in the movie, but no,
Gloria Steinem said that. She was an activist and writer, well
before that movie ever came out."
"Miss Decker? Why do we need a secretary and officer in our
groups?" asked another girl in the class raising her hand.
"We don't. We don't even need a delegate." Miss Decker walked to
the front of the class. "This was an exercise in itself. A means
to determine those who are natural leaders." Miss Decker turned

to Amelia. "Like Amelia here." Miss Decker looked at how Amelia
was dressed, plain, non-standoutish. "Though she could use a
little more confidence."
Amelia lowered her head as the class gazed upon her.
"We are cancelling your homework assignment for tonight."
The class started chatting with excitement.
"Not so fast." said Miss Decker. "I have a new assignment for
you." She looked over to Amelia and studied her. "I want you all
to dress up. I mean be flamboyant, exotic, sexy, whatever. I want
you to draw attention to yourself." She turned back to the class.
"I want the school to stare at you. So yes, that means you'll be
wearing it all day, not just in here."
"Yeah, she's got it in for you." said Kaylin with a smile.
"Can I see you after class Amelia?" said Miss Decker as the class
continued on their project.
"What did I do?" she whispered.
Kaylin just shrugged and turned to face the front.
Amelia grew more and more tense waiting for the bell to ring.
When it did the students floundered put of the room leaving Miss
Decker seated at her desk looking at some notes. Amelia though
she may have forgotten about her but didn't want to risk it.
"I'm sorry for shouting earlier. It's just that..."
Miss Decker stopped her. "You should run for school president."
"I don't think... I mean... I'm not even a senior. I'm only
fifteen too."
"There's nothing in the school rules that says the president has
to be a senior, nor is there an age limit." Miss Decker looked up
to her. "You are a natural. Being president isn't about
popularity. It's about making a difference. It's a school, yes,
but it is also a start."
"I'm quiet and nervous and a wreck when it comes to people."

"All those things can be fixed. You're decisive, thorough and
fair. Those are the qualities that matter. That's what you will
be remembered for."
"I want to be forgotten."
"No you don't. You just don't feel comfortable presenting
yourself. Deep down you want people to hear you." Miss Decker
shuffled her notes. "Well. You don't need to answer just yet. The
candidate selection won't start until next month. I just want you
to think about it. Really think about it. I'll help you all I
can." Miss Decker stood up. "I'm interested to see what you wear
tomorrow. Don't be shy."
Amelia didn't know what to say other than "I will think about
it." leaving the rest open for thought.

"Geez. I don't know what I'm going to do." Amelia said as she got
in the car with Kaylin.
"What do you mean?"
"Tomorrow. Dress up? I don't have a clue on what to wear, nor do
I have the clothes to do anything with." said Amelia with a tone
of aggravation. "Never mind that I don't want to."
"I had fun last night, even if you did fall asleep."
"Sorry about that." Amelia chuckled.
"Well why don't you come over to my house. You're about my size.
I may have something you can wear."
Amelia shrugged and slouched herself in her seat with an
attitude.
"Call your Mom. Tell her you'll be late."
Amelia sat in silence for a few minutes as she texted her mom.
"She wants me to run for school president too."
"You're a sophomore."
"Apparently that doesn't matter." Amelia grunted. "Is it too late
to change classes?"

"I don't know. It's your school, not mine." she laughed.
Amelia's eyes opened as they pulled into her aunt's driveway.
"You live next door to my grandmother's house. You can barely
make it out through the trees but there it is." Amelia pointed as
they walked towards Kaylin's aunt's house.
"Oh... I've seen that house. There's a better view from my
window."
They both climbed the few steps to the porch and then went
inside. Amelia looked around a bit. It was much like her
grandmother's house, the same age, the same style only this one
was furnished. The furnishings appeared to be as old as the house
itself. It was musty, but not nearly as bad as her grandmother's.
The floors were clean, as were the windows.
They walked into the kitchen. Her aunt was getting some coffee.
"Aunt Teresa, this is Amelia. Amelia this is my aunt."
"Nice to meet you. Kaylin has said some nice things about you."
said Amelia.
Her aunt was a lot smaller than Amelia expected. Kaylin was about
5'6" while her aunt was right at 5'. She was wearing a long black
dress, very slim and had long blonde hair and grey eyes. Her skin
was very pale. She really doesn't get out of the house. Amelia
thought.
"You too." said her aunt without turning to look. "Well don't let
me bother you." She exited the room.
"Don't mind her. She's a little bit old fashioned and reserved."
said Kaylin as she walked out of the kitchen. "Let's go to my
room unless you want something to drink maybe?"
"No I'm good. Maybe later."
"I didn't take much stuff with me from New York. Just some
clothes." said Kaylin as they walked into her bedroom.
Amelia looked around a bit. "No problem." The room was very old
fashioned looking. It looked as though it were decorated one
hundred years ago. "It looks nice."

"Don't kid me. It looks old." she laughed. "But it's private and
it has a bed."
Amelia walked over to her window. She could make out her
grandmother's house just a little.
"I heard some noises once. I checked the window but didn't see
anything. But then I am a city girl." Kaylin sat on her bed. "The
country is full of noises I'm not used to. I thought I heard
ghosts once but it turned out to be the wind blowing the shutters
against the house."
"Well I bet the city would have the same effect on me."
"So. I guess we need to pick out some clothes for tomorrow."
Kaylin sat up and opened her closet. "What do you want to do?"
"Die." murmured Kaylin.
"Seriously?"
"Die."
"Well let's pick out something for your funeral then." Kaylin
skimmed some hangers across the rod one by one. "I'm sure we can
come up with something." Kaylin paused for a moment. "I know just
the thing. I had a costume party event once and I think I brought
it with me." She slid everything over to the left. "Yeah, here it
is." She pulled out a hanger with a dress and a mask, a partial
mask.
Amelia looked over. "I don't think so."
"Oh come on. Like you said. The teacher has it in for you." She
held it in front of Amelia. "You'll just make it worse if you
don't oblige her."
"Yeah, I know."
"Well try it on then." She held it forward.
Amelia stood there for a second and then grabbed it from her.
"You can change in the bathroom if you want. Or here. It's up to
you."

Amelia started to leave the room but then realized her aunt might
see her in the hallway wearing this thing. She turned away from
Kaylin and undressed herself, removing her shoes, pants and
shirt.
"You have a nice body. You shouldn't feel embarrassed."
"What I should feel is irrelevant. It's how I feel the matters."
"I won't look then."
"It's a little late for that now don't you think?" Amelia
laughed. "I guess I better get used to it though. People looking
at me I mean."
Amelia pulled the dress over her head.
Kaylin walked over to her, reaching her hands out. "Let me help
with the zipper. It sticks a little."
Amelia pulled the zipper up her back and Amelia turned to face
her.
"How does it look?"
"It looks great. Put on the mask."
Amelia pulled the band around her head and slid the mask over her
face. It still had the scent of perfume from the last time it was
worn.
"Now you can stand out without anyone knowing who you are."
"I suppose." She looked into the mirror. "I think I'll just wear
my own clothes and get an F. I've never had one before." She
turned back to Kaylin. "Trying something new is good. Right?"
"You'll do no such thing." Kaylin reached over to her vanity and
rummaged through her makeup. "We can't put this on tonight so
take this with you for tomorrow. I'll put it in your backpack so
you don't forget. You have to wear the makeup for the full
effect."
"Okay boss." Amelia removed the mask and dress and set them
aside, putting her own clothes back on. She looked into the
mirror again. "I guess my clothes are rather bland." She was

wearing a brown top and plain jeans. She had on no jewelry nor
any makeup on.
"Yeah, a bit." Kaylin looked more closely. "Well more than a bit.
We should go shopping sometime. I need a reason to get out of the
house anyway."
"I do have some money saved up. It can't hurt to buy a few
things. Nothing too outlandish though."
"No. Nothing outlandish." she laughed.
"Too bad I have nothing to drink but water. My aunt doesn't stock
her fridge like yours." said Kaylin "You are lucky. Your mom is
so cool."
"Yeah. She is very open about everything."
"If my mom were like that I'd never have left." Kaylin walked
over to the window. "Wait... I thought I saw something."
"What?" Kaylin joined her.
"I don't know. It looked like a light." She looked through the
trees to Amelia grandmother's house
"There's no electricity over there."
"Did you see that?" Kaylin leaned closer. "I saw light from that
window." She stood pointing.
Amelia looked and waited. "I see nothing." Then she saw a flicker
of light. "Yeah I saw it. Who's in there?"
"I don't know. Do you want to check it out?"
"Yeah. We better. I want to tell my mom about it." said Amelia.
"I told her I thought people have been in there. I didn't know
they were still going there though."
"I'll get a flashlight." Kaylin rummaged through her drawer.
"There's one here somewhere. Ah... Here it is." She clicked it on
to make sure it worked. "Are you ready?"
"As ready as I'll ever be."

They stepped outside, easing themselves down the steps to avoid
making any noise. Kaylin had the flashlight on, shining in front
of them.
"Turn it off for now. I don't want them scared off before I we
see who they are."
Kaylin turned it off and they slowly walked towards the porch.
The steps creaked as they climbed them, slowing their pace as
they carefully avoided making any more noise.
Amelia opened the front door slowly, letting out just a slight
creak as they stepped inside. They stood there for a moment
waiting to see if anyone had noticed their entry.
Slowly their eyes had adjusted to the darkness, only a soft
moonlight was cast, illuminating throughout the house where
shadows could not hide. They looked around, trying to distinguish
walls, shapes, distance... to establish their bearings.
Thump Thump
Footsteps fell amongst the floorboards above, sounding of thunder
to the girls as they stood dead in their tracks. Startled, they
looked upwards watching the dust drop of the ceiling, grabbing
one another's hand, Kaylin squeezing tight as indistinct voices
reverberated softly from above.
"Let's get out of here." said Kaylin as she almost dropped her
flashlight, trying to turn in a frenzy.
Amelia held her hand tight and stood her ground, forcing Kaylin
to snap back from her flee.
"I need to know who's here." She turned to Kaylin. "Give me the
light."
With a deafening click she turned it on, brightening the room
with an almost blinding light. Amelia turned the beam to the
stairs on the right, defining their direction forward.
Kaylin huddled behind her, grabbing the tail of her shirt, almost
knotting it between her fingers as Amelia walked forward in tip
toe, shining the light upwards. She climbed the stairs slowly to
allow her friend some footing. Kaylin could not see her own
steps. Kaylin stumbled, falling back a step. Thump. Her foot

slammed upon the board. Amelia turned back towards Kaylin as she
started to fall backward, grabbing her hand tight. Amelia pulled
upwards to offset her weight but it was too late. Kaylin swung
backwards as she grabbed the rail to stop herself from falling,
but not before their presence alerted the intruders. The
intruders fled down the other set of stairs in haste, slamming
and thumping down the steps, some of them two at a time. Amelia
tried to shine her light upon them only to catch a brief glimpse
before turning it back to Kaylin, ensuring that she was alright
before looking to the other stairs once again. They were gone.
"Damn. I almost fell." Kaylin said with anxiety. "I think I
twisted my ankle." She bent over, putting a hand to it. "Did you
see them?"
"No... not really." Amelia shined the light around the room.
There was no trace of anything. Even the dust they had kicked up
was falling back into place. "There was two or three of them...
Maybe four. I'm not sure." Amelia held onto Kaylin. "They were
all wearing dark clothing. I think two of them were boys but I'm
not certain."
"Well let's get out of here!" said Kaylin.
"No. They're gone now. Let's see what they were up to."
Kaylin hesitated as Amelia pulled her along, up the curving steps
and falling upon the balcony.
"I think they were in here." Amelia pulled her into the middle
bedroom.
Candles were arranged across the floor just as she had seen
before. They were not lit but the smell of burning wax was in the
air. She bent down and checked those on the floor but they were
cold and solid.
"I think they were just using a candle to see. These have not
been lit, not recently." Amelia stood up again and shined her
light around the room. The lines on the floor were redrawn since
the last time she was here. "I think they were setting up. These
salt lines are fresh."
Kaylin had been avoiding the surroundings until now, only holding
on the Amelia in hopes she'd take her back home soon. She looked

to the floor where Amelia cast the light, eying the candles in
the circle and the salt designs, shapes and glyphs so neatly
arranged. "Were they casting spells or something?"
"Maybe... I don't really know." Amelia glanced around. I've lived
here all my life, in Salem I mean, and I never took an interest
in witches and witchcraft. I really don't know the first thing
about it."
"Maybe you should just leave it alone then." Kaylin huddled
against her.
"I can't... not really. This is my house. This is my town. As
long as it affects me I had better take an interest and educate
myself."
"Count me out."
"You don't really mean that. Besides, you live next door. You are
almost worse off than I am. No. We are in this together so let's
work together.
"I'm not near as enthusiastic as you are. Can we go now?"
"Not yet. I want to show you something." Amelia walked back
through the door.
"I don't think I want to see anything else." Kaylin hesitated but
followed her.
"Listen... Do you hear that?" Amelia stood in silence.
"I don't hear anything." said Kaylin puzzled.
"Right. That's because they're gone now. There's nothing to be
afraid of."
"Oh... I can think of a lot of things to be afraid of besides
those boys... in this... this house. Ghosts, demons, witches..."
"You are letting your imagination take a hold of you."
"More like reality."
"Just one thing then." Amelia led Kaylin downstairs. "It will
only take a minute."

As they hit the bottom step Kaylin motioned towards the front
door. Amelia's grasp on her hand pulled her back.
"It's this way." Amelia began walking, pulling the dead weight
behind her. "In the library."
They entered the room and Amelia shined her light around.
"There aren't any books. Some library." said Kaylin.
"The house has been emptied a long time ago but look over here."
she dragged Kaylin to the wall bearing the black frame and glass.
"What do you make of this?"
"It looks like a picture frame, vandalized with black paint."
"It's a mirror. I wonder what it's hiding."
"I don't wonder." Kaylin closed her eyes tight. "I don't even
want to know. I want to go home now." Kaylin pulled.
"Just a second..." Amelia noticed something on the floor and
shined her light down. Someone had inscribed some words in the
dust but their footprints marred some of the letters. "What does
this say?"
They both looked closely. T H E
R E A F
I D O F Y O
and then A L
O F
H E M. There were footprints that obscured
some of the letters. They stood for a few minutes, Amelia staring
and thinking, Kaylin pulling to leave.
"I got it. You can see where some words are partially blurred but
it says. They are afraid of you. All of them."
"Okay. We can leave now." Amelia let Kaylin pull her along.
Kaylin didn't take her time finding the door, opening it wide and
stepping into the night air. The dark woods and it's shadows cast
by the moon were never so inviting and relaxing to her.
"I wonder who wrote that message though." said Kaylin.
"I'm more curious of who it was written to."
A gust of wind blew through the library waving the old weathered
drapes in a fury and wiping away all the letters on the floor,
all except a few. A A I L E M which slowly changed positions

to read AMELIA. The name was now a reflection in a pool of water.
Someone was watching them. The wind could be heard as it whisked
through the room once more and all was gone.
"Maybe we can come back during the daylight."
"Or..." Kaylin said in sarcasm. "Maybe not."
"Well it's late now. Maybe you should take me home."
"To the city where it's safe and people actually live there in
new houses and lit streets with pavement and where people mow
their grass? I'm all for that." Kaylin said anxiously. "Can I
spend the night?"
"You're silly."
"No... I'm serious. Can I spend the night. There is no way I am
gonna sleep in my bedroom knowing that the only thing separating
me from this house is a slim slice of glass in my window. You owe
me... Big time."
"I don't think my mom will mind. Sure. Let's get your things."

"Good morning." Amelia said as she shrugged Kaylin on the couch.
After a moment Kaylin realized where she was. "Oh... Good
morning."
Mom was already in the kitchen making breakfast. The coffee was
already done. "Anyone want some coffee?"
"Yes of course." blurted Amelia.
Kaylin couldn't quite get the words out yet.
"I think she'll take some too."
Kaylin patted her hand in acknowledgement before sitting herself
up to use the restroom and to get dressed.
"Hey Mom. I forgot to mention this before. At grandma's house
there was a mirror hanging on the wall. It was painted black,
frame and all."
"Probably just some graffiti. You know... kids marking their
territory. I'm surprised that was all they painted."
"Yeah, I suppose."
After breakfast Kaylin took Amelia to the bedroom to help get her
dressed up for the day. "Today's the big day."
"Don't remind me." Amelia put on her dress with less resistance
than the night before.
"If you can handle haunted houses and witches and stuff, you can
handle wearing this to school." Kaylin zipped her up. "Now let's
get your makeup on."
"I think I left it at your house."
"No. I have it. I saw you take it out of your pack so I put it in
mine." Kaylin smiled. "We wouldn't want to ruin your day."

Amelia grunted. "Then I can stay home?"
"Don't worry. You'll have a mask on." Kaylin laughed. "No one
will know who you are."
Kaylin applied her makeup with elaboration and color, making her
standout, just as Miss Decker asked. Amelia's expressions went
from worried to dissatisfaction to disgust as the process was
completed.
"Now put your mask on."
Amelia lifted it off the vanity and placed it to her face,
pulling the band around her head.
"There... You look good." said Kaylin with a smile.
Amelia looked at herself in the mirror. The dress was black and
red reaching to her feet with lace frills and flower stitchings.
Her mask was white with a gold sparkle trim. "I look like the
phantom of the opera with a boob job." Amelia looked to Kaylin.
"Now what about you?"
"I just need to put on some makeup." She did her eyes and lips
real quick. "All set."
"What?" Amelia shouted. "What do you mean? All set!"
"This day is for you remember. Miss Decker doesn't care about
me."
"You don't even have a costume on."
"I'm wearing orange. That's a big step for me."
"Wearing orange? Really? You can wear this. I'll wear orange."
Amelia stood up putting her hand to her mask. "I can do orange."
"We don't have time to change. Besides... You look beautiful."
"I don't want beautiful. I want Amelia." Amelia shrugged and
stood up before walking to the living room.
"Wow. What's this? Doing a play today at school." said Mom as the
two entered the kitchen.
"I'm taking this off." Amelia turned back towards the bedroom.

Kaylin grabbed her hand, stopping her progress. "We are going to
school."

Everyone turned to look at Amelia as she walked down the hall...
Everyone. Amelia's mask held back the fear and embarrassment that
hung over her with every step.
A girl with white hair looked over from down the hall. "Let's all
bow. The queen approaches."
Amelia looked more closely now. Beneath the dreads and shiny
jewelry dangling from her face, beneath the black makeup was
Jocelyn. She had only met her once before but her presence at
school was felt by all. Despite her being short, she was a
senior, leading a pack of wolves. That's how Amelia envisioned it
anyway. She was ruthless, mean and gorgeous. Any girl who was
anything, or wanted to be anything, clung to her and to her
words. At her side stood Chloe, Madison and Regina; all just as
proud, but also knowing their place. Jocelyn was their queen.
Rebecca seemed to get along with her ok. Christine was a little
more indifferent, but then she was two years younger. Jocelyn had
long black hair that ran straight before the drastic change,
falling to the small of her back. She always wore designer
clothing, jewelry and those shoes, they seemed to never end. She
must have had a collection to die for.
Amelia paid no attention to her. She just counted away the
seconds in her head to where this day ended. 25200, 25199... When
she opened them again she saw one of the boys looking at her. She
had seen him around school before and couldn't quite remember his
name from a class they shared last year. She thought for a
moment... Spencer. He was average looking, not too bad but hardly
a lady's man. He was quiet and kept to himself but today he was
eying her. It must be this costume. 25198, 25197...

Homeroom was no better but at least she could sit, partially
obstructing the views from others. Christine even gazed at her,
an awkward look of confusion that only lasted a moment as she
wanted no association with her, not today.

Lunch couldn't come soon enough, but not because she was hungry.
No, food was the last thing she wanted... Lunch marked the middle
of the day. She survived the first half... only one half to go.
"I love your outfit." said Holly, approaching Amelia at her table
as Kaylin was paying for her lunch. "I wish I could pull that
off."
"Please... Pull it off."
"No seriously. I love it." Holly rejoined her own friends at
their table. Holly was popular for her age of fifteen with pink
hair and a slim body standing around five-five. She dressed
conservatively despite her less conservative hair color.
Amelia and Holly didn't speak much but all that was ever spoken
was polite and kind. If it weren't for Amelia's shyness they
might have become closer friends. Kaylin was outgoing and in need
of friendship. She made the first move befriending Amelia, much
to Amelia's delight.

Amelia and Kaylin took their seats in Public Speaking watching as
all the students entered the room. Amelia stared intently,
waiting for other's to appear sporting such a ridiculous costume
as herself. No such person entered, leaving Amelia distraught,
embarrassed and upset.
"Looks like we have a winner." said Miss Decker.
Everyone looked over to Amelia, the obvious choice. Amelia knew
everyone was staring even with her eyes closed, trying to find
her happy place. But the darkness hovered over her as time stood
still, that happy place well hidden.
"Is there a prize? Do I get to go home?" said Amelia, her face
pushed into the desk.
"And miss all the fun? What kind of prize is that?" said Miss
Decker. "I would like you to join the debate team though. You
have a lot to offer."
"Of course." Amelia said sarcastically, pushing her face further
into her desk. "Can I at least pose for some milk carton photos?
I'd like something current."

Amelia used her free period to go to the library to check out a
few books on witchcraft and to get away from people. The library
didn't harbor many students at all. On her way out she saw
Christine in the hallway. She was talking to Jocelyn and her
friends, acting just as snobby as they did. Christine glanced
over but turned back, not even acknowledging her. Amelia figured
it was the costume. Why would anyone want to be seen with, or
even talking to me today?

"Can we go to your house." said Amelia as she got into Kaylin's
car. School was out. She survived the day but didn't want to stay
a second longer than she had to. "I need to scream."
"I'll bet you do."
"Can I?"
"If you think it will help."
Amelia let out a loud scream and kicked her feet on the floor
board of the car. "Sorry. I added that for effect."
"Do you feel better now?"
"A little bit. Wanna come to my place after?"
"It's Friday. That sounds good to me." Kaylin started her car.
"It sounds really good to me. I hate being at my house alone."
"Yeah. Stay the night, a real sleepover this time."
"I'll have to ask my aunt but I don't see why not."
They pulled up in front of Aunt Teresa's house. Amelia grabbed
her books out of her pack. "Let's go to my grandmother's house.
It's daylight now."
"Why? That place spooks me."
"You'll be fine. I just want to check something.."
"Curiosity killed the cat."
They walked into the center room upstairs where the candle's were
placed. Amelia skimmed through her books looking for pictures
that resembled the arrangement.

"Geez, There are a lot of circles in these books. Some are
different from others. I guess I need to do some reading first."
Amelia closed her book. "We can come back in a few days."
"No hurry. Really." Kaylin laughed.
"Well we are here now. Let's at least try a spell." Amelia
skimmed through another book looking for something that didn't
require having ingredients or props that they didn't have.
"Here's something." she held the book out to Kaylin.
"What's that?" she asked with hesitation.
"A pendulum." She pulled the book back towards her. "It's looks
to be like a Ouija board of sorts. You ask it questions and it
answers." Amelia looked around for anything useful to make one.
"We'll have to make do with what we have here." She found a
pointed stone on the floor. "All we need now is string. Give me
your necklace."
Kaylin took it off and held it out. It was a leather strip band
with a crystal charm on it.
Amelia cast her stone away. "We don't need that. The charm should
do fine. It's pretty."
"It's junk. When the pawn shop wouldn't give my mom a dime for it
she gave it to me. You can keep it."
"No. That's okay. It's yours." Amelia did some reading. "Seems we
need to cleanse the pendulum for a clear reading. We can figure
that out later." She read some more. We need to calibrate it by
telling it to signal YES and to signal NO. Lets kneel on the
floor."
Amelia put her books down and kneeled as Kaylin kneeled across
from her.
"I'll let you hold it." Amelia read a little bit more. "Take a
deep breath and concentrate. It may take a few times. Tell it
aloud to signal yes."
Kaylin closed her eyes and breathed in. "Signal yes."
They both watched intently but nothing happened. She tried it
again and still nothing. Amelia read a little bit more.

"Try saying Oh divine necklace of the covens. Show me you
understand my plight and caress me with goodness." Amelia looked
up to her. "Just kidding. Just empty your mind, take a deep
breath and try again."
She tried once more but nothing happened. "Here... You try it."
Kaylin pushed the necklace to Amelia touching her hands in the
process. The pendulum swayed over to Amelia's left, pointing
directly at one of her books, The History of Witchcraft; The
Family Line.
"Let me do some reading and we can try again later. Let's look
around some more." said Amelia as she stood up.
Neither of the girls noticed to pendulum move. Kaylin placed it
back around her neck and stood up as well. The necklace dropped
to the floor. Kaylin bent over and picked it up. "Looks like I
need a new band. It's not even worth the trouble." She put it in
her pocket.
"It looks like someone's been back her again." Amelia stared at
the floor.
"What do you mean?"
"The message on the floor." Amelia pointed. "It's gone."
"Can we be gone?"
"We'll be fine. Whoever it was ran away from us remember?"
"Yeah. That doesn't mean they won't come back in numbers though
or what curses they've placed here."
"You are getting paranoid. Let's go look around."
Kaylin hesitated to follow but following meant leaving the
library. That was a start.
"This was always my favorite place." said Amelia after she
dragged Kaylin to the tower. "I'd sit on the steps and look up,
use my imagination. " she said staring upwards. "The stairs
seemed to never stop. They just kept going up and up. It doesn't
seem the same now though."
They climbed to the top, the stairs creaking with every step.

"I couldn't get this door open before. This house is so old.
Everything is stuck." She pushed on it again. "I use to sit up
here talking to one of my friends, Melinda. She usually came to
visit when I was here. Sometimes we'd go next door and play with
Leanna too." Amelia sat in silence for a moment. "I had forgotten
about them until now. I wonder how they're doing now... I don't
even know their last names. I was a little shy back then."
"You were a little shy? An what do you mean were?"
"Yeah, well... Maybe I still am." She laughed.
"So what's in there?"
"I've never been inside. Grandma said it's just an old attic,
nothing of interest. Don't go in there. she always said."
"You never tried to go inside?"
"I was five when she passed away. But I am curious if Mom emptied
it out or not. It might be fun going through her old stuff if she
hadn't gotten rid of everything already." Amelia wiggled the
knob. "I might get to know her a little better."
Kaylin gave it a push... nothing. "Maybe another time. After we
are armed ya know." Her hand slid down the door feeling some
scratches. She looked closely. They were painted over but from
the right angle you could see some symbols. "What's this?" She
pointed to a few lines carved forming a crude design of some
sort.
Amelia looked also. "I probably did that when I was little. Mom
said I used to ruin everything, scratching, drawing, painting."
Amelia turned back. "Ready to go to my house?"
"Well let me get a few things and then we can go."
They headed next door and stepped inside, going up to Kaylin's
room. It was neat and clean as it was the last time she saw it.
Amelia sat on the bed as Kaylin packed a bag.
"I'll be right back. I need my toothbrush and other things."
Amelia sat there looking at herself in the mirror across the
room. I can't believe I wore this today. She heard voices out in
the hallway but couldn't make out what was being said though her

aunt didn't sound too happy. A moment later her aunt walked by
and looked into the room right at Amelia, staring into her eyes
before turning away.
"I'm ready. Let's go."
"Is everything okay?"
"Yeah. It'll be fine." she said as she picked up her bag. "She's
just not used to having a teenage girl around. I guess she's
forgotten what it was like."

"How did the play go?" asked Mom as they entered the house.
"Brought company?"
"Play? Oh yeah." Amelia looked at herself. "I forgot I was still
wearing this. I hope you don't mind if Kaylin stays the night."
"No. Not at all." said Mom as she finished up the dishes.
"There're leftovers in the fridge if you want anything. I'll be
out of here in a minute."
"Okay, thanks."
After eating Amelia opened the fridge and stepped away. "Help
yourself. I'll have a regular Coke if you don't mind."
Kaylin grabbed two and handed one to Amelia.
"I'm glad this day is over." said Amelia after taking a few sips.
"Let's go to my room." Amelia grabbed her stuff and carried it
with her, tossing the bag and books onto the dresser.
Both girls sat on the bed. Kaylin looked around at the decor, the
furniture. It was all Victorian style, all white, all neat and
tidy. "I'm glad you aren't a slob like most people nowadays."
"I thought that was normal."
"You really don't have any friends do you? I mean no one cares
today. Go into anyone's room and you can't even see the floor
with all the clothes and crap just thrown around."
"Ewww. No. I couldn't handle that." Amelia opened her can and
took a sip.

Kaylin did the same. She looked around the room taking notice of
the little things. "My aunt doesn't have anything except water.
This is living it up to me." She laughed.
"Funny."
Amelia stood up and removed her dress, "I need to get this off of
me." lifting it over her head and tossing over the chair. She
walked towards the bathroom. "I'm going to go clean my face. Be
right back."
Kaylin sat holding her drink in her hands. The decor had an
elegant quality about it. Everything had its place and neatly
arranged. She didn't see a speck of dust. She must be OCD like
me, but my things aren't nearly as nice. Kaylin was almost
disappointed, seeing nothing she'd expect to see in Salem. There
was nothing about the room that showed Amelia had even the
slightest interest in magic. The colors were very girly, almost
too much so for someone her age; pink everywhere... and dolls.
Kaylin tried to envision her own life, if things were normal
between her and her mother. If she had a real job and a real
house, how would I decorate my room? She looked around again.
Nothing this pink I imagine but I'd take care of my things just
as well. Kaylin laid back on the bed. I wish my life was normal.
"Sorry. I decided to take a shower." Amelia walked into the room
wearing only a towel, her hair falling wet upon her skin. "I feel
much better now."
"And you look even better." Kaylin stared into Amelia's eyes. She
had never really paid much attention to them before but now that
Amelia's hair was wet and dark, her eyes really stood out, a
bright golden color. "Sorry. I've never been into girls. I just
had to say it though. I just love your eyes." Kaylin stood up. "I
think I'll take a shower too."
Amelia pointed everything out to her as she started to undress.
She threw her clothes and necklace onto the bed.
By the time Kaylin got out of the shower Amelia was on her second
Coke. She got another for Kaylin since hers was empty. Amelia
laid on the bed feeling relaxed before standing up to dress
herself in her pajamas for the night.

Kaylin came back wearing only a towel. "I was in such a rush to
leave that I didn't think to pack anything to sleep in." She
looked into her bag. "Nope."
"I have a large tee you can wear. I sometimes wear it to bed
myself. It should be in the third drawer down."
"I got it I think." She held up a large white tee with pink
designs on it.
"Yeah, that's it.
Kaylin dropped her towel to the floor and raised the tee above
her head.
"Sometimes I sleep naked but when I'm tired I pass out in
pajamas."
Kaylin slid her arms through the sleeves and lowered her shirt.
"Do you have a boyfriend? I mean... from back home?"
"This is home now, but no, I don't have one and I didn't then
either." Kaylin sat down beside her. "It'll happen when it
happens. I'm in no hurry to settle down with anyone when I
haven't even settled into the school yet."
"Yeah. Me neither." Amelia played with her own shirt. "I've never
had a boyfriend. I've never had sex either... Come to think of
it. I've never had a date."
"They are all overrated. Just be you and be patient."
"I think being me is the problem. No one likes me."
"I think you're just fine. You are prettier than most girls."
Kaylin stroked Amelia's hair. "You just need to work on your
presentation."
"We have homework? For tomorrow?" Amelia said startled.
"No... There's no school tomorrow. And no, no homework. You need
to work on how you present yourself to others, how you dress,
walk, talk... your makeup. You must be tired."
"Oh yeah. I'm just shy. I'm quiet and I don't like myself."

"Well Miss Decker will get that all fixed I'm sure. You made it
through today just fine. You even talked to some people."
"Yeah I guess."
"We'll go shopping soon and get you some less conservative
clothes. Tonight we can just relax and have fun." Kaylin tossed
her clothes to the floor.
"So what do you want to do tonight? It's early." asked Amelia.
"I dunno..." Kaylin took a seat next to Amelia. "Tell me about
your friends, the people at school or such. I don't seem to fit
in very well."
"I don't have any friends really. Christine and Becca are Mom's
friend's daughters. We all grew up together." Amelia laid back.
"We used to be great friends though. I guess we all grew up."
"I had lots of friends in New York but none of them were close.
It seems we are opposites."
"Well I'd rather have one good friend over many lesser ones."
"Me too."
Amelia took another sip. "As for school... I've never really
talked to anyone so I don't know any of the gossip. I like to
watch people though and try to figure them out. Jocelyn has her
own clan that stick to her like glue. I don't think she likes me
though." She took another sip and hesitated. "She was staring me
down the other day. She had some intent look about her. I have no
idea why. I don't think I've ever said a word to her before. I
don't know why she'd be mad at me or anything."
"Well you are just getting to that age where girls see other
girls as threats. Girls can claim territory just as well as
guys."
"I don't have any territory, nor do I want any."
"She doesn't know that. She's just letting you know who's in
charge." Kaylin took another drink.
"Well she can have it." Amelia stood up. "I just want sit in the
shadows."

"Nah. You need to come out and play once in a while."
They walked into the kitchen running into Mom as she was fixing
something for herself something to drink.
"How's girls night going?" she asked.
"Great. Just talking about friends and people... kids at school."
said Amelia.
"I know you've always been more of a loner but having friends
makes life worth living. We learn a lot from one another."
"Yeah. I'm starting to realize that now."
"But you do need to work on those clothes." said Mom.
"It seems everyone is in agreement there." Amelia laughed.
Kaylin and Amelia returned to the bedroom. Amelia walked to her
closet and opened it, skimming through her wardrobe. "I can't
believe I've actually been wearing all this." She looked into her
jewelry box and grabbed a necklace. "This is the only jewelry I
own." she said holding it in front of her as she turned to
Kaylin. "I got it in Girl Scouts and I don't even wear it." She
looked at it having forgotten about it over the years; a simple
metal pendant with a flower and troop number on it.
"You were in Girl Scouts? I should have guessed."
"Mom thought it might bring me out. Of course I sat in the corner
as always." She rubbed her fingers over it and tossed it on the
dresser.
The pendent moved slightly towards the same book as before,
vibrating momentarily... unnoticed.

"What are you doing today?" asked Mom as Amelia walked into the
kitchen.
It was a Sunday so Amelia slept in. "Nothing. Kaylin is helping
her aunt do some house maintenance. That place has been falling
apart since she was widowed. That's what Kaylin said anyway."
Amelia was still wearing pajamas, just too comfortable to put any
real clothes on.
"Well the girls are stopping by. They are going into town for me
to get a few things." Mom drank some of her coffee. "Why don't
you go with them?"
"I dunno. I think I'll stay here today." Becca and Christine
haven't been too friendly the past few weeks. The distance was
getting stronger. "They seem to have other things to do... other
friends."
"I'll hear nothing of it. You girls have been friends since you
were born. Besides... how will I explain to their moms that our
daughters aren't getting along? They're my friends too. We are
all family."
"Yeah I know. It'll work out. I'll bring a book with me to read."
Amelia poured herself a bowl of cereal.
"I made bacon and eggs." Mom pointed. "It's on the counter."
"No thanks. I've decided to eat a little more healthy. Something
that will make me less sluggish." She added milk.
"Well good for you. But there are ways to eat what you want and
still feel and look good." Mom stood up. "Look at me. I eat what
I want, smoke, drink, whatever."
Mom was a beauty. Amelia couldn't deny that. She had a great
figure and always dressed classy with a slight touch of mystery.
She's one of those women who could easily pass for high class
lawyer or a fun party girl, wearing the same outfit and same
makeup. Her skin was tanned all over, a Mediterranean complexion

even though she was of European decent. Her eyes were deep green
but her emotions made them brighter. Anger turned them fierce.
Amelia always knew when she should leave her alone.
"Yeah Mom. I don't know how you do it."
"It's all in the mind. I am what I want to be."
"You make it sound easy."
Becca and Christine got there just as Amelia finished her cereal.
"Good morning Anna." they announced together.
"You mean afternoon. You too girls."
"Yeah, right." said Becca
"Amelia didn't want the breakfast I made. You girls are welcome
to it."
"Why not? Thanks." said Christine.
"What's on the agenda today?" asked Mom.
"We were thinking about doing a little shopping, maybe some boy
hunting, maybe party it up a bit." said Becca.
"Sounds like a full day. I wish I was your age still."
"You look great Anna." said Becca "You should come with us."
"As much fun as that sounds, it is not my looks or desires that
hold me back." Mom drank some of her coffee. "I'm a mother and I
have a career. I can't be acting like a teenager anymore."
"I don't ever want to have a career then." Christine laughed.
"When you get older your priorities will change. Have fun while
it lasts." Mom looked over to Amelia. "You need to have some fun
too. Let these girls show you how."
"I guess." Amelia stood up, putting her bowl in the sink. "I need
to go get dressed though."
"Wear something more fun Amelia."
"I'll try." Amelia laughed. She went into her bedroom to change.

"Can I count on you girls to help Amelia? She could really use
it."
"Of course Anna. We've all been friends forever. We'll get her
ready. It'll be fun."
"All she needs to do is let go and loosen up. You girls were her
age not too long ago. Remember what it was like making that
transition to adulthood?"
"Of course." said Becca.
"Mine was only a month ago. I remember it very well but Becca
helped me a lot. I see things much differently now."
"You're becoming a woman." Becca laughed.
Amelia returned from her room wearing a black skirt and a white
top.
"You look like a school girl. We really need to get you some new
clothes." said Christine.
"This is all I have that's similar to what you guys are wearing."
"That's not similar." said Becca.
Mom reached into her wallet and pulled out some cash. She handed
it to Rebecca. "Help her find something new, well... a whole
wardrobe. And have some fun. My treat."
"No problem Anna." Becca put the money in her purse. "Are we
ready?"
"Let's go." announced Christine.
Becca waited until she got into the car to count the money.
"How much did she give you?" asked Christine anxiously.
Becca skimmed through the bills slowly counting to herself. "Wow.
There's over six thousand dollars here." Becca's face was in
shock. "She must really want you to have fun Amelia."
"I think we'll all have fun." said Christine.
"No way!" said Amelia. "She's never offered to give me anything
before. This is crazy."

"Oh. I think it's our turn to be crazy today." said Becca.
"Well... to the mall it is."

Amelia loved to shop but she wasn't sure how she felt about
others shopping for her. She had her own style... styless. It
wasn't much but it was comfortable.
"Try this on." Christine held out a short red skirt.
"I'm not sure about that." Amelia was trying to be nice but her
facial expressions were clear. All the clothing around her scared
her. Her style change made her feel insecure.
"Hey... maybe we should get loosened up a little first." said
Becca while looking to Christine. "Maybe get something to drink
in the food court, relax, chat, take the edge off."
"That might help. It is a little overwhelming in here." said
Amelia.
The girls decided to share a pretzel. Amelia and Christine
brought one to the table as Becca returned with some drinks. The
girls favored Coke products while the pretzel place had Pepsi.
"How about we do some shopping and then go on the prowl, maybe
party some?" asked Becca.
"Sounds great to me." said Christine
Amelia drank her Coke. "I guess."
"You need to change your demeanor some Amelia. It's not I guess,
it's Sounds great! The words you choose make all the difference."
"I know. I'm just not used to it."
"That guy's cute. What do you think Amelia?" Christine pointed to
a boy across the court. He was about twenty, short brown hair,
fairly muscular and wearing summer clothes.
"He's a little old for me."
"Old? He's like twenty. What do you want then? A little boy?"
"No. Just someone my age."

"That would be a little boy." Becca laughed. "You can do a lot
better than that. Just wait and see. We'll buy some new clothes
and get you all made up. You'll be a different girl."
"Why does everyone want me to be different? Even my teacher keeps
pushing me."
"If you don't take the initiative now you never will. Trust me.
It is easier to do it when you are young than to wait until
you're older."
"Especially when your mom is paying for it." said Christine
"That's true. I can't believe she gave us that much money." said
Amelia. "Let's go get some new clothes."
"That's the spirit" said Christine. "Let's go back to Hot Topic."
"Let's have some fun." said Becca.

Becca skimmed through the clothing, handing Amelia one thing
after another to try on.
"I can't try on all of this." Amelia said barely able to carry
what was handed her.
"Right. We'll just buy one of everything and you can try them on
at home. Well... one of everything that we like." Becca smiled.
"I mean, what other store are there to shop in anyway?"
The girls walked back to the car, all of them carrying bags of
new clothing and accessories for Amelia. Becca and Christine did
buy an outfit for themselves as well.
"Will your mom mind that we got ourselves a little something?"
asked Christine.
"I don't think so. I mean... She threw six thousand at us. What
does she expect?"
"I think she expects a whole new daughter." Becca laughed. "Like
really though."
They packed up the trunk and put what wouldn't fit into the
backseat.

"Now for some makeup. Are you ready?" asked Becca.
"Yeah. I'm actually having fun."
"What did you put in her drink?" whispered Christine.
Becca leaned into her. "A half of a Valium. I didn't want her to
get too out of it."
"Good call. Looks to be just the right amount." said Christine in
a whisper.
"So what about your hair? We should do something with it." asked
Christine, now facing Amelia.
"Maybe." She pulled a lock in front of her eyes. "Yeah. I've been
wearing this same color for as long as I can remember."
"You mean natural? That's generally how it works." Becca laughed.
"After we're done with makeup we'll go into town and get your
hair done."
"Sounds fun."
Becca parallel parked in the old city. They had to walk but it
was a nice day for that. the sun was shining but the air was
cool. They stepped up onto the curve and Amelia saw a flyer
posted to the pole.
"Have you seen me?" Amelia read aloud.
"What?" asked Christine.
"The sign... There's a missing girl. I've not see her though. But
then again, this is like my first time out of the house besides
school."
"Yeah, me neither." said Becca. still walking forward.
Amelia stayed behind looking at the photo. "Missing since August
5th. That was a month ago."
"Yeah well she's a tourist. Who cares."
"What do you mean?" asked Amelia.
"She's not from around here. She's an outsider."

"So?"
"People go missing every day. We have our own lives to live."
Amelia walked towards the others. "Well that doesn't mean I can't
keep an eye out for her."
"I suppose." Becca said "Come on. Let's get your hair done."
"There she is." Becca pointed for Christine to see. A woman
walking down the sidewalk across the street wearing a long black
dress and a hat in a style from the sixties, but not that of
hippies.
"What is she doing in town? She's never out." asked Christine.
"I guess you can't stay at home forever."
"Who are we talking about?" asked Amelia.
"The old black widow over there." said Christine.
Amelia watched her walking in black heels from behind. "What
about her?"
"Oh. She's just a strange old woman. She never leaves the house.
There are a lot of stories that get out though."
The woman turned back to look around before stepping into a shop;
a candle shop. Amelia recognized her.
"I've seen her before." she blurted almost too loudly. Amelia
didn't want to say it was her friend's aunt. That might cause a
stir given their opinion of her.
"You've talked to her?" asked Becca.
"Well not really. She said hi. That's about all I've ever heard
from her besides some mumbling." Amelia kept staring over even
though she had gone inside. "She is strange but seems harmless to
me."
"Well you shouldn't be hanging around her. People will talk."
said Becca.
"I don't care what people say."

"You should. What people think around here matters. If you want
to amount to anything anyway." said Christine.
"Let's get my hair done." Amelia changed the subject. She was
having fun and didn't want to put a damper on anything.

"Well it's been a long time, a long time indeed." announced the
clerk in the candle shop; The House of Wax. "How have you been
Teresa?"
Teresa wasn't too old but she walked as though she were; a slow
stride, always seeming to struggle to put her legs forward. She
wore one of her long black dresses as always, the only attire she
owned. She wasn't out to impress anybody. She had been widowed
many years before but never stepped out of her mourning shell.
"I've been better."
"Well it's great to see you again. I wish you'd come by more
often, just to chat even." said Ed. Ed Cromby had owned the shop
since it opened back in 1975. Now, at sixty-five, his pace was
slowing, but so was business. "It seems people have lost interest
in traditional magic." Ed brushed is finger across one of the
candles, looking at the dust. "It's a shame what the world is
coming to."
"I pay it no mind... never will." she replied, her words as slow
as her walk.
"You need to get out more. You are still young and beautiful. You
have a life ahead of you." Ed paused. "Unlike me. I'll need to
retire soon."
"I have no interest." she said as she gathered a few candles.
"A shame. But do come see me again. I enjoy the company."
Teresa finished her purchase without another word.
"Have a great day."

Amelia decided to dye her hair a silver tone of white. That
required bleaching it a few times and then applying a pigment

remover to get rid of the yellow and then adding a slight tone of
blue. They all knew the process would take a while so Christine
and Becca decided to shop around, keeping themselves occupied
throughout the boring wait.
Amelia stared into the mirror, turning her head left and right,
admiring her silver tone color. The girls were nowhere to be
found when she stepped outside so she sat on a bench an opened
her book to read.
The book was boring her. It wasn't that the book was boring in
itself. It just wasn't what she expected it to be. She wanted to
learn about witchcraft and this book she picked out, in haste,
was about the family lines and heritage of witchcraft families.
It was something to pass the time so she kept on reading.
"What are you reading?" a boy's voice asked.
She looked up and saw it was Spencer. Why's he talking to me? She
closed the book, revealing the title to him.
"Not a bad book." he said as he turned back to her. "I love your
hair."
Amelia didn't know if he had recognized her before she raised her
head to face him. He probably just saw my hair and decided to hit
on me. "I wanted a book about witchcraft. I got this one without
looking to see what it was about."
"Well it is a good book." Spencer sat down beside her. "Do you
mind?"
"No. Not at all."
"Before you go looking for books to learn from you should decide
what it is you want to learn."
"I want to learn how to cast spells and things like that. I just
want to see what all the hype is about." Amelia pushed her books
aside to make more room for herself as she nudged over a bit,
further away from Spencer. She was uneasy giving up her space to
anyone, especially guys.
"Well we still need to decide something else first. What kind of
witchcraft do you want to learn about?"

"There's more than one?"
Spencer laughed. "Yes. There is more than one. You have Wiccans,
some Pagans, cult and many others. Some are religious based and
some are not. Some have covens and some do not, some people are
born into witchcraft and some are not. It's almost endless."
"Geez. I didn't realize this would be so complex. I have no idea
where to even start now."
"If you are looking to learn about what's right in front of you,
like those rumors and stories that float around school, then you
are looking into darker magic. That is what most kids around here
are doing."
"What do you mean by darker magic?"
"Most people are open about witchcraft like the Wiccans. They are
based on positive energies, mother nature, spirits... Some say
they can heal, some say they can bring good fortune or look into
the future. But around here the kids are about real power, the
power to change people, control them, bring harm to them. Those
people keep their secrets well hidden. They could be both good or
bad, but ultimately it's about power."
"How did you learn all this?"
"Look around. We are in Salem. People will talk if you ask the
right questions." Spencer waved his hand to the shops. "All these
shops here? Half of them sell things used for witchcraft. They
are all disguised as what? Candle shops, novelties, natural
products." He looked back to Amelia. "You just have to open your
eyes and know what to look for."
Amelia shrugged her head. "I don't know what I'm doing."
"Relax. You aren't in a rush are you?"
"No. I guess not."
"Then read everything out there. You decide what you want to
learn about."
"I saw this circle of candles with a circle and lines of salt at
this house." Amelia didn't want to say what house. She didn't

want to draw attention to her family should Spencer start talking
to people.
"That would most likely be a witch's circle. I'd have to see it
in order to narrow it down more than that. Most witch beliefs use
such a device."
"I'll try to get a picture of it. Will that do?"
"Yeah. That will be fine. Let me give you my number. If you have
any questions you can call me or even text, if you prefer."
"Sounds good."
"Being a bit more social I see." Becca blurted as they approached
the table. "We got a few things to finish off the day."
"Your hair looks great." said Christine.
"Thanks. Um this is Spencer." Amelia pointed. "This is Becca and
Christine. We grew up together."
"Nice to meet you." Spencer stood up. "I do need to get back to
the house though." He looked over to Amelia. "Text me sometime."
"Okay. I will."
Spencer walked away.
"What are you talking to him for? Becca said, almost too loudly.
"He's nice. He was offering to help me learn about witchcraft."
"He's a bit young. You need someone older... trust me. As for
magic... Why don't we all learn about it together?" said Becca.
"Yeah. I could use a good love spell." Christine laughed.
"Are you ready to have some real fun?" asked Becca.
Amelia stood up. "Yeah I suppose."

Becca pulled to a stop in Amelia's driveway. "Christine will
distract Anna while you go to the bedroom and put on an outfit.
I'll help with your makeup."
"Good evening Anna. Did you have a nice day?" asked Christine.

"It was relaxing. How about you girls? Did you get anything
nice?"
"Of course. But we still need to finish getting her made up so if
you could turn your head for a minute, we'll get started."
"Sounds like you girls went all out."
"We did... now turn around."
Mom turned around while Becca pulled Amelia to the bedroom.
"Okay it's safe to look now. We'll be right back."
All the girls had lugged in all the bags in the process. They
pulled out all the outfits and Becca and Christine looked through
them.
"I think we should start with this one." Becca held up a gothic
black skirt and top. "Here. Put this on." she handed it to
Amelia. "No bra though."
Amelia went into the bathroom and held it up. It is rather
pretty. After that costume I wore I can pull anything off. She
removed her clothes and tried it on. It showed a little more
cleavage than she was used to but she wasn't ashamed of her body.
It was better than most girls' had. She made a few adjustments to
get it straight and neat before going back to the bedroom.
"That looks great." Christine had picked out a belt and some
jewelry to go with it. "And this."
Amelia put all of them on and looked in her mirror. She rather
liked it.
"Now all we got to do is the makeup." Becca guided her to the
vanity. "Sit down."
"I'm going to get us something to drink. I'll be right back."
said Christine as she left the room. She returned as Becca was
applying the base, explaining the process as she went along.
When she was done Amelia stood up and looked at herself full on.
"I like it. It's different but I like it."
"Let's go show Anna." said Becca.

"Surprise!" announced Christine as they entered the living room.
Mom turned to look. "Wow. You girls have some competition now.
You better watch out."
"Yeah." Becca looked back at her. "Maybe we overdid it a bit."
she laughed.
"Was there any change?" asked Mom.
"Yeah, of course." Becca reached into her purse and pulled it
out.
"Give half to Amelia and you girls split the rest. Buy yourselves
something nice. Get into some trouble."
"Wow, thanks" said both Christine and Becca.
Amelia just had a look of surprise when Becca handed her a
thousand dollars.
"Oh... we did buy ourselves and outfit. I hope you don't mind."
said Becca.
"Of course not. I'd expect nothing less.
"Well..." said Christine. "We'd better be going now. We're
meeting up with some guys soon."
The girls turned towards the door.
"Oh. You'll never guess who we saw today." said Becca turning
back to Anna.
"Who?"
"That old widow woman, Teresa Balms. She was in town for
something I guess."
"I see." said Mom.
"Yeah." Becca opened the front door. "Have a good night Anna.
Thanks for everything. And you." she said turning to Amelia. "Put
on your makeup just like that from now on and... throw all your
old clothes away. You got school tomorrow."

"Do you have a date tonight?" Mom asked with a grin. She was
looking at Amelia in the cute outfit she had on.
"No. Tonight's the football game remember?" Amelia sat down on
the couch next to her mother. "Why?"
"Yeah I remember. Maybe I'm just not used to seeing you all made
up like this. It takes a little getting used to." Mom reached for
her drink. "There's nothing wrong with going on a date you know."
"I'm only fifteen. Remember?"
"Honey, I was dating when I turned twelve, not counting the other
things I did earlier than that. Besides... You'll be sixteen in
less than a month. Any birthday plans?"
"I haven't really thought about it." Amelia put her hands in her
lap. "Kaylin asked me to stay the night. Is that okay?" She
turned to face her mom.
"Sure. You girls have some fun. I mean... When I was your age..."
"Really. I don't want to know."
Mom just smiled and drank some of her wine. "Well okay. Not a
very fun way to spend a Friday night though."
"It is for me. I've never done a sleepover."
"Well okay. But just be careful."
"So... What is the deal with that woman we saw in town? Teresa?"
"What brings that up?"
"Oh... I just thought of it. Kaylin and I were thinking about
going into town tomorrow."
"Well that goes way back, probably nine or ten years. Her mother
and sister moved away and she's never heard from them since. Then
Teresa's husband died like six months later." Mom lit a

cigarette. "She's always insisted there was foul play, that
somebody murdered him. The autopsy said he died of natural
causes. Some people do die younger than others."
"How old was he?"
"He was in his early forties, not too young but still, a little
earlier than some."
"That's a shame. So why does everyone dislike her?"
"She started making accusations about many of the women in town.
She even included me. Just the ramblings of a bitter person. She
kept herself away from town and the people in it leaving everyone
to wonder what she's been doing all these years." Mom took
another sip. "Over the years rumors started to spread."
"Like what?"
"You know... It doesn't even matter. No two stories were ever the
same anyway. All that matters is that she had become a recluse.
That kind of thing can make one crazy."
"Yeah I suppose so. She is a bit off, but she seems harmless
enough."
"Well if you ever see her again just keep your distance."
"Yeah. Okay." Amelia sat up. "I gotta get ready." Amelia went
into her bedroom to finish putting on her makeup.
Knock Knock
"Come in." yelled Mom.
The door opened and Kaylin stepped in.
"No one knocks around here." said Amelia as she stepped back into
the living room.
"Oh okay. Good evening Mrs. Ward." Kaylin walked into the
kitchen.
"It's Anna... please. That's what everyone calls me."
"Sorry Anna." Kaylin looked to Amelia. "Are you ready yet?"

"Yeah. just let me get my bag." Amelia turned back and got her
bag from her bedroom. "I'm ready when you are."

"So is our team any good?" asked Kaylin as they sat down on the
bleachers. The crowd was sparse but it was still early.
"I don't know. I've never really paid attention." Amelia put her
purse beside her. "This is the first game I've been to. Actually
this is like the first school event I've been to."
"I used to go to all the games at my school. We weren't any good
but it got me out of the house and away from my mother." Kaylin
looked out onto the field, watching the players get warmed up.
"Too bad we didn't bring binoculars. We'd be able to see their
cute butts up close."
Kaylin looked around at the crowd. "I guess we're early. There's
no one here." She noticed some boys walking under the stands. "I
wonder where they're going?" On closer examination she recognized
them as Jesse, Kevin and Rodney, the gothic boys who always
seemed to got themselves into trouble.
"I used to hang out under the bleachers too."
"Why?"
"To drink, smoke, be cool. You know?"
"Not really. I've never wanted to be cool. I didn't want to be
anything."
A few minutes later the boys came out along with Becca and
Christine. Jesse handed something to Becca. She glanced around
before putting it in her bag and stepping into the stands. They
walked right by Amelia on their way up to the top row where they
stood.
Jesse and his friends sat on the front row which offered a better
view of the cheerleaders who had just walked out onto the field.
Amelia expected to see Jocelyn as he head cheerleader since she
was always the most popular girl in school. Perhaps it's a bit
too demeaning for her.

Soon enough Jocelyn and her gang walked across the sideline. She
was wearing red and black which clashed with the crowd of blue
and white, the school colors.
"I see our leader is here." said Kaylin as she noticed Jocelyn
strutting herself through the onlookers with Elizabeth, Dexter,
Regina, Madison and Chloe mimicking her every move. "We had
cliques like that at our school too. Every school has them I
guess."
"She refers to her clique as a coven." Amelia laughed. "They even
have a name, though I don't remember what it is."
"How quaint." Kaylin shrugged. "Maybe we need a name for us. Too
bad The Dynamic Duo has already been taken."
"Well that wouldn't work anyway if we were to get more members."
All of the coven wore black and wore gothic makeup. Only Jocelyn
had any color. She and her gang moved further down the field,
disappearing into the thickening crowd.
An announcement was made introducing the school's team players to
the field, the Salem Crows. Amelia could never figure out why the
school colors were blue and white. The scattered people slowly
began to settle into the stands leaving only the players, coaches
and cheerleaders on the field alone with a few bystanders with
cameras.
"So who are these guys?" Kaylin pointed to the gothic boys.
"That's Jesse, The one on the right with black hair."
"Oh he's cute."
"The one with brown hair is Kevin and the other one is Rodney."
"Friends of yours?"
"Not quite."
Jesse turned back to look at the crowd behind him while his
friends kept staring at the show in front of them. He gazed
around before looking at Amelia and Kaylin who were staring at
the three. He smiled and turned back.
Amelia quickly turned away.

"He smiled at me." said Kaylin
"I think they're bad news."
"You just need to learn to have a little fun girl." Kaylin
smiled.
During halftime Jocelyn and her coven walked by, stopping to talk
to Jesse. He stood up and walked to the side with her, talking in
private. The other girls stared out into the stands not wanting
anything to do with his friends.
Holly stepped off the bleachers and joined Jesse and Jocelyn for
a moment before returning back to her seat, looking amongst the
crowd behind her as if she were looking for someone. Hey eyes
stopped on Amelia and she walked closer, climbing the steps
towards her.
"I didn't expect to see you here." said Holly. "And I just love
your hair." She glanced her over. "And that outfit is gorgeous."
"Oh right. I've decided to make a little effort being a little
more outgoing I guess."
"Well you should. Why aren't you with your friends... Becca and
Christine?
"They have their own lives now I guess." said Amelia as she
looked back at them talking to some guys. "Boys."
"I see." Holly looked to Kaylin. She felt a strange sense of déjà
vu but couldn't put her finger on it. "I'm Holly. You must be
Kaylin."
"Yeah. how did you know?" she asked.
"It's not that big of a school. Word gets around when new people
come here." Holly looked back to Amelia. "Well, I'd better get my
seat before someone else does. It was nice seeing you again." She
turned away and descended the steps.
"Well that was strange." said Kaylin.
"What was strange?"
"Aside from the fact that she treated me like I didn't belong
here, she kept playing with her hair."

"I didn't notice."
"I dunno. Maybe it's just because she's young."
"Probably. I used to play with my hair too but that was just a
nervous reaction." Kaylin looked back to the field to watch all
the commotion. They were getting ready to kickoff the second
half.
"She's popular but has no clique per se." said Amelia.
"Gotcha." Kaylin watched the Crows return the kick for a
touchdown. "I guess we aren't that bad." She glanced over at the
sidelines across the field. "I see we've been state champions for
the past 5 years. Not bad at all."
"Oh, right." Amelia laughed.
The two watched the game and the crowd. Kaylin was beginning to
get interested in boys again, spending half her time admiring
them from afar. Amelia kept an eye on the crowd also, looking for
Spencer and Jeremy. She wasn't on the manhunt but there was
nothing wrong with keeping her options open.
"The final score... The Crows 35 and the Tigers 10." was
announced as people began to rise from their seats.
"Oh no." blurted Kaylin as she looked down.
"What's wrong?" Kaylin also looked down.
"I dropped my car keys. They fell through the seats onto the
ground." Kaylin tried looking for them but it was dark below and
the seats got in her line of vision. "I have a bad habit on
playing with them I guess."
"Let's go find them. It shouldn't be that hard. Just remember
where we sat."
They walked down the bleachers and around to the side, climbing
under the supports. It was quite dark underneath as they paced
themselves, trying to figure out where they were sitting from
underneath. The sounds of everyone's feet echoed below sounding
of thunder, making it hard to concentrate. They both slumped
forward, using their hands to feel the ground where the shadows
fell.

"I found them." said Kaylin as she stood up, Amelia staring
forward to the figures in front of her.
Three people were beneath the stands with them just fifty feet
ahead of them. All she could see where shadows, shadows heading
towards them.
"Come on. Let's get out of here." Kaylin turned towards the light
which marked their entrance, and now, their escape.
Amelia pulled Kaylin's hand and led her out into the light.
"Why are you in such a hurry?"
"There are some guys under here, coming towards us."
Kaylin looked back. "I don't see anyone."
"Let's just go."
"It seems you're afraid of people and I'm afraid of houses.
That's funny."
They found their way into the crowd and headed towards the
parking lot. Jocelyn and her coven were standing near the
entrance. Becca and Christine were with them talking.
"Good game huh? Becca called out to Amelia.
"Yeah it was."
"We're going to a party. Do you want to come?"
Amelia looked at the group. Jocelyn was staring back at her along
with her friends. Her look was less than an invitation.
"No thanks. We've got plans already."
"Well maybe next time then." Becca turned back to her friends.
"What plans?" whispered Kaylin. "A party sounds fun."
"With the way they've shunned you?"
"Well maybe it's a chance to let them get to know me."
"Are you sure?"
"Yeah. Why not?"

Amelia walked over to Becca. "On second thought... Where's this
party?"
"Give me your phone. I'll type in the address." said Becca.
Amelia handed her phone over. Becca quickly typed the address
before handing it back. "If you get lost just text me. If I don't
answer it's probably because I'm partying." Becca smiled.

"Okay. It should be the next house on the right." said Amelia as
Kaylin drove. Amelia was watching her phone.
The house was older like her grandmother's and not too far from
there from what she could tell. She looked closer at the map on
her phone. They were right next door but with all the trees you'd
never even know.
"Hey. Why don't we park at your house and walk here?" Amelia
looked up. "You know? in case you're too tired to drive."
"Sounds like a good idea."
Amelia and Kaylin walked the half mile down the road. It was
windy but it was a relief to the warmer weather they were having.
They could hear the music up ahead and eventually they saw all
the cars out front as they got closer. Many of the people were
outside, leaning more towards the students from school but there
were also some unfamiliar faces that appeared a little older. It
felt like everyone was watching them as they approached the
house.
"You made it." said Jocelyn. Her clan had dispersed amongst the
crowd already as she was talking to some boys along with Becca.
"Yeah. Who's house is this?' Amelia looked around, a Victorian
style but with a modern touch.
"Oh. It's mine. Make yourself at home." she said as they all
stepped inside.
"Thanks. We will."
"Oh. Just don't go upstairs. It's being renovated."

Amelia looked over to the stairs. It's black railings had been
roped off. "No problem."
The entry room where they stood was large enough to accommodate
everyone but the party spread to the whole downstairs. It was
painted deep red with black trim. The lighting in the center of
the room was standard white lighting but the down spots near the
walls were red. The house had been modernized very well despite
its age. In the center of the room was a large painting hanging
above the fireplace. In the center stood an attractive lady
appearing to be in her upper 40's. Beneath her sat three women in
their upper 20's or early 30's.
"Oh. That's my mother." said Jocelyn, noticing her staring at the
portrait. "The others are sisters."
"Which one's your mother?" asked Kaylin, trying to fit in.
"The one in the middle." Jocelyn walked to join a few guys across
the room.
Amelia and Kaylin walked around and got themselves some
refreshments. Jocelyn's posse was there along with half the
student body it seemed. Some of them greeted the two, other's
seemed to pay no attention.
Amelia studied the house a little more. "You know... If you take
away all the modernizations, this house is a lot like my
grandmother's."
"And my aunt's. I guess all these old houses look alike though.
Back then there weren't catalog's with house plans to choose
from. There were probably only one or two builders in town, both
of them from England, so..."
"Yeah. That's true. I like the style though. They don't build
them like this anymore."
They mingled a little bit more but they just didn't fit in with
the crowd, particularly with the host. She wasn't being mean or
anything. It was just obvious that, when she spoke to them, her
words didn't match up with her thoughts.
"What do you say we get out of here?" asked Kaylin.
"Sounds good to me. I don't think we'll be missed."

On the way out they passed by Jocelyn.
"Thanks for the invite. We had fun." said Amelia.
"You're leaving already?"
"Yeah. It's been a long day."
"Well have a good night. I'm glad you came."
"You too. Thanks." said Kaylin.

Kaylin's aunt was on the porch when they arrived. It was still
daylight and she seemed to be relaxing in her rocker. The girl's
went upstairs to Kaylin's bedroom.
"She never leaves the house so she likes to sit outside a lot."
"Oh okay. I didn't think anything of it." Amelia place her books
on Kaylin's dresser and sat on the bed. "What do you want to do?"
"I dunno. Have you given any thought about running for
president?" asked Kaylin.
"Not too much really." She leaned back on the bed looking up to
the ceiling. "But I guess it can't be that bad. I mean... Things
have been a lot different since I changed my look. People
actually talk to me now."
"Well you really look good. I can't deny that."
"And with Miss Decker always putting me on the spot, I've gotten
used to the attention and don't find myself hiding when people
look at me. I don't know if I want to be president though."
"Go for it. It's good practice."
"Practice for what? I mean... What will it do for me?"
"It'll help you to be yourself and not somebody's doormat."
"I guess." Amelia noticed Kaylin's curtains drawn closed. "You
aren't looking out your window anymore?"
"No. I sleep better at night this way. Not knowing is better than
knowing, right?"

"You're silly." Amelia laughed. "You should change your look
too."
"With what money? I'm not lucky like you."
"Well," Amelia sat up. "How about I take you shopping then. Mom
let me keep the change and there was a lot of change."
"I couldn't do that."
"Why not? I mean, Mom will get me anything I want. I already have
all the clothes I could wear. I have nothing to spend it on
anyway."
"It still doesn't feel right."
"We'll just get an outfit or two and get your hair done then."
Kaylin looked over to the mirror. She looked at her red hair. Her
brown roots have been showing for ages and the red was fading
away. "I do need to get my hair done."
"Then it's settled. We'll go tomorrow."
"Are you sure?"
"Yeah. What color do you want to do your hair?"
Kaylin was too excited to stay seated. She walked over to her
vanity and had a seat, looking at herself in the mirror.
"I think a deep bright red. Not like this color I have now.
Something more fierce. Something that stands out."
"Sounds good to me." Amelia looked at some of the objects on the
vanity. She picked up a music box and held it up. "This is
pretty."
"Yeah. Everything you see was here when I moved in. All I brought
were some clothes. I really need to get a job so I can get some
things of my own."
Amelia looked more closely at the hairbrush and hand mirror. They
were definitely antiques.
"I keep those there just for decoration. I'd never brush my hair
with someone's old brush, even if it does look pretty and clean."

"Who's C.A.?"
"What do you mean?"
"Those are the initials on these."
"Oh." Kaylin walked over to her and looked. "I never noticed
that." She held the brush closer. "I guess these were my aunt's,
my other aunt that moved away. Her name was Cordelia Ackerson."
She handed it back to Kaylin. "I've never met her. I've never met
any of my family actually, not that there is anyone left besides
my mom and my aunt."
Bang!
Amelia opened her eyes wide.
"Oh that's just the front door. My aunt just lets the door go and
the spring slams it shut sometimes. You seem on edge though."
said Kaylin as she turned to Amelia.
Amelia laughed it off.
Bang!
"Um..." Kaylin hesitated. "Maybe she forgot something outside."
Both girls opened there eyes wide and listened quietly.
Bang!
Amelia jumped out of her seat. "She forget something again?"
Kaylin hesitated before standing up. "I guess I better go check
on her. Come with me."
Amelia still held a face of fear but the thought of staying in
the room alone was worse than seeing what had happened. "Okay..."
Amelia stood close to Kaylin as she opened the door. They leaped
back seeing a figure in the doorway.
"It will be raining soon. A storm is coming, a big one. The wind
is slamming the shutters against the house already." said Aunt
Teresa.
"Oh. I was wondering what those noises were." said Kaylin,
turning to Amelia. "Maybe I should take you home. Before it gets
all muddy here."

"Yeah. You're probably right."
Kaylin grabbed her keys and took Amelia home. It was lucky for
her that the rain hadn't started yet.
"Oh I left my books at your house. Can you bring them to school
tomorrow? I think they're overdue."
"Sure. See you tomorrow then."

By the time Kaylin got back to her aunt's it had started to pour.
She stepped into the house shaking her clothes free of some of
the rain before realizing the power had gone off. She used her
phone to light her way.
"I'm back."
A bright light flashed through the house followed by a loud crack
of thunder. In the distance she could see a faint light growing
stronger as it approached her.
"I put some candles in your room. You have a lighter I trust?"
said Aunt Teresa, holding a candle of her own.
A shutter flew open followed by another lightening strike. Kaylin
looked out the window and watched as Amelia's grandmother's house
lit up in the storm.
"That house is bad news. Don't go making it a habit to return
there."
"What do you mean?" Kaylin looked back at her aunt, her face
illuminated from her candle.
"I know what goes on around here. I'm not that far gone." She
walked away towards her bedroom.
"Wait!" Kaylin yelled.
Aunt Teresa stopped and turned back to face her.
"Sorry... I mean... There was this mirror. It was painted black."
"Scrying." Teresa said in a dark tone.
"What?"

Aunt Teresa stepped a few inches closer. "Like a crystal ball.
Gaze upon it and see the future, see the alternate, see deep
within yourself... if you dare." Teresa stubbed her candle out
with her finger leaving the room dark. "If you make that journey
there may be no coming back." Her words faded as she walked away.
The door shut behind her.
Kaylin went up to her room and lit a candle. She carried her
phone to her bed and sat there a moment before sending Amelia a
text. "Can I live with you? :)"
She stared up at the ceiling wishing she hadn't asked her aunt
about the mirror, wishing she didn't live in this house or next
door to that vacant one, or even a half mile from Jocelyn.
"What?" Amelia texted back.
"Just kidding... Well sort of. Being here creeps me out."
"I can imagine. I'm sorry."
"I'll live. I'll just need to brighten this place up I guess.
Maybe some new paint, pictures."
"Yeah. That could help."
"Well have a good night. See you tomorrow."
"You too."
She walked over to her dresser to plug her phone in to charge.
She noticed Amelia's books and remembered that she needed to take
them with her. She closed the open book lying on top and put them
in her pack. Several pages have been torn out.

"You shouldn't be talking to him. He's an old fool." Amelia
overheard from the car parked on the street. How could she not?
The door was wide open and the man was quite loud. Spencer was
getting out wearing black jeans and a tee. His hair looked a
little neater than usual.
"It's my job to talk to everyone there." Spencer stopped, still
holding onto the open door handle.
"It's not a job. You don't get paid."
"I'm helping people who have no one else to help them."
"It's not s good place. Not here."
"You ramble more than he does." Spencer shut the door and walked
towards the school.
"Sorry about that." he said to Amelia as he approached.
"No problem. Is that your dad?" Amelia watched as he drove away.
"Yeah... I do volunteer work at the retirement home. I don't know
what his problem is."
"Well that's sweet of you. Pay him no mind."
"Thanks. I go there once a week. You can go with me sometime if
you'd like."
Amelia started up the steps carrying her backpack and wearing
another one of her new outfits. "I don't know about that."
"Oh come on. It's fun. I just keep lonely people company, have
conversations, sometimes play a game of checkers." Spencer
maintained his stride alongside her. "It's not work."
"Well that doesn't sound too bad then. Maybe I will. When is the
next time you are going?"
"Today... after school."

"I need a chance to make plans. How about next week? Same day?"
"Yeah. I usually go on Tuesdays." Spencer opened the door for
Amelia.
"Then I'll plan on it. You'll give me a ride?"
"Of course... Anytime anywhere." the last words faded off as
Amelia walked to homeroom. He wasn't certain if she heard him or
not, or whether she took the hint if she did hear. He turned and
walked towards his own classroom.
Spencer was much of a loner himself. He wasn't shy. He just
didn't relate well with people, people at this school anyway. He
was content to sit back with his headphones on, listening to
music and fantasizing about playing in front of other people. He
loved to sing aloud and play his guitar. He only lacked an
audience.
He sat in homeroom as usual just blocking everything out, only
Amelia was on his mind today. He had always found her attractive
but, until now, she never stood out. It wasn't the hair, the
clothes or even the makeup. She was actually speaking, coming out
of her shell... She had real thoughts, not like most the girls
here. They were all focused on boys and partying. No. Today
Spencer only thought about Amelia.

Amelia sat down with Kaylin at lunch like every other day.
"Here are your books." said Kaylin as she pushed them over to
her.
"Thanks." Amelia put them in her pack. "I'll take them back
later."
Holly walked over to the table. "Hi Amelia. Hi Kaylin." she
looked to both of them. "I love the new outfits you've been
wearing. They suit you well. You seem... I don't know. More
comfortable, more confident."
"I don't know about more comfortable. I feel like everyone is
looking at me."

"Why wouldn't they? You are truly beautiful and they know that."
Holly turned to Kaylin. "You are a good friend. You've done
wonders with her."
"Thanks." said Kaylin.
"Well I need to go back to my lunch. We should all hang out
sometime."
"We'd like that." said Amelia
"Well... Have fun." Holly trotted off. Holly had no set friends.
She tended to get along with everyone and sat with different
people every day.
Kaylin looked at Amelia in disbelief. "What was that all about?"
"You heard what I heard." Amelia laughed.

Amelia took her seat in Public Speaking, getting there before the
rest of the students. While her popularity seemed to be on the
rise she kept the chance of interaction to a minimal. She dug
into her bag for her textbook pulling the witchcraft books out
first.
"Have an interest in witchcraft?" asked Miss Decker from her
desk.
Amelia didn't even see her look up nor could she figure out how
she could read the titles from afar. Amelia looked down at the
books and the angle at which they rested, calculating Miss Decker
line of sight.
"Um... a little... maybe. I mean I've just been curious." Amelia
raised her voice while she was answering, aware that she wasn't
being very vocal.
Miss Decker stood up and walked over to her. "Curiosity killed
that cat you know."
"I was just..."
"I'm just kidding with you." Miss Decker interrupted. "Knowledge
is power. There is no harm in learning about everything. It's how
you use it that matters."

Amelia looked up at her. "But is it real?"
"Everything is real if you believe it to be."
"You know what I mean."
"Yes... but I still hold true to that statement." Miss Decker sat
on a desk beside Amelia. "I've spent the last four years in
England for my Masters but I grew up here in Salem. I've seen
many people get swept away with witchcraft and things they
thought were witchcraft. It's real if you believe. Good or bad."
"What about you? Have you ever done magic?"
"That's a hard question to answer. See... to me, magic is making
something happen that you don't believe could happen. I mean,
doesn't that define the word?"
"I suppose so."
"But if I don't believe it could happen then I wouldn't be able
to make it happen right?" Miss Decker stopped herself. "Let me
drop the philosophical view here. I've lived here all my life. I,
like every other girl growing up, have tried a little of this and
a little of that."
"So would you have called yourself a witch then?"
Other students began filling the room. It had become habitual for
all to come in just before the bell rang. Moments in the hallway
were much too precious to waste.
"I think we are hitting the philosophical aspect of things again.
We can talk about it another time." Miss Decker returned to her
desk.
"Today is signup..." Miss Decker was cut off by the loudspeaker.
"May I have your attention?" spoke the principal.
"Speak of the devil." said Miss Decker.
"Today is signup day for those wishing to run for class
president. Those wishing to be considered must fill out the form
and return them by the end of the day. Your teachers have the
forms available at their desk. Good luck."

"I have them right here for anyone who wants one."
Michelle, a senior in the classroom, walked up to the desk to get
one. Amelia sat still as Kaylin and a few others looked at her,
waiting. Miss Decker stood up with a form in hand and presented
it to Amelia.
"Turn it in by the end of the day." Miss Decker turned to the
class. "Anyone else think Amelia should run?"
The classroom broke its silence, most of the chatter in favor.
"You should run." said Miranda from across the class.
"I'll vote for you." returned Elizabeth and Tonya.
"Count me in." said Eric.
Amelia looked at Kaylin.
"You know I will." she said.
"That isn't what I was looking for." Amelia lied her head down.
After class Amelia walked through the hallway being greeted by
several people, people that she didn't even know, all suggesting
that she run.
"You really need to run for President." announced Josie and
Brooklyn together.
Amelia couldn't recall ever having spoke to either of them though
she did know their names. They were both tight with Holly and
many of the other popular girls.
For the rest of the day Amelia tried to keep herself hidden from
everyone. She had become a bit overwhelmed and had dismissed the
idea of running. She headed to her locker before the last class
of the day. One more hour and it would be over.
"How's your day?" Spencer asked.
Amelia turned back towards him. "You're not going to ask..."
"Are you running for President? You know I'll vote for you." He
smiled.

"That's all I've heard all day long. I was hoping you'd say
something different."
"I'm sorry. I didn't know." Spencer leaned against the lockers.
"It's ok. I'm used..." Amelia opened her pack and turned quickly.
"Library books. Crap. Sorry I need to go." Amelia slammed her
locker and took off down the hall.
"Okay. I'll talk to you..." His words faded as she turned the
corner.

"I almost forgot." said Amelia as she handed her books to the
librarian, still panting.
Miss Edenshire took them from her. "No problem. Just in..." One
of the books looked a bit odd to her so she turned it on its
side, then opened it up, skimming the pages. She stopped halfway
through and looked more closely. "There's a whole chapter
missing?"
"What? What are you talking about?"
"Look for yourself. A whole chapter, The House of Parris." She
handed the book back to Amelia.
"That's crazy. I never even read this one and I didn't tear out
any pages from any book."
"I'm sorry but I can't except this book like this. You'll have to
be fined or you can replace the book."
"I don't have time for this right now. I need to get to class."
Amelia grabbed the book and headed to her last class, angry and
rushed.
Amelia's last class was History. She was a great student and
always prepared but today she had other things on her mind. I
can't believe I've been accused of vandalizing a book. I bet the
last person who checked it out returned it to the cart and it
went unnoticed. I can't believe I didn't notice it. She shrugged
her shoulders as the classroom settled down. The bell had just
rung.

"Attention please..." The loudspeaker sounded. "First of all I'd
like to thank all the students who entered their names in
consideration of the class presidency. Of course we cannot accept
all of them as contenders so I, along with your fellow teachers,
have chosen three likely candidates. The campaign will start on
October 13th while the election will be held on October 30th. The
names chosen to compete are..."
At least I don't have to worry about that. Amelia felt a moment
of relief.
"Jocelyn Hurst, Sean Peterson and Amelia Ward."
Amelia opened her eyes wide and grabbed her backpack, rushing
through it to find her form. It wasn't there.
"Best of luck to everyone." The announcement ended.
"Damn that woman." Amelia closed her eyes anticipating the
classroom's response, counting to herself, calming herself.

"Just get us out of here." said Amelia as she grabbed Kaylin's
arm in the hallway. The bell had rung and school was out. "I
don't want to talk to anyone."
"Congrat..."
"I don't want to hear it." Amelia interrupted.
"Where to?" asked Kaylin as she closed her door. Amelia was
already seated with her seatbelt around her.
"Anywhere... That way." She pointed in no specific direction.
"Well let's run by my house and then maybe go out to eat or
something."
"That actually sounds good. I need to get away right now." Amelia
grabbed her phone. "I'll text Mom and let her know I won't be
home for dinner. Today is Wednesday so she'll be going out
anyway. What do you need from home?"
"Nothing but I gotta tell my aunt where I am. She doesn't believe
in cell phones. She doesn't even have a land phone." Kaylin

laughed. "She's not even old. I could understand if grandma was
out of the times but she's only what? 35?"
Kaylin pulled into the driveway. "I'll just be a minute." she
said as she stepped out of the car leaving Amelia behind.
After a few minutes Kaylin returned and opened her door. "Okay.
Are we ready?" She noticed Amelia was gone just as getting in.
"Um, okay."
Kaylin stood up straight and glanced around the yard but didn't
see Amelia. "I can't leave her alone for two seconds... Not two
seconds." She walked next door to her grandmother's house. The
front door was wide open.
"Do I need to get you a leash?" said Kaylin as she stepped in.
Kaylin was just standing there in the entry, not doing anything
in particular. "Sorry."
"You know I hate this place."
"Yeah..." she looked around a bit. "It could be very beautiful if
it were cleaned up and such."
"So could Frankenstein if you removed the bolts, the green skin,
his scars, redid his hair..."
"No really. This house has character." Amelia walked towards the
library."
"Fixed his body, got him to talk... Nah. Who needs a man who
talks? That just ruins everything."
Amelia interrupted. "Maybe some paint."
"And you have ADHD" Kaylin struggled to keep up. "Oh... My aunt
told me what that mirror is." said Kaylin as she pointed to it.
"Oh really?" Amelia stepped closer.
"It's for scrying. Like a crystal ball. You look into it." Kaylin
took a step forward. "Supposedly you can see things like the
future, the past, alternate realities and stuff like that."
Amelia stepped in front of it, staring.
"What do you see?"

"That's me! Only, I'm head girl...and I'm holding the..."
"Very funny. I Imagine there's more to it than just looking.
Seems like we have a lot more reading to do."
"Yeah." Amelia stepped away. "Well let's go eat. I'm starved."
Just as the girls turned their backs an image faded into the
mirror. Amelia was standing in the center of a large room, dark,
lit only by the candles held in sconces along the walls. Each of
the sconces were set in between each of the tall pillars. The
walls and floor were both made of old. Several black hooded
figures began to enter the room, down the steps towards the
recessed floor as the image faded away.
Amelia and Kaylin walked back to the car.
"Let's go to the mall." announced Kaylin.

"We should get you a few outfits while we are here." announced
Amelia as they took their seats in the food court. They weren't
eating fancy tonight. It was more of a means to get away from it
all.
"That sounds good to me." Kaylin took a bite or her burger.
"We can do your hair this week. You should go where I went. We
can make an appointment for Saturday."
"I can't wait." Kaylin looked at her hair once again. "I really
need to get this fixed."
"Pick a few outfits out." said Amelia as they browsed Hot Topic.
Amelia walked to the accessories.
"I'm gonna get a job and pay you back."
"Don't worry about it."
Kaylin stepped out of the dressing room. "What do you think?"
"I like it. Here try these on too." Amelia handed her a belt and
few other accessories. "We have to complete the look."
"What look is that?"

"Change... Like me."
Kaylin laughed. "Oh, okay."
"I didn't
walked up
with her.
interrupt

expect to run into you here today." said Becca as she
behind Amelia. Christine and a guy she'd never met were
"I saw you guys in the food court but didn't want to
your dinner."

"Oh hi." said Amelia as she glanced them over.
"This is TJ. I met him at the carnival. He came into town to see
me."
"Oh hi. I'm Amelia and this is Kaylin."
"Nice to meet you." said Kaylin
"Nice to meet you both." said TJ. "Well I'd invite you guys to
dinner but I see you've already eaten."
"No problem. We wouldn't want to intrude anyway. We're just going
to take it easy tonight. What about you guys?"
"We're going to a birthday party. One of the girls. Rena Baxter?
Do you know her?" asked Christine.
"Nope. The name doesn't ring a bell. But hope you have fun."
"We will. You two have fun. It was nice seeing you again Kaylin."
said Becca.
"You too." replied Kaylin.
"They seem to be warming up to you." said Amelia as the others
vanished from sight.
"Yeah they do. Maybe I'll fit in after all."
"You're fine. They've been distant all summer but seem to be
coming back to normal."
"So what now?"
"What do you mean?"
"What do you want to do now?"

"Oh. Hmmm. I dunno. Wanna come over and watch a movie. Mom will
be gone most the night. We can watch The Craft." said Amelia.
"I've seen it before but it's been a while. That would be fun.
Maybe we'll learn something." she smiled.
"Yeah right. But it will be fun anyway."

"I'm glad you were able to come see me tonight." said Becca as
she finished her salad.
"My pleasure. I was hoping you'd call." TJ was in his early 20's
and average height and average looks, not the kind of guy Becca
usually falls for but he was nice and could afford his own. Being
students and all, having dates that could afford you some
luxuries in life was a good thing.
"Next time bring a friend." said Christine jokingly.
"For sure. So what kind of party will this be?" asked TJ.
"Oh it will be fun. There will be lot's of people." said Becca.
"Sounds good to me. I hope we'll get some alone time also."
"I'm sure we'll be able to work something out." Becca slid her
hand onto his leg. "I like alone time." Becca was wearing tight
fitting jeans and a black blouse. She was adorned with silver
jewelry.
"I feel a little over dressed though. I didn't know what to
expect." TJ wore dress pants with a shirt and tie.
"Oh you're fine. I am sure many will be dressed up. I just felt
more casual today."
"I'm kind of in between I guess." said Christine wearing black
slacks and a white blouse, also wearing lots of jewelry along
with high heel boots. "I'm dressed to party."
"So what made you call me?" TJ asked.
"All the guys around here are so lame. I've known most of them my
whole life. I want something different."
"Well I hope I'm different then." he smiled.

"You're just fine. Too bad you don't have your own place."
"I do. When my parents passed away I got the house. It's been
lonely though."
"I mean around here, but yeah. I can imagine. I'm lucky to still
have my parents." said Becca.
"Yeah. I just have my mom. Dad left us when I was young." said
Christine
"Sorry to hear that."
"It was a long time ago. It's okay. I hardly remember him."
"Do you girls care to do some shopping after we eat?"
Becca turned to Christine and smiled. "What do you think?"
"Please bring a friend next time." Christine laughed as she
turned to TJ.
"I'll work on it for sure. You guys should come up to the house
afterwards. It's only an hour away. We can continue the party."
"Sounds like fun but I don't think Mom would like me staying out
all night. I just turned sixteen." said Christine.
"Sounds good to me though. I have no curfew."

The credits began to roll as Kaylin turned to Amelia. "So what
did you think? Have you ever seen anyone around here like that?"
"You mean do magic? I can't say that I have. I've seen people
that looked like they were casting a spell before but I never
seen anything move around, disappear or anything that would lead
me to believe they actually did anything." Amelia reached for her
glass. "What about you?" She took a sip.
"Nope. Can't say that I have. But if I had powers like that I'd
win the lottery, make guys fall in love with me, make myself more
beautiful. You know... All the dreams every girl has."
"Yeah me too. I suppose we should do some reading though. It
can't hurt to try."

"That's true. Maybe we should ask around. You know... Get someone
to help us. I'm sure someone around here knows more than we do."
"Yeah, true. I'll ask Spencer. He doesn't do witchcraft but he
seems to know what's going on around here. I'll see if he knows
someone." Amelia picked up her phone. "I'll text him." She played
with her phone a bit. "Hey what's up?"
"Cool. I'd ask my aunt but she's been creeping me out."
"Like how?"
"She says your grandmother's house is bad news and if I ask her
anything she finds the creepiest way to answer me. It seems the
most important thing I've learned from her is to not ask her
anymore questions." She laughed.
"Hey. How are you? Sorry about today." Spencer replied.
"No worries. I'm good. I just watched The Craft with Kaylin."
"Oh. That was a good movie if you like hot girls being bad :)I
wouldn't recommend it for learning purposes though."
"Oh I know. We just wanted to watch it for fun. Do you know
anyone that could help us learn though?"
"I know many people. I just have to figure out which ones to
trust and which ones know what they are doing. Why?"
"Just curiosities. My grandmother's house seems to be a place of
meetings and witchcraft. It just makes us a bit curious."
"Well let me think about it and I'll get back to you."
"Sounds good. Have a good night."
"You too."
"All set. He's going to get back to me." said Amelia.
"Cool. I'd like powers though where you didn't have to utter an
incantation or mix ingredients."
"Yeah, that would be more fun. We are stuck with reality though,
that's if magic can even be done."
"True."

Amelia reached for her glass while looking at her phone. Her hand
fell just short but the glass moved on its own, just within
reach. Neither girl noticed.
"That would be awesome."

"She's not ready." a man's voice was heard from outside a window,
an interior window like that inside an office building. The glass
was frosted so one could not see inside.
"We don't have a choice now do we?" a woman's voice followed.
"It's now or never. We don't have the time to change our minds or
to decide later."
"Yes I know that. But what are the chances really?"
"Does it really matter? It's our only chance. We have to take
it."
Shadows could be seen through the glass. Two people were seated
across from one another over a desk.
"I don't know. I don't know." the man's shadow was very animated.
"Relax. We've talked about this before. It'll be fine." The
woman's shadows remained very calm and smooth in motion.
"Yeah... Yeah," he said more quietly. "You're right. We just need
to let things happen."
"The Trinity has fallen apart. They are without their leader
remember? It shouldn't be too difficult. And Amelia is a
natural."
"Do you have enough time to prepare her? I mean, until a few
weeks ago she was a recluse of sorts... You know what I mean."
"Yeah I know what you mean. She has come a long way though. If
anyone is the one... she is."
"Well I'll have to trust your judgment on this. I've never really
had an opportunity to even talk to her before so I can't really
make an assessment.
"Trust me. It will all work out." said the woman. Her shadow
stood up and approached the door. "And as far as preparing her

goes? She doesn't need any. Any intervention would simply take
away from her ability to take charge. It has to come naturally."

Amelia sat in Public Speaking chatting with Kaylin as the rest of
the class chatted amongst themselves. A few of the girls
congratulated Amelia on her running for President. Miss Decker
had yet to make an appearance. It had been ten minutes since the
bell rang.
"Good afternoon class." announced Miss Decker as she entered the
room.
"Good afternoon Miss Decker." they replied.
"Amelia, can you come up here a moment?"
Amelia stood up and walked over to her desk. "Did I do something
wrong?"
"Oh no dear. But Principal Whitton would like to see you."
"Really? Now?"
"Yes dear. No need to be concerned. We'll see you in a little
while. You can leave your books here."
"Okay." Amelia turned back towards Kaylin and shrugged before
leaving the room.

"You wanted to see me?" Mr. Whitton's door was open so Amelia
didn't knock. The secretary had left for the day.
"Yes... Please sit down." He motioned toward the seat in front of
him.
"We've never really had an opportunity to meet. Congratulations
on the candidacy by the way." Mr. Whitton reached his hand out to
shake hands. "On recommendations from Miss Decker and a few other
teachers we've decided to enlist your help."
"Okay." Amelia sat motionless and confused.
"Our debate team needs a leader. I know you are only a sophomore
but that could be a good thing. That gives you two more years...

us, two more years." Mr. Whitton pointed to the wall. "As you can
see we have always had a great debate team." Aligning the walls
were awards for most of the past fifteen years. "We take it very
seriously which is why I am trusting Miss Decker's opinion even
though there has been equal controversy. Others have informed me
that you are quiet and non-confrontational. Debate isn't only
about being right and being able to prove you are right. It is
also about taking charge of the situation..."
"I'll do it." Amelia stood up and left the room.
Amelia shut the door behind her. I can't believe I just did that.
Amelia walked towards Public Speaking taking her time. She wasn't
ready to be put on the spot again so she was in no hurry. Jocelyn
was in the hallway leaning casually against the lockers and
talking to a boy. They must have just finished up since her
turned to walk away, heading towards Amelia.
"Well hello." he said. It was Spencer. He walked away with a
smile.
Jocelyn still stood against the lockers sizing Amelia up. "You
don't stand a chance in the election you know. Your just a kid.
Leave grown-up things to the grown-ups."
Amelia turned around and ran down the hall.
"I hope I didn't frighten you." said Jocelyn, her words faded off
as Amelia grew further away.
Amelia stopped in front of Spencer and gave him a quick kiss.
"Text me." Without waiting for a response she ran back to
Jocelyn.
"I've put away my childish things. I'm almost there but, thanks."
I can't believe I just did that too. Amelia smiled and continued
to class.
Jocelyn waved her hand through the air. Her locker slammed shut
without her touching it, her eyes blazed of fury.
"I told him yes." Amelia said as she passed Miss Decker, walking
to her seat.

Miss Decker looked up to Amelia looking a bit bewildered.
"If my life is going to get controlled it'll be me with the
reins. So please, if anyone desires anything of me just ask. I am
done being manipulated." said Amelia.
Miss Decker sat silent for a moment, allowing herself to absorb
what she just heard. She smiled and looked back down to her
papers.

"What was that all about." asked Kaylin as they got to the car.
"I'm just tired of everyone making my choices for me."
"Well... Where to."
"I don't care."
"Well I... I don't want to make choices..."
"Oh stop. Let's go downtown. Maybe get a few books on magic. Look
around a little."
"Sounds good to me. It could be interesting. Anyplace in
particular?" Kaylin started the car.
"Go to the square. We can park and walk around the shops. That's
where I got my hair done so we can set you up an appointment."
"Great."

It was still relatively early in the day for most people. It was
only 4:00 so traffic was a minimal and parking was not a problem.
They walked side by side looking into all the windows and reading
all the signs.
"I never realized there was so much here, so much history too.
These buildings must be nearly one hundred years old." said
Kaylin.
"I bet they are." Amelia slowed down. "Here's the place. Let's go
in."

Kaylin looked up to the sign. The Color of Magic. Interesting
name.
"Well hello Amelia." said the girl standing at the counter.
"You remember my name?"
"Of course. Does that surprise you?"
"A little bit." Amelia paused. "We'd like to make an appointment
for Saturday if we could. Kaylin would like to get her hair
done."
She glanced her appointment book over. "That's not a problem.
What were we looking at having done?"
"Dying her hair a bright deep red... maybe a little trim."
"That shouldn't take too long. How does two o'clock sound?"
Amelia looked over to Kaylin.
"Oh that'll be fine." she answered.
"Well then it's all set." The girl turned back to Amelia. "I hope
you're enjoying your new hair."
"Oh I am... and thanks."
"That was simple enough." said Kaylin as they stepped back
outside. "Where to next?"
"Let's go into The House of Wax over there." Amelia pointed.
"Your aunt was in there when I got my hair done."
"Oh really? She didn't mention seeing you. Well... She didn't
mention going to town either."
"She didn't see me. I was reading a book here on the bench, which
reminds me... Do you know anything about a missing chapter from
the books I left at your place? One of them had pages torn out
and the librarian is making me pay for it."
"Nope. I never touched them other than to put them in my bag for
you. What was missing anyway?"
Amelia took a moment to check traffic before stepping off the
curb. "The chapter was called The House of Parris. I never read

the book so I don't know what it was about." Amelia thought for a
moment. "The book was about family lines so I'm guessing Parris
is a last name. It could go back ten generations for all I know."
"Do we know anyone with that name?"
"Not that I'm aware of. Besides... since most witches are female
and they take on the name of their husbands, it could be
impossible to find out if it means anything." Amelia stopped
before entering the shop. "Besides. It could have been missing
before I even checked the book out. I don't know."
"Good afternoon girls. To what do I owe the pleasure?" Mr. Cromby
was in a good mood.
"We're just looking around thanks. I heard my aunt was in here
recently." said Kaylin as she glanced around. The shop wasn't as
modern as she expected it to be, not that she had any
expectations. It just didn't match anything she had ever seen.
Most of the shelving was made of wood but nothing cheaply put
together either. Everything seemed to have shelving built custom
to what they were carrying with intricate details and
workmanship. That was in the day though. Today many of them had
taken their toll, some breaking altogether. Dust and webs could
be seen in the not-so-easy-to-reach spots. It was clear that Mr.
Cromby ran a one-man shop.
"What is her name? I know most of my customers pretty well."
"Teresa, Teresa Balms."
"Ah yes. Her and I go back a long, long time. I knew her since
she was just a child. That would make you Mary's girl, Mary
Ackerson. That is unless, Cornelia has returned."
"No. She's still in England as far as I know. But it is Mary
Pollens now. Her maiden name was Ackerson though."
"I remember them all." Mr. Cromby's voice began to fall quieter.
He wasn't used to so much talking. He took a seat behind the
counter. "Those were the days. I miss all the younger kids
running around." He paused for a moment. "The only people that
come in here now are older folk and not too many of them at that.
I feel like I'm the last of my generation and soon, that'll come
to an end also."

"Why is that?"
"Look at me. I'm past getting old."
"You look fine." said Amelia as she turned to speak. She had been
walking around and looking at things up until now, just listening
in on the conversation.
Mr. Cromby looked over to her. "And who might you be? Or better
yet, your mother. If she's from around here I bet I know her."
"I'm Amelia Ward. My mother is Susanna Ward."
"Yes I know her. Famous lawyer around these parts isn't she? I've
met her as a child but she's never really shopped here. Her mom
used to though. Zephelia. That was her name. How is she doing?"
"My mother is just fine, but my grandmother died in a car crash
with my aunt when I was five."
"I'm sorry to hear that. She was a good woman." Mr. Cromby kept
looking at Amelia. "When you're this old everything slows down
except aging. It's hard to keep up."
"Is there something wrong? You keep looking at me."
"No. There's nothing wrong. You just remind me of someone, an old
friend. It's the eyes."
"Oh? Who's that?"
"Oh he's not been around these parts for nearly fifty years now.
He was twenty years older than I am so I'm afraid he's probably
passed on also. It's a shame he didn't keep in touch."
"I like your shop. It has some interesting things." said Kaylin.
"You are into magic are you?"
"I'm curious. I just don't know where to start." said Amelia.
"If only the young took an interest in the traditional arts. They
all seem to want fame and fortune, power. That's it... Power.
they'll sell their soul for that. No one wants to put in any
effort anymore. Instant gratification. That's what they all
want." Mr. Cromby caught his breath for a moment. "I'm sorry for

rambling. There was a day when everyone shopped here. It was a
wonderful thing, watching their eyes light up as they walked in."
"No problem. I'm not familiar with the traditional arts or the
instant ones, as you put it."
"Real magic comes from the heart, from the soul. The strongest
ones are born with it, the others learn it through discipline and
experience and pass it on to their children. Today people want to
skip the process altogether. They fumble through their spells
frustrated without result. They indulge themselves with the
darker arts. It rips at your soul if you ask me. You forget who
you are."
"I didn't realize it was so bad." said Kaylin
"You're both young. Take your time. Do it right."
"I see you sell books. Do you have one called The History of
Witchcraft; The Family Line?"
"I do actually. I don't recall seeing it around though. Is it not
up there?" He pointed to the shelf with all the other books."
Amelia looked through the shelf titles once more. "No. I don't
see it."
"Hmmm, maybe I sold it." said Mr. Cromby, half talking to himself
as her touched his finger to his chin. "I don't recall. If I find
it though I will keep it aside for you."
"Thanks. I'll check back on Saturday when she's getting her hair
done."
"Okay. I'll keep an eye out for it."
Amelia turned to Kaylin. She was looking amongst the shelves at
various items. "See anything of interest?"
"It's all interesting. I just don't know what it's used for."
Kaylin picked up a small vile. "Calamus roots... What are they
used for?" she asked aloud, not really expecting an answer.
"All these ingredients can be used for many things. It just
depends on what they are mixed with and how they are used.

Calamus roots can be used to make a truth oil amongst many other
things."
"That could be useful. Does it really work?"
"I'm not sure I can answer that really. I mean... to ask that
question is to doubt the magic itself. If you don't believe then
nothing will work."
"I see." Kaylin placed it back on the shelf. "I guess I am more
of a I need proof kind of person. I need to see something that
makes me believe."
"It'll happen. Just give it time."
Amelia grabbed one of the books that peaked her interest, The Art
of scrying. "I think I'll take this one for now."
"And I'll be seeing you Saturday for a few other things." Mr.
Cromby smiled.
"What do you mean?" Amelia looked confused.
"Scrying requires more than just a mirror. You'll see. Just read
the book."
"I will and thanks for everything."
"You girls have a great day. I hope to see you again soon."
"So what now?" asked Kaylin as they stepped onto the curb.
"I'm hungry. Let's get something to eat, look around and maybe go
to my grandmother's house."
"What do you want to do there?"
"I don't know. It somehow soothes me to be there. I don't know
how to explain it. It's like I belong there."
"I belong at Baskin Robbins getting some ice cream."
"Let's get a broom, dustpan and a few other things though. I'd
like to at least clean the house a bit."
"Do they make Raid for ghosts, ghouls and zombies?"

"You know... I bet they do." Amelia laughed. "Where do you want
to eat?"
"Just something quick. Wendy's will do."

After dinner they continued to browse the shops. By this time
some of them were closing up but a few offered later hours than
others. Noteworthy was Shadow's Secrets, which appeared to be a
novelty shop of sorts.
Inside they found much more literature than The House of Wax
offered which kept their interest for a while. Most of the titles
were much darker than they saw earlier with many titles using the
words black magic.
Amelia had no interest in learning such things. Without even
reading she guessed it could only bring about a life of hate, sin
and destruction. Amelia always enjoyed the beauty of life. Black
implied the opposite even though it became a trendy color for her
attire.
The girls running the shop seemed to have no interest in offering
any help to Amelia and Kaylin though they were kind to everyone
else that walked in, seeming to be on a friendly basis with each.
It wasn't long before Amelia and Kaylin decided to leave, feeling
like outcasts.
"Well that was pleasant." said Amelia as she turned back to look.
The girls inside were cutting up amongst themselves and playing
with their phones.
"Yeah right. I guess we don't belong there." said Kaylin as they
headed towards her car.
"Are you ready to leave?" asked Amelia as she glanced around at
all the closed shops.
"Yeah. It seems we aren't welcome at anything that's still open."
She turned back towards her car. "We still have to go shopping
remember?"
"Oh yeah. I almost forgot about cleaning a haunted house. Where
would I be if I didn't have you and your fun activities." Kaylin

put her hand to her chin. "I might be at home watching TV. You
know? Normal things." She laughed.

"That was her." said Cynthia, talking to her coworker.
"Really? I didn't notice." Mindy continued to play with her
phone.
"Well maybe if you'd pay more attention around here."
"I don't get paid enough for that." She laughed.
"You got that right." Cynthia watched Amelia and her friend
disappear around the corner. "I told Jocelyn that we should just
get rid of her altogether and put an end to the prophecy."
"Oh yeah?" Mindy put her phone down. "What did she say?"
"Take a guess." Cynthia put her hands down on the counter.
"Well I think we should. Yeah... Let's ask my mom and see what
she thinks."

Amelia and Kaylin carried in the cleaning supplies they had
picked up at The Dollar General Store.
"This house is huge. It will take forever." said Kaylin standing
in her tracks.
"Yeah. You're right. Let's just do this room today and go from
there. I just want to clean the windows and sweep it up. You
know... Brighten the place up a bit. I'll need to bring a latter
for the upper halves." Amelia looked up to the windows. They
stood sixteen feet tall, arched on top and the panels were
intricately designed.
"You mean less scary."
"That too."
They spent the next hour getting a fair start cleaning the room
up.

"This looks pretty good. It needs some work but it's much more
inviting now." said Amelia. "It's starting to get dark now."
"It does look a lot better. I just wish you had a working
bathroom."
"Yeah. that would be nice. Why don't you go next door. I'll put
things away in the closet."
"Okay. I'll be right back." Kaylin stepped outside.
Kaylin's image was seen reflecting off a pool of water as she
left the house, then Amelia's as she put her cleaning supplies in
the closet, under the stairs before sitting on the porch. She sat
there in silence.
"Amelia" sounded faintly in the air.
The wind blew as Amelia turned, wondering if she heard something.
She looked back to the house to the door she closed behind her.
She started to walk back in when Kaylin approached her.
"Are you ready?"
Amelia hesitated for a moment and then turned to her. "Yeah. I...
just thought I heard something." Amelia stepped off the porch.
"Just the wind I guess."

"She's getting too nosey... Too much for her own good. Too much
for ours." said Betsy, Mindy's mom.
Jocelyn sat kneeling on the floor at her house, illuminated only
by the faint moonlight and sparse candles amongst the room. She
was wearing a black robe as the others around her. She pulled a
card from a deck, placing it upright on the floor in front of
her.
"We're going to have to intervene." Betsy spoke again as she
pulled her hood down from her head.
"That isn't the plan." said Jocelyn. "It'll only be a few more
weeks."

"We can't risk it. She's getting too close. Maybe the others were
right." she said as Jocelyn turned another card up. "We've had to
altar our plans before."
"Yes, but that was different. We had no choice then." Jocelyn
remained calmly focused on her cards. "I stepped up as leader
then and I'm doing so now. We need to direct her attention
elsewhere. That's all. We need to lower her suspicions before
it's too late. We do not need to eliminate the threat."
"I agree." spoke another woman. "These plans have been laid out
for years. If the situation calls for changes then we must adapt.
Have the other two pieces to the prophecy been found?"
"No. But I hold the first piece. Into a new era she shall be
born. With eyes of gold she shall take..." said Jocelyn. "This is
the most important piece though as it identifies Amelia. The
other two pieces mean nothing without this one."

"Is Kaylin's car still in the shop?" asked Mom as she poured her
morning coffee. "Want some?"
"Of course." Amelia sat at the table. "Yeah. She should have it
back soon though. Christine and Becca should be here soon to get
me."
"Did she ever figure out what happened to it?"
"It just died on her. The mechanic said the computer just went
out. He couldn't explain it. It's still under warranty so just a
matter of waiting for the new one."
"Well that's good. I know she hasn't any money."
"Yeah. She plans to get a job soon though. I thought about
getting one too after my birthday."
"What about a car? How will you get there?" Mom sat down at the
table.
"Well I need to get a job so I can buy a car."
"Let's cross that bridge when we get there. I am sure we can work
something out."
"My life has been getting busy lately. Now I'm on the debate
team. I can't be asking people for rides every day."
"Oh? Congratulations."
"Thanks. I forgot to mention it. Oh... and I also forgot to
mention we've been cleaning up grandma's old house."
"Honey, I was going to hire someone to do that. This case has
been keeping me occupied so it just keeps on slipping my mind."
"It gives me something to do." Amelia took a sip of her coffee.
"Why do you want to clean it up anyway?"

"It's right next door to Kaylin's. It gives us a place to hang
out. You know... Girl time."
"At least let me get the utilities turned on for you. I'd rather
you have some light and not pee behind a tree."
"Oh would you? That'd be wonderful. I can't wait to tell Kaylin."
She took another sip. "We've been using her bathroom when we need
to."
"I'm sure you have. I was only kidding." Mom lit a cigarette and
exhaled slowly. "I'm still not sure I like you over there. You
could get hurt."
"We'll be careful. At least it will be clean."
"Well if you find anything that needs to be repaired let me know.
I am sure that place is pretty run down by now."
"I will. It's not too bad though."
"Hi Anna. Hi Amelia." announced the girls as they entered.
"You girls are early today. Anything going on?" asked Anna.
Becca and Christine sat down on either side of Amelia.
"Nope. We just miss you." Christine poured herself some coffee.
"We haven't seen much of you since Amelia's been getting rides
from Kaylin." She turned to Amelia. "Any word on that?"
"Shouldn't be too long now."
"Well no rush. We could use some girl time anyway."
"We're cleaning up Grandma's house and getting power turned on."
said Amelia.
Becca and Christine looked at one another. "Awesome."
"Don't get too excited. It needs work and it needs cleaning. It
may take a while." said Anna.
"No problem. We'll hang out here til then." Christine laughed.
"Well I need to get dressed for school." Amelia stood up and
headed to her bedroom, still wearing her pajamas.

"So are you guys getting everything all planned?" Anna spoke
quietly.
"Yep. It's gonna be a big night for sure." said Becca.
"It's been hard keeping it a secret. I didn't expect Amelia to be
so social and outgoing lately. Things were so much easier when
she just stayed at home minding to herself."
"You're telling me. She's definitely making waves at school. You
know? Pissing the wrong people off if you know who I mean."
"Well the wrong people are just gonna have to bite her tongues
before they spoil everything." said Anna lighting another
cigarette.
"Well you know her. Once she sets her mind there's no stopping
her." said Becca.
"Please try to keep things civil. It's only a few weeks now... We
can't afford to ruin everything now."
"We have all the party favors set. We just need to decorate and
arrange a few things." said Christine.
"Well that's good to hear."
I'm all set." announced Amelia as she entered the living room
approaching the kitchen. She was wearing a more gothic outfit
than usual; one that she kept aside until she felt more daring.
Her makeup was equally more intense.
"Looking good Amelia." said Becca. "We were thinking about coming
back here to hang after school." She turned to Anna. "If you
don't mind."
"You girls are always welcome. You know that."
Becca smiled. "You just need some piercings and there'll be no
stopping us." she said still facing Amelia.
"Sorry but I have Debate after school. I don't know how long I'll
be." said Amelia as she gathered her stuff after taking her last
sip of coffee.
"So how's that going? I heard you're the leader." asked Christine
as she stood up followed by Becca.

"This is the first meeting so I don't know. But yeah. Principal
Whitton asked me to lead. We'll see how that works." She laughed.
She really didn't know what to expect but welcome the challenge;
something, just a few months ago, that would have scared her to
death.
"I'm sure you'll do just fine." Mom stayed seated. "Well you
girls have a great day." She looked at Becca. "Will the two of
you be coming over later?"
"I can't think of anything better to do. It'll be fun."
"Bye." said Christine
Becca and Christine were much more friendly on the way to school.
"We've missed hanging out." said Christine. She looked back at
Amelia with a genuine curiosity.
"Yeah me too." Amelia was referring back to last year when they
actually were close. Everything more recent seemed to be more
orchestrated.
"So how's Kaylin? We've never really had much of a chance to talk
to her. Does she like it here?" asked Becca.
"I've never really asked her that. I suppose so. She's starting
to fit in a little better." Amelia appreciated the inquiries. It
showed her that her friends may actually be friends.
"We should all hang out sometime. There's no reason we all can't
be friends." said Christine.
"That sounds fun. I'm sure she'd like that." said Amelia as Becca
parked her car in her favorite spot. Others have made it a habit
of leaving it vacant for her.
"And you really should get some piercings. It'll look good on
you." said Becca as she checked her out more closely. Becca
wasn't bi per se, but she could appreciate beauty, even if it
were the same sex.

Becca took her time getting to homeroom, greeting a few of her
friends in the parking lot as Amelia and Christine walked to the

school. The goth boys were up ahead, Jesse eying the two of them.
Amelia always ignored them. They made her feel unsettled.
"Hey Christine." Rodney yelled across the lot. Kevin and Jesse
turned to look. The goth boys made it a habit to check all the
girls out, especially when they were walking, and from behind.
Christine was an exception though. Facing her dead on could
initiate a return interest, an interest that any of the three
would welcome.
Christine waited until she was closer to reply. "Hey. What's up?"
Christine wasn't too friendly with the boys but maintained a
smiling face with all.
"Just the usual I guess... Different day."
"Yeah I know how that goes." Christine stopped to chat.
Amelia continued toward class but also stopped. Spencer was
sitting in the grass next to the walkways. In front of the school
there were a few large trees within a small clearing. Generally
students weren't permitted to walk through it as it caused damage
to the lawn but Spencer was an odd person, willing to take
chances despite possible discipline. He sat there with his legs
crossed and his eyes closed, his arms stretched out. Amelia
started to approach but the first bell rang, turning her back
towards the school.
Amelia sat in homeroom. Miss Decker sat
rang just as Christine came through the
wonder. Since when did Christine become
boys? The class continued to chatter as
Decker encouraged in all her classes.

at her desk. The bell
door leaving Amelia to
friends with the goth
usual, a habit Miss

"Are you ready?" Miss Decker looked up to Amelia. Miss Decker
didn't bother to call her up to the desk nor to walk to hers. She
always felt it better practice to speak in front of others unless
privacy was needed.
Amelia first wondered who she was speaking to before realizing
Miss Decker's eyes were fixed on her own. "For what?"
"Debate of course." Miss Decker smiled.

"Oh. Yes. I think so." Amelia kept herself fixated on her
knowing, all-to-well, the consequences if she didn't. It no
longer bothered her so much. It was better to be in control than
to let others take over.

"Hi Amelia." Jocelyn swayed her hips as she walked down the hall
towards her first class, her posse around her. Amelia had become
used to the sarcastic tone that always accompanied her words,
when they were spoken to her of course. Today was different
though. She actually thought she heard sincerity, enough to for
her to look up and reply.
"Oh hi Jocelyn." Amelia, still bewildered in the moment, allowed
herself a second to assess the situation.
Amelia gazed over the posse. Elizabeth and Dexter stood to her
right while Regina, Madison and Chloe were to her left, all
without the smug expressions reserved for the lower-class, which
included almost everyone in this school, including herself. They
were all around Jocelyn's age. Elizabeth and Chloe were eighteen
while the other three were seventeen, not that age mattered.
Jocelyn had quite the commanding qualities needed and could
direct grown men and women without question.
It would have been normal for Amelia to shyly pass them by,
allowing her confusion to fill her mind as she ducked her head
towards the cafeteria, but normal has been with change these past
few weeks as she was coming into her own. She, by all means,
wasn't complete, but the foundation was there. It always has
been. She stopped, giving Jocelyn her attention.
"I hear you are leading the debate team. Good for you." Jocelyn
maintained a smile. She had no interest in debate as her time was
too stretched as it was. She also had no interest arguing with
anyone. She always had control. Either accept that or leave.
"Yeah. We'll see how that goes."
"I'm sure you'll do just fine. Just do our school proud." Jocelyn
started forward. "We've got a reputation to withhold."
"I'll do my best." Amelia had faith in herself.

"But as far as the election goes." Jocelyn added. "I wouldn't get
your hopes up." Her posse let out that grin they've been biting
their lips over as they continued towards their classes.

"Over here." Kaylin waived to Amelia from across the lunchroom.
Amelia laid her tray down and looked up. Spencer was there.
"I hope you don't mind that I invited him over to join us."
Kaylin made a cute face and turned toward him. "He looked so
lonely sitting over there by himself."
"I wasn't by myself thanks." he said without embarrassment. "And
I wasn't lonely."
Kaylin smiled. "Well you look much happier here."
That wasn't a lie. Spencer had been wanting to get closer to
Amelia ever since school started. He had an inward confidence but
had a hard time expressing himself outside of his own realm;
music and writing. There wasn't much opportunity to show off his
talents at school.
Amelia turned to Spencer and patted his head. "He does look cute
over here." She couldn't help but go along with the joke even
though her interest leaned much more towards the romantic side of
herself. Perhaps Becca was having an influence of her after all.
Perhaps she was just growing up. In either case, unlike Becca,
her interest lied with one guy and that guy was sitting beside
her. "So how's your day?" A generic question it was, but her
thoughts were on him from this morning, wondering what exactly he
was doing. She didn't quite know how to ask without sounding too
personal or without making him feel embarrassed. All in good
time.
"Another day, another dollar... Just without the dollar." he
laughed.
"All work and no play makes Jack a dull boy." Kaylin smiled.
"Well I'm ready to play." Not a second passed before he realized
how that would be taken. He was ready to play guitar but the
girls thought otherwise. Before he could correct himself Amelia
laughed.

"I could use some play too." Amelia smiled.
"Looks like you two need some privacy. Want me to distract
everyone with a food fight?" She held her fork in her right hand
turning it forward as her left hand held the end in place. "Just
load some taters here and I'm good to go."
Spencer finally let out a laugh. "I bet you would."
Kaylin looked at Amelia with an evil squint. "He's no fun."
"Maybe not, but I'm willing to give him a chance."
"I wish I had my car. We could all hang out after school." said
Kaylin.
"I have Debate today anyway but we'll take a rain check." Amelia
spoke on Spencer's behalf. If she left anything to question then
she'd be giving him a choice. Now wasn't the time to do just
that. Spencer meant too much for her to risk giving him an out.

Amelia thought about Spencer while she waited for Debate to
start. Kaylin had taken the bus already and Spencer's dad was
waiting out front for him. Jocelyn and her posse worked a double
going from day patrol to evening, inseparable til the day ended
it seemed. She had a thirty minute break from when school ended
but she had nothing else to do so she sat on the bench out front.
It wasn't long before most of the students cleared out, leaving
only Amelia and a thinning crowd. She looked over to canopy and
saw the goth boys. They were wearing their black hoodies. That
was their style and the now colder weather allowed the boys to be
themselves. They stood against the wall chatting, watching the
remaining students leave. Jesse noticed Amelia all alone, said
something to his friends and started to approach her as his boys
followed. Amelia stood up quickly and approached the front door,
reaching it just in time. She didn't turn back to see if they
followed or not. She kept her face forward getting to the debate
classroom.
Miss Decker was the first to arrive.
"I figured you'd be the teacher in charge." said Amelia.

"Actually Mr. Whitton leads the team. It's his baby." Miss Decker
shuffled some notes. "I just have more time than he does so I
fill in from time to time." Miss Decker had no family. She was
single and doing well for herself, having little interest in the
nightlife like most her age. She's lived it before and was ready
to be more settled in her ways. She thought of herself as a
leader's leader, happy to help others become what they were
capable of being.
"He seems nice."
"Obsessed and worried are better words but nice will do." she
smiled. "He's not got what you and I have naturally."
"What's that?"
"Preeminence... He's like a politician. They act like they have
control but rely on everyone else to make decisions for them. He
has support though, and sometimes that counts more."
"I see. So... what exactly is my role here?"
"You understand what a debate team is I'm sure. We compete
against other schools just like any other sport only this one is
about power of the mind and not athletic skills."
"Aren't I a little young? I mean... I've not the experience or
knowledge that the older kids have."
"I know that. We have a strong team; one with knowledge and
intelligence. They all do fine on their own but in a group they
need direction. Someone to challenge them for control. Otherwise
they'd argue amongst themselves. In competition there has to be
unity above everything else. We work as one or fail as
individuals."
The thirty minutes counted down to an end as the team members
started entering the room. They all knew one another from last
year so there was no need for an introduction with the exception
of Amelia.
"Today I want to start with an impromptu debate seeing how we
this is our first meeting for the year. Lets divide into two
teams of three. Amelia, you sit this one out and observe." Miss

Decker stood up as the kids divided up. "The topic is... Amelia
should be Debate Captain?"
"No." called out Caleb.
"Save it for the debate." reminded Miss Decker.
"She's a sophomore. She's never even been on the team... Any
team..." Caleb stood his ground.
"It's insanity." yelled Michelle.
"Insanity could be defined as doing the same thing over and over
and expecting a different result." said Miss Decker.
"Actually that depends on what one is doing. Rolling a pair of
dice over and over should bear different results each time so it
would actually be sane to assume different results. And
furthermore, with each roll of the dice the chances of getting a
same result greatens as the number alternative outcomes becomes
smaller and smaller. The person will eventually reach a point
where probability is in their favor and thus, progress from sane
to insane." said Amelia.
The team sat quiet for a moment.
"We'd like to debate the agreeable side." said Caleb.
While Amelia was relieved to just watch and learn, the topic
proved itself to be as much discouraging as encouraging. But in
the end Miss Decker was the judge. She had already made her
choice. This was a means for Amelia to get to know her own
weaknesses and strengths. At the end of the day Amelia felt more
confident with her new role.

Amelia had forgotten about how to get home. She texted
got no answer. Spencer didn't have a car, Kaylin's car
shop, Becca is partying... She decided to walk. It was
miles but that would take over an hour she calculated.
Mom will answer soon. She looked to the sky. Before it

mom but
was in the
only five
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gets dark.

The first thirty minutes weren't too bad. She kept herself
occupied kicking stones, thinking about school, looking at the
buildings, thinking about Spencer and occasionally she thought

about Jocelyn and her look of death. But now the buildings have
come to end, the streetlights became more scarce and the
nighttime sky was making itself visible for all to see and all
those to see not.
Amelia struggled against slowing her pace to keep her bearing.
It'll only take longer if I do. Amelia had never driven before.
Drivers tend to make mental notes of landmarks while passengers
pay much less attention to such things. She knew where she was
going but found herself not recognizing many of the houses, and
as time passed, the wooded areas that grew more dense with each
foot forward.
Cars drove by her as the time between them grew longer with each
passing. She found herself looking backward more often than not,
wondering who may be approaching. She had always had the ability
to be rational. But not tonight. Rational thoughts were as
visible as the road in front of her, and behind... emptiness.
What if the goth boys were outside when I left. I don't remember
seeing anyone, but I don't remember looking either.
She heard a car approaching so she stepped closer to the road's
edge. It slowed as it came nearer, as any cautious driver would,
but to Amelia, it was the skill acquired by a serial killer; one
who hunts his prey, hiding his approach until the single strike.
"Amelia?" a girl's voice spoke as Amelia stepped into the
thickening.
She stood quietly in the shadows trying to find a path to flee.
The brush was too dense as she struggled to keep her footing.
"It's me... Miss Decker. Amelia?" Miss Decker put the car in park
and stepped out, leaving the door open as she approached her.
Amelia stepped forward.
"What are you doing out here... this late at night? Come on. I'll
give you a ride." Miss Decker reached for her hand and walked her
to the passenger side. "Come on. Get in.?"
"Why didn't you tell me you needed a ride?" said Miss Decker as
she put the car in gear.
"Sorry. I had forgotten I needed one until it was too late."

"Well never mind. Let's get you home. And next time... tell me."
Amelia put her bag in her lap and crossed her hands over it.
"Miss Decker? Can I ask you something?"
"Of course dear. Anything you want?" Miss Decker was all about
being open and honest as long as certain subjects were
overlooked. Sometimes knowing too much can be dangerous in
itself.
"Do you know a girl named Jocelyn?"
"Yes. I've known her all her life. What about her?"
"Sometimes she gives me this look like she hates me, like she's
trying to curse me or something. Other times she tries to be nice
to me. I don't get it."
"Just between you and me, she's a brat. She always has been. A
deceitful, attention-wanting brat."
"But why me?"
"She's never been good at hiding her emotions. That's her
weakness. She must feel threatened by you."
"Why? I've never done anything to her." Amelia watched the road
in front of her, looking at landmarks just in case she found
herself walking again.
"Well you are beautiful, smart and your standing your own
ground."
"Most of that is because of her. If she had just left me alone
I'd probably still be the way I used to be."
"It's funny how things work that way. Trying to prevent her own
fear from coming to be is what makes her fear come to be. We'll
call it fate." Miss Decker pulled up to the curb in front of
Amelia's house
"How did you know where I live?"
"Susanna and I have met a few times... It's been years though.
She probably doesn't even remember me." Miss Decker kept the
engine running. "I wouldn't be a very good teacher if I didn't
know everybody, to some degree anyway."

"You want to come in and say hi?" Amelia held the door open as
she stepped onto the pavement.
"As nice as that sounds your mother and I haven't spoken in many
years. Maybe she'll come to one of your debates and we can meet
again."
"Yeah. I sure she'll come."
"I'm looking forward to it.

Amelia woke to the sound of her phone buzzing, a rare incoming
text. Who could that be? She laid in bed motionless. Her phone
was charging on her dresser as usual. Since incoming calls and
texts were so infrequent she felt no need to climb under the bed
to plug in her charger in there. The nightstand would be easier
to reach. Amelia contemplated on getting out of bed, the struggle
between additional sleep or solving the mystery. Her phone buzzed
again. Two in one day... one week?
Amelia's curiosity made the decision for her as she climbed out
of bed to reach for her phone. She brought it back to bed with
her to lie down, back inside the warm covers. It was mid October
and the night air chilled the house by morning It was almost time
to start using the heat.
Both Spencer and Kaylin sent texts.
From Kaylin: "Hey girl."
"Hey. What's up?"
"Nothing much. Just bored here. I changed my hair appointment to
next week. Car won't be ready til Tuesday."
"Good news on the car. Next week is good for me. I have no
plans." Amelia never really had plans until recently, her new
debate team gatherings and going to the retirement home with
Spencer.
"Sounds good. What do you think? Should I start wearing my new
clothes or wait til my hair is done?"
"I'd wait. You know... Make an entrance."
"Yeah. That's what I was thinking."
"Anything else going on?" asked Amelia.
"Just looking forward to spending the day dodging my aunt."
"Lol."

"What about you?"
Amelia hadn't read Spencer's text yet. She had no plans for the
day herself nor did she know what Mom was up to. "Nothing so far.
Maybe I'll catch up on some reading."
"We're living our dreams aren't we? lol."
"You know it." Amelia checked Spencer's message.
"Good morning."
"Hey. How's it going?" Amelia had felt awkward the past few days
since kissing Spencer. He had shown no response since that day.
I'm good. What are you up to today?" Spencer had also felt
awkward. With each day that passed it became harder to say or
show what he felt. He was quickly entering the friend zone, a
place he feared most as his feelings for Amelia would be forced
to remain hidden.
"So far nothing. Save me." Amelia was trying to be subtle and
truthful. She could always pass it off for a joke if he didn't
take the bait.
"That sounds fun to me. Dad let me borrow his car." When trying
to break out of his shell, texting offered a much larger hammer.
Amelia could see his fear. "Where are you taking me?" She decided
it was better to cut to the chase before Spencer's fear caught up
with him.
"How about we go downtown. Maybe have lunch, maybe ice cream."
"Sounds good to me. :)"
"So... Pick you up around noon?"
"Sounds great."
Amelia sent her address and got up to shower. It was 10:30. There
was plenty of time to get herself all made up.
"Spencer's taking me to lunch. :)" She just had to tell someone.
Kaylin was the only someone she had to tell.
"Lucky you. I'm going to go outside for a walk later to pass the
time. Have fun."

"Thanks. You too."

After her shower she spent some time doing her makeup before
stepping into the living room. Becca and Christine where there,
chatting with Mom.
"I was wondering when you were going to get up." said Mom.
The girls turned to face her.
"Do you have a date?" asked Becca, noticing Amelia's makeup. It
was a bit more accentuated than usual and today wasn't a school
day.
"Sort of. I'm having lunch downtown with Spencer."
Anna looked to Becca.
"That's the boy we told you about." Becca answered before she
could ask. Then she turned to Amelia. "You really could do
better. Look at yourself. You are hot."
Amelia didn't need to look at herself. She felt no need to put
everyone on a ratings scale to determine who she could or could
not have. It was about who she wanted and nothing more. "I like
him." That was all she felt like saying. There was no point in
starting an argument.
"We are going down town to do some shopping. We were going to
invite you but since you've made plans..." said Christine.
"Cool. Maybe another time though." Amelia poured herself some
coffee. "I have to finish getting ready. Have fun." Amelia had
already finished. She just didn't want to continue the
conversation. Christine and Becca had made their disapproval
clear already.

Spencer arrived right at noon. Mom and the girls had already left
so Amelia was waiting in the living room.
"Is your mom home?"
"No. She just left. Why?"

"I was hoping to meet her."
"Really? That's sweet. She went out, along with Becca and
Christine."
"Another time then. Are you ready?"
"Yep."
"Where are we going?" Amelia asked as Spencer opened her door.
"There are many places to eat but there's only one Baskin
Robbins. I figured we'd go to the square. You know... keep
everything close by."
"Sounds good to me. I'm starved."

They decided to eat at Kincaid's, an elegant restaurant in the
square. It wasn't overly fancy, but it was lunchtime after all.
The atmosphere was cozy with tall bench seating consisting of
mostly booths but with a fair number of tables with chairs.
They sat across from one another in the corner booth. It was a
first date, if it was a date, and neither of them made the effort
to sit beside the other. It was too soon. All through lunch
Amelia wondered if she had to make the first move today. Most of
the conversation was small talk, about the restaurant, the food,
school... just passing time until they felt more freedom to speak
outside where no one else could hear them, to pick up on the
awkwardness they both felt.
"What next?" asked Spencer as they walked outside.
"I don't know. I figured we'd wait a while on the ice cream."
"Yeah. It sounded great before, but now that I've eaten I've lost
interest... for now anyway."
"Same here." Amelia smiled.
"So how about Tuesday then?"
"What about it?" Amelia kept her pace slow enjoying the moment
and the fresh air.
"The old folks home, remember?"

"Oh yeah. I almost forgot. Yeah, that should be fine."
"Great. Dad let's me borrow the car on those days." Spencer
turned to the House of Wax. "Let's go in here."
"Good afternoon Spencer... and Amelia. It's a pleasure to see you
both."
Spencer looked to Amelia.
"I've been here before." she said smiling.
"Oh cool. Ed and I have been friends for a while now. We go way
back don't we Ed?" Spencer turned to Mr. Cromby. "Make sure you
treat her right."
"Of course." Mr. Cromby smiled. "I'll treat her like she was my
only customer, which isn't far from the truth."
"So how is business these days?" Spencer asked.
"It comes and goes. Not like the old days. I'm thinking about
retiring soon." Mr. Cromby sighed. "I'm getting a little slow
these days and have a hard time reaching things up top." He
motioned to the tall shelving that surrounded the store.
"Nonsense. I won't hear of it. You just need to get some help in
here."
"Yeah, yeah. Maybe... I've been thinking about it."
Spencer turned to Amelia.
"I've got a full schedule myself but I have a friend, you've met
her... She's looking for a job."
"Kaylin?" Mr. Cromby asked.
"Yes. You have a really good memory."
"I have a really small clientele, but yeah. I try."
"Have you seen the backroom yet?" Spencer turned to Amelia.
"No I haven't. Why?"
"Follow me then." He turned to Mr. Cromby. "You don't mind do
you?"

"Not at all."
Spencer led the way through the door that he opened. It wasn't a
large room but it was full of things Amelia had never seen before
and other things she had never seen in real life; crystal balls,
mirrors, books, vials and bottles full of different herbs, salts
and potions, gem stones, charms and all sorts of things. This
room was even messier and dustier than the first making it hard
to read anything.
Amelia reached out and touched a crystal ball just to feel the
cool solid glass for real. It was covered in dust like most the
objects here. She glanced up at the books struggling to read the
titles. Spencer wiped down the spines so they could be read. They
appeared to be mostly overstock books that she had seen on her
last visit. But then she noticed The History of Witchcraft; The
Family Line and grabbed it from the shelf. "I've been looking for
this."
"Slip it into my shirt."
Amelia looked at him confused.
Spencer laughed. "I'm just kidding."
They glanced around a little bit more before heading towards the
main room. Amelia rubbed her hand across one of the balls without
looking back as she stopped Spencer with a kiss. The ball glowed
faintly with an image of Jocelyn as their eyes closed and their
arms wrapped around one another. Amelia wasn't going to wait any
longer. The image faded away before they stopped and headed back
to pay for the book.
Neither of them had a direction so they just walked slowly,
holding hands this time.
Mom, Becca and Christine stepped out of Shadow's Secrets, almost
running into the two of them.
Oh, Hi Amelia. I didn't realize you'd be out this way." said Mom.
"Is this the friend you've been talking about?"
Amelia dropped her hand, but not before it was noticed. "Yeah.
We're just walking around before getting some ice cream. This is
Spencer."

"How do you do Mrs..."
"Anna. Please." She smiled. "Nice to finally meet you."
"And you too."
"Well I won't keep you from your date. We're just shopping around
ourselves. Have fun."
"We will. See you at the house." said Amelia.
Amelia looked up the street to check out what other shops were
worthy of a looking. Jocelyn was up ahead.
"Hi guys." she yelled.
At first Amelia thought she was speaking to her. She had been
nicer lately, but Christine and Becca ran towards Jocelyn before
she could speak.

"What are you girls doing here?" she asked.
"Just doing some shopping and getting out of the house. What
about you?" asked Christine.
"Shopping. Why don't you guys come by later. Hang out a while?"
"Oh definitely. Sounds more fun than staying home." said
Christine as the three started walking.
"Becca. Can I talk to you in private?" asked Jocelyn as she
stepped into a doorway.
"Sure. What's up?" Becca was a little puzzled.

Amelia's phone buzzed, an incoming text from Kaylin. She could no
longer hear the conversation anyway.
"So how's your date going?" Amelia took Spencer's hand and looked
at him. "It's going great. We finally had a real kiss. What about
you? Anything going on?"
"Nope. Completely bored here."

"Sorry. Maybe I can convince Spencer to meet up." She turned to
Spencer. "Want to hang out with Kaylin afterwards?"
"Sure. If it gives me more time with you I'm all for it. I
wouldn't be opposed to a slumber party either." Spencer laughed.
"I somehow doubt her aunt would approve of that." she smiled.
"But maybe she'll stay the night with me and you can stay late."
"No pillow fight?" Spencer frowned. "It sounds like that could be
fun though."

Christine had stepped back inside Shadow's Secrets. It was clear
that Jocelyn wanted some privacy with Becca. Cynthia and Mindy
tended to their phones as usual, a convenience offered to them
since Mindy's mom owned the place. They could get away with
murder if they chose such a heinous act.
"Mom says we should act." said Mindy as she watched Amelia walk
by the shop.
"Really? Cool." answered Cynthia. "What's the plan then?"
"I don't know yet but we'll make it look like an accident."
"Right... Amelia won't even know we're coming." Cynthia laughed.
"When?"
"Soon... maybe one or two weeks. All the details still need to be
worked out."

Jocelyn stood in the doorway looking to see if anyone was around.
"I'm not sure how to ask you this. I mean... It's a lot to ask."
"Ask what?" Becca was very curious.
"I'm not sure I am in, so to speak, with the younger girls. You
know... I don't think I relate well to them or them to me."
"Of course you do. They all respect you."
"Respect is good, but I mean something more, something beyond
obligation, beyond commitment... I mean friendship. I'm not sure
I have what you have."

"I don't follow you."
"Yes you do, and so do they. They follow me. That's the problem.
But they want to be with you, to have fun, to hang out, to be
friends."
"You are too busy to be a cut up like me." Becca laughed.
"That and other things. Which is why I need you to be my second."
"You already have a second."
"Yeah. It'll upset many people but I need to replace her, replace
her with you. Look around you." Jocelyn pointed to a few girls
down the road, to the girls running the shop behind the door. "It
is, and always will be, the younger generations that take over.
To keep our unity we must stay connected to them."
"Yeah, I suppose."
"I've thought long and hard about it. Choosing the right person
was easy, but committing to following it through has been a
challenge. There will be an uproar in the coven with the older
generation, one of great proportion. But... in the end they will
all follow me. I can count on that. The young are a different
story. They rebel much too easily. We cannot afford a rebellion
of any sort."
"So you are asking me to take your place amongst them?" Becca
leaned back against the wall to let a customer pass through.
Jocelyn waited. "As Priestess. I'll remain as High Priestess of
course. You'd be talking on my behalf, keeping the relations good
and, most importantly, having fun with them. Old people don't
care about fun but the young do. Keep them interested, happy and
have fun with them... Whatever it takes."
"Oh... I know how to have fun." Becca smiled.
"Which is why I chose you, that and years of trust and
performance. You always get the job done without cutting corners
yet you always manage to have fun doing it. Lead by example, not
by force. You are perfect for that."
"Well I'd be honored then." he said with a silly smile.

"Don't tell anyone. I'll let everyone know at our next meeting."
Christine came running over to them. "Sorry to interrupt but..."
"No problem. We were just finishing up. What's up?" asked
Jocelyn.
Christine caught her breath for a moment. "Cynthia and Mindy were
talking. They are planning on getting rid of Amelia. Gonna make
it look like an accident."
"I told Betsy no already."
"Yeah, I know. but they're going to do it anyway. What should we
do?"
"I'll take care of it once and for all. Maybe a little protection
spell" said Jocelyn with a sly grin. "Thanks for the heads up."
"No problem."

Amelia had noticed the two of them step onto the sidewalk curious
about their conversation. Oh well. Just another secret amongst
many.
Amelia and Spencer did a little more browsing before getting
their ice cream and heading to Kaylin's.
Knock Knock
Spencer tapped the door. Kaylin was quick to answer before her
aunt could get to the door, stepping outside to greet them.
"It's a nice day today so I figured we'd hang outside. You don't
mind do you?"
"Of course not." said Amelia as she turned to Spencer and mouthed
quietly. "Her aunt."
"Sounds good to me. Why don't we go for a walk into the woods?
It's been years since I've been." said Spencer.
While Kaylin didn't share his enthusiasm to journey to the source
of the frightening sounds that accompanied her nights, it was
daylight and there were three of them. "Sure." Kaylin said with
hesitation, looking to Amelia.

Amelia just smiled and turned back to Spencer. "I used to play
out here as a kid." she pointed towards her grandmother's house.
Spencer headed towards the wooded area behind their houses
though, where the trees grew larger and thicker. Amelia had never
gone this way before. As a child it was always too dark and
frightening for her. Even her friends, Leanna and Melinda, would
always stay up close to the houses.
Once they cleared the tree line Amelia was surprised to see stone
walkways that seemed to go for a mile. The trees had grown in and
there were vines everywhere, but she could tell that this used to
be a beautiful garden at one time. There were stone benches to
sit on, a creek that cut through, rose bushes, flowers and much
more. Everything had grown wild by now but it still had some
beauty to it all.
Upon walking further the walkway came to a small bridge, also
made of stone, that crossed over the creek. They stood on it
watching the water pass underneath. They could make out a few
houses in the distance; Amelia's grandmother's, Kaylin's
aunt's... even Jocelyn's further away. Two more could be seen in
the other direction.
"Are those graves?" Kaylin asked pointing towards what looked to
be a clearing at one time. It had grown over as everything else
but erect stones could still be seen.
"Yes." said Spencer. "This is the old part of town. Back then
family's buried their own on their property. It was very common."
"It's creepy if you ask me." said Amelia taking Spencer's hand.
"You're silly but I like you."
"I like cemeteries better. They have walls to keep the ghosts
in." said Kaylin.
"I think they are to keep people out."
"You believe what you want and I'll believe what I want." Kaylin
laughed.
"Well we better start heading back. It's starting to get dark."
said Spencer as he faced Amelia, his hands reaching for his. "We

don't want to get lost here, not at night when the woods come to
life."
"Yeah right." said Kaylin. "I'm game to leave anyway. No need to
make crap up."
"I'm not making it up. You've not heard the stories?"
"What stories?" said Kaylin in a mild state of panic.
"Don't tease her. She's scared enough." said Amelia, bumping her
hip into his.
Kaylin moved closer to them, much closer.
"I'm sorry I said anything. I'll be quiet." said Spencer in a
serious tone.
"You have to finish the story now." said Kaylin. "But we can walk
faster."
"It's just that... a story. It's been around since way before we
were born." Spencer paced himself faster to keep up. "It is said
that the witches control the woods, these woods, that the trees
come to life, taking their victims or casting them aside, keeping
them from getting where they wish to go. During the day they move
only by command, but by night... They have a mind of their own,
free to do as they wish, but not to the coven and its members.
The woods must always obey them."
"Of course." said Kaylin with a sarcastic tone, increasing her
speed to a jog.
Amelia was soon to follow, keeping up with Kaylin.
"Not you too Amelia?" said Spencer as he sprinted towards them.
The path darkened as the sun set quickly into the horizon. Eerie
shapes in oranges and purples could be seen through the
thickening as the sky grew darker. The tree line cast harsh
shadows that crept across the walkway just as fast as their feet
could take them. Kaylin struggled to keep her balance as she ran
over stones, brush and other obstruction below, things she did
not memorize on their way in. Amelia grabbed her hand and pulled
her alongside as Spencer eventually caught up.

The wind blew, a deafening sound to those in fear, those afraid
of the dark and what waited from within. They were getting
closer. Some daylight could be seen up ahead from where they had
stepped into this nightmare. Dust and leaves flew through the
air, kicked up by their own feet, carried by the wind. The trees
seemed to reach towards them, their branches brushing against
their skin, scratching and gnawing at them like little mouths.
Even Spencer didn't look back as he kept close watch on the girls
from behind. He would be there to lift them, to carry them away
if one should fall.
The girls kept running, even after they passed the entrance,
straight to Spencer's car.
Kaylin didn't even take a moment to get her things. "Let's go. We
can talk on the way."
"Do you want to spend the night?" Amelia turned to Kaylin.
"Do you really need to ask? The answer to that is always yes."
said Kaylin as she tried to catch her breath. "Screw my things.
I'll sleep naked if I have to."
"You don't mind taking her to my house do you?" Amelia asked
Spencer.
"Of course not. I have to bring you home anyway." Spencer's
breath was slowing to normal. "Naked sounds fun anyway."
"I bet it does." said Amelia as she put her hand on his shoulder,
sliding it downward to grab his hand. "My my. Did you get
yourself all worked up too?" she could feel his sweat between her
fingers.
"Funny." said Spencer.

"So did you want to come in? Stay for a while?" Mom's car wasn't
in the driveway. Not that it mattered... Anna welcomed everyone.
Kaylin ran straight for the cupboard. "How about a drink?" she
yelled from across the room.

Amelia walked casually towards the kitchen. "Do you guys want to
watch a movie?" She reached forward to put her purse down,
noticing it was all red. She turned back to Spencer, his arms
covered in blood. "My God... What happened?" She stepped closer,
pulling an arm into the light.
"Branches I guess. While we were running." said Spencer calmly
yet with a little concern.
Amelia looked at her own arms and then Kaylin's. There were a few
little scratches but nothing like Spencer's. His were scrapes and
gouges as though he had been whipped.
"I didn't think they were that bad until now." Spencer examined
his wounds a little more.
"Let's get you cleaned up."
"Do we have alcohol?" her words trailed off as Amelia took
Spencer to the bathroom.

"Are you excited?" asked Mom, drinking her coffee as usual. She
sat at the kitchen table occupying her mind with endless thoughts
of nothingness waiting for the caffeine to fill the void.
"Yeah I suppose so." Amelia was excited. It was campaign day at
school and next Friday, the election. It was all going by so
fast.
"I'm sure you'll do just fine." Mom looked up to her. "Come over
here."
Amelia walked over wondering why she had been pulled aside. She
was dressed in a business-like manner. Black slacks and a white
blouse. Her makeup was toned done a bit and her hair pulled back.
Mom put her hand to Amelia's face and brushed her hair back. "You
are growing up too fast."
Amelia almost rolled her eyes. The My baby's growing up speech
was something every young adult dreaded. "Yeah yeah. Can I have
my coffee too?" but perhaps it was better to remain in a sleep
state until Mom finished her adorations.
"Good morning girls." announced Becca as she entered. Today
wasn't her usual attire. It was gothic. It was black, but she had
a more professional look somehow yet there was nothing
professional about it. Only she could manage such a thing.
"Good morning." Anna did a double take. "You look like your
running for election yourself." Anna looked Becca up and down
wondering what the outfit was for.
Becca turned herself around for others to look. "Do you like it?
It's an important day for my girl." Becca looked over to Amelia.
"No offense, but you have two years left to run."
"None taken." Amelia was a little bothered but Jocelyn did have
the friends, the personality and the voice that was always heard.
She could hardly hold a grudge. I do have two years left. She

counted the minutes waiting to get to school as there was silence
between her and Becca. Christine had a lot to say as usual.

"I have a ride this afternoon." said Amelia as they got out of
the car.
"I thought Kaylin's car was still in the shop." said Christine,
grabbing her bag from the backseat.
"It is. I'm going with Spencer to visit his granddad."
"Meeting the family already? Isn't it a bit soon for that?"
"It's not like that. He volunteers at a retirement home. We're
going to visit and keep the others company for a while.
"Ewww. Old people." Becca shuttered.
"You're going to old someday yourself. You'll appreciate
company."
"Not me. I don't ever plan on getting old."
"Me neither." laughed Christine.
"So what's the deal with Spencer anyway. I mean... You can do
better? You're getting popular now." Becca started in her own
direction as Amelia went towards homeroom.
"I like him. He's not all stuck on himself like most guys are."
"To each his own I guess." She got further away. "Good luck
today."
"Thanks."
"You're going to need it." she spoke more quietly.

"He's looking cute today." said Kaylin. She stared across the
cafeteria.
"Who?" asked Amelia without looking up. She had engrossed herself
in her notes, a bit nervous about her campaign debate later
today.

"Jesse of course." Her eyes continued to glance over to him. He
was sitting a few rows down with his boys of course, eating his
lunch and cutting up.
Amelia looked over to him and back to Kaylin. "I just have bad
feelings about him." She turned her head once more.
Jesse looked back at Amelia and she quickly looked away.
"You'll never know unless you talk to him. Just because he
dresses different doesn't mean he's a bad guy. Look at Spencer...
He looks like an Emo and acts just as strange when he's alone."
"Yeah I suppose."
"Just goes to show... You just never know."

"Quiet everybody... Quiet." Mr. Whitton was addressing the crowd,
standing in front of the podium with a microphone.. All the
students were gathered in the auditorium to begin the election
campaign. "First of all I'd like to thank all the teachers in
giving us their students for fifth period..."
The crowd cheered.
"Yes, thank you." Mr. Whitton waited a moment. "Today we are
going to hear from each candidate so please, show them the
courtesy you have shown me. Hear them and let the election
begin." He stepped back to the podium. "First we will hear from
Jocelyn Hurst." He stepped back and handed her the microphone as
she approached.
The crowd cheered as she stepped closer to the audience.
"Thank you. Thank you." She paused while the noise settled. "I
think it's safe to say that everyone here knows me. I've made
many friends here at school and while growing up here in Salem.
"As president, I plan to address the needs of the students and to
reduce the costs of activities for us girls. Here, at Salem High,
we have some of the best events in the state; our Halloween
dance, Valentine's Dance... our prom. They are just getting too
expensive for some of us. I propose that girls pay less while the
guys pay more to offset lack of funds.

"Also I'd like to see more cafeteria choices. Every week we have
the same menu with little to choose from. Why can't we have
Chinese? Why can't we have strawberry milk? Why can't we have
wine?"
The crowd laughed.
"These last few years of school are about choices. We should have
some. If us girls stick together we can get things done.
"In closing, I'd like to thank all of you for your support and
for giving me a chance."
The crowd applauded as Mr. Whitton approached the podium, taking
the microphone from Jocelyn.
"Thank you Jocelyn for your wonderful speech. Next we have Sean
Dockery. "
The crowd cheered as Sean took the microphone.
"Beer, Beer." one student called out.
"Yes beer. We need to add that to the menu also." Sean smiled.
The crowd laughed. Mr. Whitton jokingly raised his hand,
pretending to hold a glass, saying Cheers.
"Most of you know me as the team's quarterback. When practicing
or playing I am the team leader, but I'd like to also lead the
student body. This is my final year here and I'd like to make
some changes also.
"First I'd like to see more time for activities and sports, maybe
do away with sixth period classes and dedicate that time to
them."
The crowd cheered while the teachers rolled their eyes.
"All of us guys are in school. We don't have jobs. We can't
afford to pay more than the girls for those events. I propose
they pay more."
The guys in the audience cheered.

"I also propose to make Fridays short skirt day. It would be
inspirational and motivating for all us guys. Just think how much
more we'd accomplish."
"Or how much less." yelled another boy in the crowd.
The crowd laughed.
"In closing I'd like to remind you that this week's game is
against Lincoln. Let's kick some butt. Thank you."
The crowd cheered. Mr. Whitton took the microphone as Sean took
his seat.
"Thank you Sean and yes, this week's game is also an away game.
Show your school spirit. We have carpools listed on the bulletin
board as well as a bus sign-up sheet to arrange a ride to and
from the game. Now back to the election. Up next, our final
candidate, we have Amelia Ward."
Amelia stepped up, taking the microphone and stepped in front of
the podium.
"Most of you don't know me. I am not the popular girl or the
popular guy..." Amelia glanced to each of her opponents. "I don't
know why I'm up here. I mean... This is a popularity contest
isn't it?"
The crowd sat quiet.
"Unlike my predecessors, I had a speech prepared... But I'm not
going to use it. I'm going to wing it just as they did." Amelia
laid her notes down and stepped in front of the podium. "I had
planned on addressing some issues that I thought warranted
concern and attention but now, after listening to their speeches,
I realized I missed the most important one... Separation.
"All I heard was us girls and us guys. Shouldn't it be us as a
student body? Or better yet, us as a school? The teachers are
here to teach, not to fix or give in to our petty problems. It is
their school just as much as it is ours. They should have a voice
in the changes we propose."
The teachers clapped quietly.

"We do have magnificent events here but anything extravagant
costs money. Someone has to pay for that. Instead of trying to
push it off to one side or the other, why not offer a solution
that is more viable. I mean why can't we have a fashion show?"
The crowd started chatting. Amelia waited for silence.
"I look around and see most of the students wearing designer
clothing. Next year you'll all replace your wardrobes. Why don't
we have an in-school, or better yet, city-wide fashion show and
make use of the hand-me-downs. The clothes would be donated and
modeled by each student. The proceeds would go to funding our
events thus reducing our costs. Not only would this solve the
problem but it would also add another fantastic and fun event to
the school year.
"If we work together as a school, we can accomplish just about
anything. A vote for me is a vote for unity. Thank you."
The students and teacher cheered as Mr. Whitton took the
microphone.
"Thank you Amelia for that wonderful speech. Remember, next
Friday is the election. Your fourth period teachers will have the
ballots ready for you. I'd like to thank you all for coming.
Please return to your sixth period classroom to end the school
day."

While everyone walked back to class all of the candidates were
approached by students and teachers congratulating them on their
speeches.
Becca stood along the lockers looking at Amelia as she passed by.
She whispered something to another student but Amelia couldn't
hear.
"Hi, I'm Sarah." a younger girl approached Amelia. "I loved your
speech." She reached for Amelia's hair. "And your hair. Is it
real?", brushing her fingers through it.
"Thank you and yes, it's real."

"It was such a drastic change. I thought it might have been a
wig. Anyway, it'll be a nice change of things if you get
elected."
Several other students said a few words, both girls and guys.
"Quite a speech." said Spencer, coming up from behind.
"Oh, thanks."
"I can write a campaign song if you like."
"You write songs?"
"Yeah. I sing and play guitar also."
"Wow. I didn't know."
"Yeah. It's something I enjoy. I've never been about showing off
or anything."
"I'd like to hear you sometime."
"You are going to the retirement home with me after school
right?"
"Of course."
"I sometimes bring my guitar in and play for them. So maybe you
will hear me after all."
"That sounds wonderful. I can't wait. I'll see you in a few."
Amelia continued to class to finish the last ten minutes of the
day.

Jocelyn stood outside, not having gone to her final class,
waiting against the wall.
Becca and Christine approached her.
"So what do you think?" asked Becca.
"I'll be damned if she gets elected. Who does she think she is
anyway?" said Jocelyn in an uproar.
"She seems to be getting more support than we guessed." Becca
leaned herself up against the wall also. "But is being class

president all that important? I mean... Don't we have other
things to be concerned about?"
"Yeah... We do. She'll never lead anyone into unity. It's a
girl's world here. We will always have the control."
"And the girls all follow you." said Christine.
"Yes... They do."
Jesse, Kevin and Rodney approached.
"Is everything all set up yet?" asked Jocelyn.
"Not quite. We've had some delays." said Jesse. "We have
everything. We're just making sure we have the house to ourselves
before we set up. Unwanted guests keep arriving."
"Well don't take too long."
"We have time. It will be done I promise."
"Be sure that it is. We can't screw things up now. We don't have
time to change our plans."
"In the meantime Jocelyn." Becca interrupted. "Not to sound mean,
but try to be a little nicer. It's only two weeks."
"I know... It's hard though. She gets me in a frenzy sometimes.
Soon she will be one of them, a follower. And she'll always be a
follower."
Jocelyn's posse showed up. She and her girls walked off.

Spencer put his guitar over his shoulder as they got out of the
car. He and Amelia walked toward the retirement home.
"Just keep in mind that half these people are senile and the
other half can't hear very well. You'll need to adjust a little."
Spencer laughed.
"Good afternoon Mrs. Bancroft. You look wonderful today. This is
a good friend of mine, Amelia." he waved his hand toward her.

"Oh hi Spencer... Amelia. Are you his girl friend?" Mrs. Bancroft
was more mobile than most of the people here, spending her days
in the front lobby when she could.
"Well I don't know. I mean... He never made it official."
"Well you two look good together. I hope he treats you as well as
he does all of us."
"He does." Amelia grabbed his hand. "He's doing very well so
far."
They walked further into the room, greeting the other two that
were also in the lobby before going to the front desk. Behind the
desk stood Olivia, one of the staff.
"How's Granddad today?"
"He's doing just fine today, anxious as always to see you."
He wasn't always anxious. There were days when his memory failed
him, either of recent events or of Spencer himself.
"I hope so." Spencer laughed.
"Good afternoon Granddad." he said entering the room.
He lied on his bed half awake, trying to pay attention to the TV.
He turned. "Spencer? Is that you?" He squinted his eyes a little.
"Of course it is."
"How are you today? I brought a friend. Her name is Amelia." He
motioned her to step forward.
"How do you do sir?" she asked.
"Sir..." He mumbled. "I'm not in the Army. Just call me Sam. And
I'm doing fine thanks."
"Good to hear Sam."
"I just don't get TV anymore." Granddad looked to it. "What is a
Sponge Bob anyway? When I was a kid we played with sticks and
rocks if we had no toys, not cleaning supplies. My mother would
have had my hide if I played with her sponge out in the dirt."
"I think it's a sea sponge Granddad." Spencer laughed.

"Then why is it square? Answer me that?"
"You got me Granddad. I don't watch that show."
"I should hope not. Now Happy Days was a good show. They just
don't make them like that anymore."
"No. They sure don't. Would you like to hear some music? I'll be
playing out in the visiting room in a little while. Amelia wants
me to play."
"It'll put me to sleep and I'm too tired to move around like
that."
"Well we'll just stay here a while then. How was lunch today?"
"There was no Jell-O. I asked them for it but they didn't bring
it. I think the girl with the white hair took it. She's always
been mean to me. She's here you know; the girl with the white
hair."
"I think everyone here has white hair Granddad."
"She doesn't even know who she is but I do, some of us here in
this asylum do. I think she takes everyone's Jell-O."
"This is a retirement home, not an asylum. I'll have to look into
the Jell-O. What's for dinner?
"Meatloaf. Maybe I'll fall asleep first. I don't want it. Just
the Jell-O."
"I'll make sure you get your Jell-O tonight Granddad.
Granddad's attention started fading away along with his memories.
Spencer and Amelia went to the visiting room where Spencer played
his guitar, taking requests for songs he knew or could improvise.

"I had a really nice time." said Amelia as they were leaving.
"You don't have to humor me."
"No really. I'd like to do this again sometime soon."
"Great. Anytime." Spencer took Amelia's hand. "Wanna get some
food? I'm hungry."

"Sure. sounds great."

They stopped off at Wendy's for a bite before heading back to
Amelia's.
"I've been meaning to ask. Would you like to go to the Halloween
dance with me?"
"I'd love to. I was hoping you'd ask." Amelia smiled and gave him
a kiss goodnight. "See you tomorrow." She said, closing the door
behind her.
Amelia walked to her bedroom with a smile on her face. She felt
her phone buzz in her pocket; a text from Kaylin.
"I saw Jesse today after school. He and his boys were walking
past my house. It looked like they were going to your grandma's
house but I'm not sure.
"Sorry. I just got home."
Kaylin didn't reply.
Amelia laid there wondering why Kaylin didn't write back. Did she
go next door to check on the house? Did something happen?
Eventually she fell asleep, her phone by her side.

Jocelyn was in her room dressed in her black robe with two
others. She placed a long silver hair in a vial along with a few
other ingredients.
"Nothing bad, nothing to cause any harm... Just a little
something to lower one's self esteem, confidence. You know...
Slow her down a bit."
"What are you thinking?" one of them asked.
"Maybe a good old fashioned bad luck spell."
"That sounds fun."
Jocelyn placed the vial within some markings on the floor and
they kneeled in front of it. She began reciting a spell, reading
from a book that laid beside the markings. The other two began to

chant as the vial began to glow, raising inches off the ground.
There was a flash of light within before the vial dropped,
shattering against the stone floor. A little puff of smoke
thinned into the air.

Amelia woke the next morning and checked her phone.
"Sorry. I was chatting with my aunt all night. She's a bit old
fashioned about being interrupted by technology so I left my
phone in my room." texted Kaylin. "I didn't go outside to check
so I don't know if they went in or not. Maybe they were going to
Jocelyn's. Who knows."
"Oh okay. Yeah I was worried a bit when you didn't answer."
"I get my car back today. :)"
"Great. I bet you're happy."
"You know it. I need an escape and a means of escape from here."
"Lol. See you at school. :)"
"Wanna hang out afterwards?"
"Sounds fun. It's been a while."

Amelia joined Kaylin in the cafeteria. Kaylin had already started
lunch and was reading a book when Amelia sat down.
"Whatcha got?" Amelia placed her tray down and took a seat,
looking over to her book.
"It's a book on witchcraft."
"Anything interesting?" She handed the book to Amelia.
"It's not bad. I started reading it last night before bed. You
didn't text me back."
"Sorry. I fell asleep early I guess." She skimmed a few pages.
"Looks better than what I got. Where did you get it?"
"City library." Kaylin grabbed a French fry and took a bite. How
did your date go?"

"It wasn't really a date but it was fun. He writes music and
plays guitar."
"Cool."
"Oh... and he asked me to the dance." Amelia smiled.
"Great. Now I need a date. Does he have a brother?"
"Not that I know of. He has a granddad though."
"Tell him I'll think about it." Kaylin laughed.
"Oh hi Amelia." Sarah said as she walked by. "Reading about
magic?"
"A little here and there. I haven't had much free time lately."
said Amelia. "I don't even know if it's real or not."
"Oh it's real. I can show you sometime if you want."
"That would be great."
"Well have fun." Sarah walked out to the hallway.

"My place or yours?" asked Amelia as she got into Kaylin's car.
"Yours of course. I've been cooped up for over a week now. Do you
really think I wanna go back there?"
"I suppose not." Amelia laughed.
They got there just as Becca and Christine arrived.
"What brings you here?" asked Amelia as she opened the door.
"Just came by to see Anna. You know... To get out of the house."
"It's Friday. I would have thought you'd have better plans."
"We do... but not until later." said Christine, closing the door
behind her.
"Hi Anna." said the girls.
"Oh hi girls, Amelia." She sat up from the couch. "I was just
having a drink. Join me?"

"You bet." said Christine.
"Help yourself."
"Make me something." shouted Becca. Christine had already made
her way to the kitchen. Becca took a seat in the living room.
"What brings you girls here tonight? It's Friday." asked Anna.
"Didn't we just have this conversation?" Becca laughed. We have
plans for later. We thought we'd bug you for a while."
"I enjoy the company." laughed Anna.
"I'm getting myself something too. It's been a long week or
water. Want anything while I'm there." asked Kaylin.
"Yeah sure... Coke. It's Friday and the only thing I have to do
tomorrow is go with you to get your hair done." said Amelia. "I
wanna relax."
"I almost forgot about that. Thanks for reminding me."
"Getting your hair done?" asked Anna.
"Yeah. It'll still be red, just brighter. Then I can start
wearing my new clothes. I figured I'd do it all at once. A new
look." Kaylin walked to the kitchen.
"That should look really good. I guess we should get used to
having two more popular girls at school." Christine returned to
the living room.
"But don't expect to win the election." said Becca. "Jocelyn has
it in the bag."
"I don't expect to. I just ran for practice really. We'll see."
Kaylin returned, handing Amelia her drink and taking a seat next
to her.
"This is nice. All of us girls together." said Anna.
"Yeah, it is." said Becca.
"So how's your aunt doing?" Anna asked as she turned to Kaylin.

"She's good I guess. I don't see much of her." Kaylin took a sip
of her Coke. "She's as much of a recluse around the house as she
is with the town."
"That's good." Anna noticed the book on witchcraft on top of
Kaylin's things. "Witchcraft? Are we taking an interest now?"
Anna asked.
"Just a little I guess. We really haven't had the time to do
anything with it." said Kaylin.
"Yeah. Between being busy and finding a good book, it's been
hard." said Amelia.
"You just need to try it, or maybe find a friend who knows what
they are doing." said Becca before finishing off her soda.
"Learning by example would be much easier." said Mom.
Amelia sat back. "I don't know anyone though."
"Ask around at school."
"Yeah right. I'm afraid I'd ask the wrong person." Amelia
finished her Coke and placed her glass down. "The last thing I
want now is to be an outcast at school."
Kaylin laughed. "Yeah really."
"I think you'll be surprised." said Christine.
"Well pick something out from the book and we'll try it
together." said Mom.
"Sure. Why not." Kaylin handed the book to Amelia. "It may take
me a bit to find something worth trying. " Amelia opened the book
to search the index.
"So... are you liking Salem so far?" ask Anna.
"Kaylin finished her Coke and set it down. "Yeah. I used to live
here. I was little then though."
"Oh? Then your mom must have lived here also. What is her name?"
"Mary Pollens."

"Hmmm. It doesn't ring a bell. I assume she lived with your aunt
at one time?"
"Yes but mom moved out before I was born. They had some kind of
falling out. She moved across town." Kaylin stood up to get make
another drink. "Mom's maiden name was Ackerson."
Becca and Christine looked at Anna in surprise. Amelia's eyes
were in her book.
"My mom and aunt married young but they were both Ackersons. Do
you want anything while I'm here Amelia?"
Amelia raised her head when she heard her name, taking a second
to register the question. "Um... Sure."
"Did you find anything yet Honey?" Mom asked.
"Not yet. Not really. I want to try something we can actually
see. So many of these spells are for good luck or bad luck and
things like that. Nothing with immediate visual results you
know?"
"Well keep looking. I am anxious to see what happens." said
Christine. She turned to Becca and smiled.
Kaylin returned with the Cokes, handing one to Amelia.
"Thanks." Amelia took a sip and set it down, going back to her
book.
"The Ackersons go way back. I've known several of them but of
course, when a girl gets married her name changes. It's hard to
keep up with everyone." said Anna. She stood up to get another
drink herself. "Need anything girls?"
"Of course. I've just been too lazy to get up." said Becca.
"Same here." said Christine as she handed her empty glass to
Anna.
"I think I found something we can try. Mom. While you're there,
see if we have any apple juice and milk."
Mom opened the fridge. "Yeah, why?"

"Bring back maybe a third of a glass of each along with the
pepper and a pencil."
"Okay."
Mom returned handing the two drinks to the girls and went back to
the kitchen for the rest. "This should be interesting." she said
as she put the other items on the table.
Amelia cleared off the table so she'd have some room and to
perform the spell. "I'll let you go first Kaylin. I gotta mix
these things together first." She poured the milk into the juice.
"Yuck." said Kaylin. "I'm not drinking that crap."
"It's not for drinking." Amelia laughed. She added the pepper
into the mixture, stirring it with the pencil.
"I could have brought a spoon instead." said Mom.
"That's okay. I need a pencil or something long and pointed." She
placed the glass on the table with the pencil sticking out.
"Okay. We need something to levitate. Something small and easy.
Becca's empty glass should do." She put it back on the table.
"Lucky Mom didn't take it back."
"She didn't hand it to me." said Mom.
"Sorry." said Becca smiling.
"Okay. Now Kaylin." Amelia handed the book over to her and
pointed to a passage. "The pencil is already dipped so take it
from the glass and read this over and over while pointing the
pencil at this glass."
"Why can't I point it at you?" she laughed.
"Because you'll poke my eye out kid." Amelia laughed. "Start with
something small and easy. It said not to expect it to work the
first time but to keep trying with little things first."
Kaylin read aloud from the book.
"I take
and use
Make it
Make it

this pencil as a pointer
the power from my hand
move this object
levitate from land."

"You're not pointing the pencil very well." said Amelia
"I'm looking at the book. It's hard to look at two things at
once."
The girls giggled.
"Well memorize it then."
"It's not that easy, but okay."
She studied the book a bit and tried again.
"I take this pencil as a pointer
and use my hand"
"Power." said Amelia.
"Yeah.
"I take
and use
Make it
Make it

this pencil as a pointer
the power from my hand
move this object
levitate from land."

Everyone watched intently. Nothing was happening.
"How long does this take?" asked Kaylin.
"It doesn't say. I imagine not too long. Just keep trying."
Kaylin tried several times. Each time her words flowed more
natural as the phrase became memorized more thoroughly. After the
tenth time she passed the pencil to Amelia. "You try it."
Amelia didn't need to read the phrase. Kaylin's saying it over
and over was enough.
She moved the glass in front of her, pointing the pencil in that
direction.
"I take
and use
Make it
Make it

this pencil as a pointer
the power from my hand
move this object
levitate from land."

Everyone watched but the glass didn't move. She tried a few more
times. By the fifth time Christine's focus wandered from the
glass.
"I take
and use
Make it
Make it

this pencil as a pointer
the power from my hand
move this object
levitate from land."

Christine grabbed Becca's arm and squeezed it hard. digging her
nails into her skin. Becca turned to her to say something but saw
the expression on her face, saw her finger pointing across the
room. Behind Anna, directly in line with the pencil, the dining
table, the chairs, the hutch, the server and everything in or on
them was floating above the floor.
"Well I just don't think this is going to work." said Becca,
wanting to end the demonstration before anyone else noticed. "It
was fun though."
Amelia lowered the pencil. The dinette set took its place on the
floor. "Do you want to try it?" Amelia asked.
"Nah. I don't really believe in this stuff. I just thought it
would be fun to watch you guys try it."
"Too bad. I really thought something would happen." said Anna.
"Keep practicing though."
Becca looked at her phone. "Well we should be going. We have
dates tonight."
"Hope you guys have fun." said Anna.
Amelia put the pencil down and grabbed her drink, sitting back on
the sofa.
"It's an hour drive but it should be worth it." said Christine as
she gulped soda down.
"Well have fun and be safe."
"We will. Thanks. Bye Amelia, bye Kaylin." said Becca.
"Bye. Have fun." they said.

Amelia and Kaylin both took a sip of their Cokes and sat back on
the sofa.
"I was hoping something would happen." said Kaylin.
"Yeah me too. Maybe another time."
"Yeah. Maybe. Just not sure I believe any of this stuff."
"I know what you mean. Wanna watch a movie?"
"Sure." said Kaylin.
"Mom?"
"No thanks. I'm going to do a little reading and go to sleep."
Mom got up. "You girls have fun."
"Thanks. Goodnight." said Amelia.
"You too." Mom took her glass to her bedroom and closed the door.
"What do you wanna watch?" asked Kaylin as she turned the TV on.
"Something funny I guess." Amelia grabbed two more Cokes from the
fridge."I just want to relax tonight." Amelia sat back on the
couch. "So you actually talked to your aunt last night?"
"Oh yeah. I forgot all about that." Kaylin opened her can, took a
sip and set it down. "I never did see the boys though, not after
they walked by. My aunt was telling me about the people in town
and such.
"Back when grandma and my aunt moved back to England, Edgar
Balms, my uncle, started raising suspicions. He began asking a
lot of questions about her family and her grandmother in
particular, Sebastia Ackerson. It seems that she and her sister
were both heir to everything here. Sebastia is believed to be
dead and her sister died like twenty years ago."
"What do you mean everything here?" asked Amelia.
"Well not everything. Illeana Clarke, their mom, owned most of
the land around where I'm living now."
"So the old Clarke house?" asked Amelia.
"Yeah, that would be her."

"There are stories that the house is haunted. I've never been
there though. I don't even know where it is really."
"Well I have no interest in going there. I've had enough with
those old houses and those woods."
"Who even owns that house now?" Amelia took a sip of her Coke.
"Mom has some case involving it. A murder I think."
"No one has been seeking claim to it or the land."
"That's weird... but with the history, I can't blame them. Would
you want it?"
"Hell no. I want a little cottage on the beach with no trees,
just sand and water."
Amelia laughed. "Yeah. That does sound much better. So what's
this got to do with your aunt and this town?"
"Like I said, my uncle started raising concerns with many of the
people. He wanted my aunt to look into the properties and the
disappearance of her grandmother. Like everyone else, she wanted
nothing to do with it. He questioned why her mother and her
sister moved to England and started investigating some of the
other residents of Salem as well. A few months later he died of
natural causes. My aunt began suspecting foul play with some of
the people of Salem and... you know the rest. Everyone turned on
her. She became a recluse."
"Wow... so you are an heir yourself then I guess."
"I'm at the bottom of the list amongst many others. It seems to
be a large family." Kaylin laughed. Well enough about haunted
houses and missing people and dead people. I'm getting my hair
done tomorrow. Let's not ruin the mood."
"Sounds like a plan." said Amelia as she turned the TV on.

A woman pulled her hood over her head as the wind fought to yank
it back down. She was climbing a hill, alone in the dark, with
only a book at her side. The area was wooded and very secluded; a
land once forgotten and cast aside by all. The trees thinned as
she approached a clearing at the top. Smoke drifted upwards,

released from cracks in the ground; a blackened soil that covered
a large area in the clearing.
She slowed her pace as she entered the area, watching her own
feet as she kept her balance in the soft dirt. Her shoes were
covered in soot and ash; the mixture on this part of the land
lending to its darkness. She stood for a moment looking forward,
before bring the book in front of her, opening it to a page she
had marked.
"In this darkened hour I call on thee. I summon thee to take on
my form, to take on my fight. Rise from the ashes from where you
lay waiting; your eternal resting place forged from the fires
themselves that ravished this place long past. Show no mercy to
those that stand oppose to this coven, lasting long after the
fall of this house; the house of Deserect; this house of embers."
The ground in front of her began to quiver and shift, releasing
dense smoke into the night. Flames grew upwards from the cracks
and channels as they formed while glowing embers floated upwards
like a swarm of orange fireflies.
"Anita Deserect once ruled this coven, The Sisterhood of Shadows.
Let her name be known once again. Let her fury and power be felt.
Let her guide you on your journey as you stand, protecting your
own."
From the ashes and from the black rose a shape; a conglomerate of
ash and burnt wood, its edges still glowing; a fire that now
burns eternal. Slowly the figure began to take shape, resembling
a human form, only larger and more brawny. The creature of embers
born stood erect, casting smoke into the air... awaiting command.
"I call upon you to do my biddings; to protect me, Lodema. To
protect me, the coven leader. To lay waste to those who oppose
and to those who should threaten the well being of myself and
this coven."
The faceless creature stepped forward as embers, ash and smoke
flew into the air.

"Wake up!" said Kaylin.
"What? What's wrong?" said Amelia trying to open her eyes.
"Nothing. I'm just excited to get my hair done."
Amelia pulled the covers over her head without saying a word.
Kaylin stared, waiting for her to sit up. Not a sound, not a
movement.
"Wake up!"
"I don't want to." she mumbled from beneath the covers. "Later."
Kaylin went into the kitchen to start some coffee. Anna wasn't
around either. They can't both be sleeping it's... She checked
her phone... 8:00 on a Saturday? Her appointment was at noon. She
thought better of bringing coffee to Amelia and just let her
sleep. She sat down and watched TV, waiting for everyone to wake
up.
At 10:30 she went back to the bedroom. Amelia's eyes were closed.
She was still asleep.
"I made you some coffee." said Kaylin.
"Alright... Give me a few minutes." Amelia sat up slowly, cleared
her eyes and stepped into the shower. She came out to the living
room thirty minutes later.
"I don't want to be late." said Kaylin, still sitting on the
couch.
"We got an hour. We'll be fine." Amelia went to the kitchen for
her coffee, returning to the living room to relax. "So what do
you want to do afterwards?"
"I don't know. I need a boyfriend." Kaylin laughed.
"I thought you were in no hurry."

"Well, yeah... I'm just getting antsy. It's been a while." Kaylin
took a sip of her coffee and put the cup down. "Besides... You
have one. We could double date."
"True. After today you shouldn't have a problem. New hair, new
clothes."
"Yeah. I can't wait."

They parked down the road and walked to the hairdresser, passing
by the shops as usual. There weren't too many people out today,
only a few high schoolers and the rest were older. It was still
early for the younger generation.
"I'm Kaylin. I have an appointment today.
"The girl checked the schedule at the counter. "Yes. Please have
a seat."
Amelia and Kaylin browsed through some of the fashion magazines
while they were waiting.
"How about this one?" Amelia blurted out. She held out an open
magazine. The girl had mermaid colored hair, changing from pastel
blue to pastel purple."
"I love it, but it's not really me. And it wouldn't go with the
clothes we bought."
"Yeah. True."
"What about this one." Kaylin showed Amelia a magazine. The girl
had long red hair with black streaks running through it. "Now
this I can pull off."
"Yeah. That would look great. Do that one."
"I think I will. It'll be something different."
"Kaylin?" the girl at the counter called out. We're ready for
you. Kaylin stood up and followed her towards the back.
Amelia sat and ready her magazine while texting Spencer. He was
helping his dad around the house so he wasn't as responsive as
usual.

Kaylin walked towards Amelia when she was all done. "How do I
look?"
Amelia looked up to her. "It looks fantastic. Now I want to do my
hair again." She closed the magazine and placed it on the table
next to her.
"Ha. Yours is fine. Ready to go?"
"Yep."
"It's funny seeing you girls here again." said Becca. Her and
Christine were walking by as they exited the salon.
"Oh hi Becca, Christine." said Kaylin. She was anxious to show
off her hair.
"Hi Kaylin." said both Christine and Becca. They both stood there
dressed to kill as they normally did. Amelia had never seen them
as plain Janes, not since their youth. Neither were carrying
anything other than their purses so it was obvious they just got
there or they just weren't shopping yet.
"Yeah. We were just getting her hair done." said Amelia "What
about you?" Amelia looked up the street. Jocelyn and her posse
were walking her way.
"Oh, we're usually down this way on Saturdays, nothing out of the
usual. Your hair looks great by the way."
Jocelyn closed her eyes and was suddenly standing behind
Christine and Becca. She generally restrained from doing any
magic in public but when it came to Amelia, she loved to make a
point catching her off guard; a show of force, even if she didn't
show it. She stepped forward, in between the two. "Your hair
looks great Kaylin. I just love your new look."
"Thanks." said Kaylin with a smile.
Amelia stood for a second trying to figure out how Jocelyn got
there so fast. Her posse was still fifty feet down the road.
Kaylin hadn't noticed. Maybe all that hair dye smell got to me.

"Are you girls doing anything fun?" asked Kaylin. "I'm dying to
get into trouble." She looked to Amelia with a grin.
"No. Not today. We're just getting some things for the Halloween
party. Two weeks from tonight you know?" said Becca.
"You girls should come. It's at my house." said Jocelyn. "You
remember where right?"
"Of course. It's right down the road from where I live." said
Kaylin.
"Great. It starts at 8. See you there." Jocelyn walked towards
her girls and then turned back. "It's a costume party by the
way."
"Sounds fun." said Amelia, loud enough for her to hear.
"What do you say we get you some more clothes?" asked Amelia as
they headed back towards the car.
"I couldn't do that. You spent enough on me as it is."
"Don't worry about it."

Becca and Christine caught up with Jocelyn and the gang as they
were heading into Shadow's Secrets.
"Can I talk to you for a minute?" Becca asked. "Out here."
"You guys go ahead. I'll be right there." Jocelyn stayed behind
and followed Becca and Christine to the corner. "What's up?"
"Do you want the bad news or the really bad news?" asked Becca.
"Shoot."
"Last night we were at Anna's. Amelia and Kaylin were there so we
all kind of hung out in the living room for a while. Anna
encouraged them to try some magic from the book Kaylin had with
her. I'm sure it was all meant to be funny and all, watching them
try to cast spells and nothing happening."
"Yeah so? What happened then?"

"Well Kaylin tried a levitation spell over and over on my glass.
Nothing happened, of course, just like we expected. We were all
just chatting and cutting up. But then Amelia tried it. We all
watched the glass as it sat still on the table. After a few tries
Christine's eyes wandered off the glass. She grabbed me when she
saw it."
"Saw what?" Jocelyn was a little more anxious now.
"Behind Anna, right in line with her pencil-wand, the kitchen
table was floating above the floor. Christine and I almost lost
it."
"Really? Are you sure?" Jocelyn's eyes opened wider. "She
shouldn't be able to do any magic. She's not been trained.
"Not only that, but all the chairs, the hutch, the server, the
plates... everything was floating. Nobody noticed except us. We
didn't say anything to anyone."
"Don't say anything. The last thing we need is for her to realize
she has power."
"How's it even possible. She's not been empowered. She's never
even done magic before." asked Christine.
"This was her first try?" asked Jocelyn with anxiety. "Geez. I've
never heard of such a thing. It takes years to work up to a
levitation spell and years longer to lift something like a table.
She lifted the whole dinette set?"
"I'm afraid so... Now what?"
"Nothing." Jocelyn stood in silence for a moment. "It changes
nothing. We have a plan. We have to stick to it. It'll all work
out."
"I hope so." said Becca.
"So what's the not so bad news?" asked Jocelyn, more calm after
taking a few breaths.
"Ummm, that was the better news." Becca stood quiet for a moment.
"I'm not sure how you will take this..."

Amelia and Kaylin had shut the car doors behind them, just in
time to not hear Jocelyn scream, "I'm related to that wench?"

"Let's go back to my place. I'd like to try on these new
clothes." said Kaylin. They had just shopped in the mall and had
a bite to eat.
"Sounds good to me."
They were on their way home when they saw a costume store open
for the holiday. Neither of them had a costume they wanted to
wear so they decided to shop around. It was a Saturday afternoon
and they had nothing better to do. A witch would be too cliché
for Salem so they each settled for something different.
"How about this?" asked Kaylin. She was wearing a sexy vampire
cape. "I could put on a skimpy black outfit underneath."
"I'm sure the guys would love that." Amelia skimmed through some
of the costumes. Nothing was really standing out but there were a
few she considered, Cat Woman, a sexy Joan of Arc... nothing that
made her stop, not until she saw the sexy Egyptian queen. Without
even trying it on she made her decision. "This is what I'm
getting."
"That's hot." Kaylin held another costume forward, a sexy
rendition of a female genie, lamp and all. "How about this?"
"That's you for sure."
"I can make all the guys wishes come true." she smiled.
"But if you put the lamp down you just look like a belly dancer."
"I can
"Yeah.
of the
should
lamp."

live with that." She tried it on and checked the mirror.
This is me... even as a belly dancer." she danced in front
mirror, pretending she knew how to belly dance. "I guess I
practice a little. You know? Just in case I lose the

"Yeah. I think so. Where are the wigs?" asked Amelia as she
glanced around. "This silver hair doesn't quite match up with the
time period."

Amelia found a black wig with long straight hair. Kaylin decided
she wanted to show off her new hair instead of getting one
herself.
"Let's stop by my grandmother's on the way." said Amelia as they
were leaving the shop.
"What for?"
"Mom said she'd turn the power on. She hasn't mentioned it yet,
but since we're there I figured I'd check."
"Okay. But that's it. I don't want to hang around. It's about to
start getting dark anyway."
"If the power's on we could clean."
"Oh joy. Not... I just got my hair done. I'm not cleaning
anything." Kaylin laughed. "In fact... I won't even watch you
clean. I'll be outside frolicking through the lawn like a fairy,
waving my new hair around."
"Near the woods?"
"Can you at least give me a few minutes to humor my fantasy
before ruining everything?" Kaylin smiled.

Amelia stepped inside and flicked a switch... Nothing happened.
She tried a few others with the same result. "Nope. I guess not."
"Either that or you have a lot of burnt bulbs."
"Yeah, that's true. I better check some more."
"No. I didn't mean... Damn it." Kaylin followed behind her to
each room as she relentlessly flicked switches. "Are we done
yet?"
"Yeah. I guess." As they walked back towards the front door
Amelia saw more words written on the floor in the dust.
"The power is within."
"Not in this house. We just checked moron." Kaylin laughed. "Who
wrote that?"

"I don't know but it wasn't long ago. We swept this room the last
time we were here."
"Yeah. It seems you need a good air cleaner in here. That's a lot
of dust for one week."
"Yeah. No kidding. I'm sure when the power is on and we get the
air circulating it'll be fine. I'm just curious about who's
coming in here." Amelia walked to the closet and grabbed her
broom, returning to sweep it up. "Did you wipe it away?"
"No. Why?"
"It was right here wasn't it? I mean... You saw it right?" Amelia
glanced around the room.
"Of course I did." Kaylin looked around the floor for the
message. "Let's just go... Please?"
"Yeah, yeah... Okay." said Amelia. "Even the dust is gone. There
was dust right?"
They walked next door to Kaylin's and went inside.
"Would you like anything to drink?" asked Kaylin.
"Sure. Why not."
"I had my aunt got some Coke when she went out. Water was getting
old."
"I bet."
Kaylin went into the kitchen, running into her aunt.
Amelia stayed in the entry way waiting. She could hear her aunt's
raised voice but couldn't make out what she was saying. A few
minutes later Kaylin returned.
"Sorry about that. She's in a mood I guess."
"I could go home."
"No it's okay."
Aunt Teresa walked by the two as she went upstairs, staring down
at Amelia.

Kaylin noticed it too. "Yeah. Maybe you're right."

Kaylin drove Amelia back to her house and then back home again.
Amelia had asked if she wanted to spend the night but Kaylin
insisted it would only make her aunt even more edgy. It was
better to just go home.
Kaylin headed straight for her room and laid down on the bed. It
wasn't long before her aunt walked in.
"I don't want you seeing that girl anymore."
"You've made that clear just in the way you treated her."
"She's bad news. I don't want any trouble and you sure don't need
it either."
"What's that supposed to mean." Kaylin sat up.
"You've got nowhere else to go. It's best not to make any enemies
around here."
"Enemies? I thought I was making friends."
"The wrong kind of friends."
"Amelia is nicer than any girl I've ever known. If anything, I'm
a bad influence on her."
"She's not welcome here." Aunt Teresa walked out of the room
towards her own.
Kaylin followed. "Are you saying she can't come over and see me?"
Aunt Teresa stopped, turning back. "You aren't to be friends with
her."
"You aren't my mother!" Kaylin stormed downstairs and went
outside, forgetting her car keys in her room. She decided to sit
on the porch rather than going back into the house. She needed to
cool off. It was dark now but anger triumphed over her fears.
It was a nice night even though the area spooked her. She sat
there for thirty minutes in silence before hearing some voices
from up the road. They seemed to be getting closer so she stood

up and walked to the end of the porch, standing in the shadows,
waiting.
After a minute she could see three figures dressed in black.
Everyone in this town wears black. She couldn't make out any
faces but the voices were that of boys, all that she heard
anyway. They got a little louder. Jesse. One of them is Jesse.
The other two must be Kevin and Rodney. She watched them pass her
driveway, heading towards Amelia's grandmother's house, or
perhaps Jocelyn's, a little further down the road.
She decided to follow them, stepping off the porch as they
disappeared into the dark. She walked quietly down her driveway
to the road, trying to keep up with their pace, their voices.
When she got to the road they were gone, or at least out of
sight. It was too dark to tell. Fear told her to go back but
curiosity pushed her forward, towards Amelia's grandmother's
house. Eventually she could hear their voices again as they
stepped down her driveway. Their flashlights were now on. The
trees that lined the passage were thick. No moonlight could get
through. One almost need a flashlight during the daytime here.
She followed them all the way to the house, stepping to the side
into the trees before the clearing. She could see their lights
through the windows, flickering and dimming until they were
upstairs. Then it was almost completely dark. They must have gone
into that middle room, the one with the candles. She couldn't see
any longer, not from here, so she headed back home and went to
her room.
She shut her light off and went to the window, moving back the
curtains that protect her at night. She couldn't see well. Both
the trees and the distance made it difficult. But she could see
light, flickering in the window as she had seen before, only this
time she knew who they were.

"Do we have everything?" asked Cynthia as she and Mindy tried to
keep up.
"Yes we are all set. They've been coming here a lot lately. This
should be easy." said Betsy as she walked down the path.

It was dark outside so the three struggled to keep their
bearings, to follow the path.
"Her house isn't much further." said Betsy.
"Why did we have to come in through the woods anyway. I can
barely see anything and I keep tripping over stones and vines."
asked Mindy as she grunted between words.
"Because Kaylin lives next door. We wouldn't want her to see us
now would we?"
"Ow." blurted Cynthia as she stepped through some thorns.
"It should be easy to make it look like an accident. The house is
falling apart anyway. We'll just set things up and bam! No one
will be the wiser."
"Sounds good to me." said Mindy as she looked to her bare legs
getting soiled. "I'm gonna need a shower after this though."
The three walked quietly, trying to keep focused on the elusive
path leading to Amelia's grandmother's house.
"Do you smell that?" asked Betsy as she slowed her pace, turning
towards the girls.
Cynthia and Mindy both took a breath.
"Smells like smoke." said Mindy as the three stopped moving.
They glanced around looking for the source.
"Over there... I thought I saw something." whispered Cynthia as
she pointed to the side.
The girls looked and saw nothing but some branches, perhaps
moving in the wind.
From behind a fierce blow was cast upon Cynthia throwing her body
into the thickets. Sparks and embers engulfed her clothing, her
skin as she burnt in a flash of light. The trees beside them
reflected back the orange light, illuminating the area briefly as
Cynthia faded to dust and ash, carried in the wind with the
leaves, hurling back down the path into the darkness.

Betsy and Mindy darted forward leaving behind their bag of
tricks, jumping into the opening that marked the clearing into
Amelia's grandmothers yard. They ran through the grass and into
the street, turning towards the civilized part of town without
looking behind them. Being seen or getting caught was far from
their minds, only the feeling of safety guided them further.

Amelia's phone buzzed as she was making breakfast, a message from
Kaylin. It was Sunday so Amelia usually made her own since Mom
slept in.
"Those goth boys went into your grandmother's house last night. I
followed them, Jesse and two others. I assume they were Rodney
and Kevin."
"What did they do?"
"I didn't go in but I saw candlelight from my room. You should
really lock those doors."
"People will just break a window or something."
"Yeah, I suppose. What are you up to today?"
"It'll be easier when the power is turned on. Nothing really. I
have a date later with Spencer."
"Well I know you'll have fun. I guess I'll do some reading. I'm
beginning to think this magic stuff doesn't work. :)"
"Well keep trying. I want to see you do something."
Mom came into the kitchen. She was sluggish but made her way to
the table, quietly sitting down.
"Those guys went into the house again last night." said Amelia.
Mom rubbed her eyes in silence as Amelia brought her some coffee.
Amelia sat down across from her.
"So what do you think?" asked Amelia.
"What?" Mom stretched her arms. "Oh... Just leave it alone for
now. I'll call the police but I don't see what they can do. They
aren't there now are they?"
"Not that I know of."

"Well I'll have them check it out again. The power should be on
soon. It will be easier to thwart trespassers then."
"Yeah. Why's it taking so long anyway?"
"It's been so long since there's been power there. They want to
check the lines first and I have to have the house inspected
also. We wouldn't want the house to catch fire when they flick
the switch."
Amelia ate some of her toast. "Yeah. That's true."
"An inspector will be out later this week to check everything."
Mom took a sip of her coffee, adding more sugar. "So hopefully
all will go well and the power will be on soon after that."
"I hope so. I want to clean that place up."
"Well for now just stay away from there. It could be dangerous.
Let the inspector decide what's safe and what needs repair."
"Yeah. I guess there's no hurry. The house isn't going anywhere."
"I'm sure you'll find other things to do until then."
"Which reminds me... I have a date to get ready for. Spencer's
taking me to dinner but we're going to spend the day at the park
until then."
"Well have fun then. Don't stay out too late."
"Oh I plan to." Amelia went to her room to get ready.

"I'm glad it's a nice day today." said Amelia as she and Spencer
walked to the swing set. "I love going to the park."
"Do you want me to push?"
"Yes, of course." Amelia sat down. The swings were fairly low to
the ground to accommodate the children, so she had to extend her
legs forward.
Spencer stood behind her gently pushing her.
"So Kaylin and I tried to do a spell the other night. It didn't
work."

"What spell was that?"
"A levitation spell. We both tried."
"You're levitating now. Look at yourself." Spencer continued to
push.
"This is fun. You know what I mean though. We tried a simple
empty glass. It didn't even budge."
"Levitation spells are a bit advanced for someone new. Even real
witches have trouble with them."
"I figured that much, but we wanted to do something where we
could actually see the results."
"Maybe try putting a candle flame out or even moving a feather. A
glass is too heavy. Start with something really light."
"Can you do it?"
"What? Lift a glass?"
"That or even a feather." Amelia dropped her legs to stop
herself.
"Me? No. I'm a guy remember." Spencer sat in the swing next to
her.
"What's that got to do with anything?"
"Everything."
"I don't understand."
"You really don't know anything about witchcraft do you?"
"Not really. Aren't guys able to do magic?"
"Depends on how you define able. We are capable... We just aren't
allowed."
"What do you mean?"
"Witchcraft is, more or less, monitored and controlled by women.
The covens forbid men from practicing anything outside of basic
spells, especially anything that would be threatening to the
women in power."

"There are no men in the covens?"
"There are... some. They are mostly the husbands, but their
abilities are weakened and monitored by the women though. There
are also important community members that are men."
"That's silly. Why would they allow such a thing."
"We don't really have a choice. Those that have tried to rebel
ended up missing, dead or quieted in some manner. It's always
been that way. Women have always been in control."
"So what about you?"
"Me? Rebel? Ha... I'm fine the way I am. I do my own magic but
keep it a secret. It's nothing threatening but it still crosses
the lines for what we are allowed."
"I won't say anything. I promise. What do you do?"
"You may have seen me sitting at school in the lawn, my eyes
closed, being quiet." Spencer kicked his feet into the dirt.
"Yeah. I've been meaning to ask you about that."
"See. I've already aroused suspicions."
"Just curiosities. You appear to be meditating and nothing more.
I was just wondering what it is you think about."
"It would be easier to show you. That's actually why I wanted to
come here." Spencer got of the swing. "It's easier out in the
open. Come with me."
Amelia stood up taking his hand, following him across the field
where there were no people. "Should I be scared?"
"No. Not at all." Spencer sat down. "Have a seat."
"When I write music I like to leave the world behind me. I like
to go somewhere else, somewhere inspiring. I just sit here and
think about it really hard and imagine myself in that place. It's
peaceful. It can be beautiful, it can be quiet, it could be
scary... whatever I am imagining."
"So it is meditating then."

"Yes, but it is more than that. Sometimes I feel I am actually
there. I mean... my body is still here but I can walk around in
those places. Listen to things, watch... even interact at times."
"That sounds wonderful."
"It is, but it can also be scary, depending on what I am thinking
about."
"Maybe you can teach me sometime."
"Yeah, maybe... but I want to try something else. These places
have become real to me, so much so that I want to try to go a
little further. I want to try to bring you with me. I want to
know if you can see what I see."
"Okay." Amelia said with a little hesitation. "Will it hurt?"
"No. You won't feel anything. It will be like falling asleep.
That's if it even works. No one has ever done this before that I
am aware of. According to everything I've ever read, it shouldn't
work at all. It has just become so real to me that I wanted to
try it. Maybe I'm just going crazy."
Amelia laughed. "That may be true."
"Okay. Close your eyes and clear your mind. Think about a
clearing in the woods. It is a beautiful sunny say, the birds are
singing, there's a gentle breeze. You can feel the grass beneath
your feet, smell the flowers, even feel your sinuses acting up
with the pollen in the air."
Amelia got her body in a comfortable position, sitting still in
the grass, her eyes closed.
"In the middle of the clearing is a small pond. The water is
somewhat clear towards the center. The edges are a bit murky.
There are ducks sitting still upon the water. Can you see them?"
"Yes I can." Amelia submersed herself in her imagination, seeing
all that was around her.
"Stand up and walk over to them. A few of them are on the shore."
She imagined herself standing, almost feeling the motions.
"Are they still there?"

"Two went into the water but one is still on the shore. I'm
close."
"Now I want you to pet him. He won't bite."
She reached her hand out. The duck stayed picking at the ground.
As she got closer the last duck stepped into the water. "He swam
away."
"I want you to look across the pond. Do you see me?"
"Yes. I see you."
"Walk to me then."
The pond was small enough so she walked along the shoreline
meeting up with Spencer. Spencer reached his hands out to her.
"Can you touch me?"
"Yes. Yes I can." said Amelia as she put her hands into his.
Spencer began to add detail to his thoughts but without telling
Amelia what they were. "What else do you see?"
Amelia looked around. "I see butterflies fluttering near some
flowers... daisies. They're over near a bridge that crosses over
the creek, going into the pond. I see lily pads too." she walked
closer, pulling Spencer behind her. "Let's get on the bridge."
"What do you see now?"
"In the distance I see a village or a town. It looks old
fashioned, not like the buildings we have today. I see roads but
they are made of dirt or stone. Some of them have stone walls
along side. Wait..." Amelia gazed further. "There are horses...
no cars." Amelia turned to Spencer. "Did we go back in time?"
"No. It's an illusion remember. You are seeing what I am
envisioning."
"It's beautiful here. I could stay here all day. I could live
here."
Suddenly the skies darkened as black clouds rolled in, the wind
blowing strong. Amelia could feel the rain hitting her back as
Spencer pulled her forward.

"Come with me. Quick."
Amelia struggled to keep up. They stayed on the pathway as it
quickly turned to stone, a cobblestone street, lit by streetlamps
and heading through a city. It was nighttime now, raining and
cold. Amelia pulled herself closer to keep warm as she tried
reading some of the signs, the wind blowing her hair into her
eyes. The wind died down but the rain continued.
Amelia read a few signs aloud. "Vieux Café du Monde, Hôtel de
Luxe... Are we in France?"
"Perhaps... Let's get out of the rain." Spencer opened the door
to the cafe, holding for Amelia to step in.
The cafe was quaint, having a charm of its own. The walls were
adorned with photos of past, the floor; a black and white
checkerboard. There were tables to seat four both inside and out.
Several customers were enjoying a meal, or perhaps the company of
others.
A woman approached. "Bon après-midi." She was dressed in white
and holding menus.
Amelia struggled to recall her French class from last year. "mon
français est pas trop bonne."
"American?" she spoke with a thick accent.
"Oui." Amelia paused, trying to realize what had happened and
where they were.
The woman stood awkwardly looking at them curiously. "Did you
want to have a seat?"
"Oui."
"Right this way then." She was petite and had brown hair worn up
in a bun. She walked casually across the floor, taking them to a
table near the window. If it weren't for the rain the view would
have been magnificent, but tonight there was nothing but darkness
with the streetlamps glistening through the raindrops that ran
down the glass.
Spencer and Amelia took their seats and lifted their menus the
waitress set in front of them.

"I'll give you a moment." She turned to another couple a few
tables down.
"Merci. Merci. Plat du jour?" asked Spencer.
"Le Côte de Veau." answered the woman.
"Merci."
"This is so real. I can smell the rain while we were outside. I
can smell the bread, the wine, the food..." Amelia sat in awe.
"Just wait til you eat then." Spencer smiled.
It was getting close to dinner time according to their watches
though the clock on the wall said 10:30. Amelia ordered the
Poulet cordon bleu while Spencer got the Le Côte de Veau. They
both sat their quietly studying the decor and the other patrons
as they chatted amongst themselves.
"How often do you come here?" asked Amelia.
"This is my first time. I don't even know how to speak French."
"But how..." Amelia stopped herself. "This is amazing."
Soon the waitress returned with their order, placing their plates
in front of them. "Enjoy."
"Merci." Amelia smiled as the woman walked away. She used her
fork and raised a mouthful to her mouth, taking in the scent
first. Her face changed from a curious suspicion to pure delight
as the chicken melted in her mouth. She savored the moment,
waiting to get her words out. "Oh my God." She took a deep
breath. "If only this were real. I'd eat like this every day."
"Tomorrow... Italian."
"I have absolutely no argument there."
They finished dinner as the cafe was closing up and stepped
outside. The rain had stopped, the air was cool, the scent from
the wet street rose into the air. Amelia reached out to touch one
of the streetlights. It was cold and wet, just as she expected it
to feel.

"Let's head back now." said Spencer. And just as quickly as it
came... it was gone. They were standing back in the park, but not
where they started.
"How did we get here?" asked Amelia as she looked around. She
could see where they started, across the field from where they
now stood.
"I've never quite understood that part yet. I mean... when we
walk in my vision we move from where we were, yet no one sees us
moving." Spencer took her hand. "Next time I will send you alone
and watch you from here. That way I see what is happening from
this end."
"As long as you don't leave me there." Amelia walked back towards
the swings.
"I couldn't... As soon as I stop thinking about it the vision
will end."
Amelia felt her hair, pulling her fingers through it. "My hair is
wet. How can that be?"
"That's another question I've yet to answer. I've tried
researching everything but I haven't found anything that
described what I was doing. The closest thing I've found is
astral projection. That's where you leave your body behind as we
did, but tethered by a silver cord. You aren't really at your
destination though. It's more like you can see the location but
not interact, not feel anything. That's how it started for me,
but over many years it became more and more real and I had no
cord."
"Why don't you ask someone?"
"Who? I'm afraid to tell anyone. I'd either be exploited or
punished. The women sure wouldn't welcome me. It's something I
use for myself... to write music. I'm fine with that."
"And take me on dates." Amelia smiled.
"Sometimes. Until I know what our bodies are doing I want to
limit how and when I do anything."
"I can understand that. I won't ask you to do that anymore."
Amelia sat on the swing. "Have there ever been men in power?"

"Real power. No... Well there is a story about one man who
tricked a witch into granting him real powers. She was the leader
at the time so she had the magic, the abilities and the spells
needed. She soon realized her mistake and he disappeared without
a trace... So the story goes anyway. The story serves as a
reminder to all of us guys who get bright ideas about their
future here... Kind of like the Old Testament, but instead of
God's wrath it's witch's wrath, stories to keep the men at bay."
"Well I don't like this at all. Men and women should be equals,
witches or not."
"It's no biggie to me. I don't consider myself a witch or warlock
or whatever so it doesn't really affect me." Spencer sat in the
swing next to hers looking out into the field.
"But still... What about Jesse and his boys? Are they witches
then?"
"They are tag-a-longs. They have no real power. They try, but
they always fall short of doing anything worthwhile. I think it's
something to get into the coven and impress the girls. I wouldn't
worry about them."
"Who should I worry about then?"
"Most people keep their identities private so it's hard to say
who's a witch and who isn't, from the outside anyway. Jocelyn
makes herself obvious but she doesn't care. She's not afraid of
anyone. We can guess that her clan, her coven, are witches also.
The leader, however, should be a woman, an older woman. That's
how it always is."
"Any idea as to who that may be?" Amelia asked as if he should
know. "I'd of thought a leader would be obvious. But then again,
I didn't even know we had witches until now." Amelia laughed.
"Not at all. Jocelyn's the type but she's only seventeen. I've
heard the name Lodema but I know no one by that name. Outside of
that, it's anybody's guess. As you can guess, I'm not in their
coven."
"I never thought you were. I didn't even know you could do magic
until today."

"It's one trick, an illusion. I have no other magic nor do I care
to learn anymore. Music is my world."

Jocelyn was standing in the central entry way. It was not her own
house but one much older, one in extreme disrepair. Unlike
Amelia's grandmother's house, this one had furnishings, but they
were as old as the house and to be thrown out should anyone
choose to renovate. Under the stairs stood curios and small
tables. There were paintings on the walls so covered in dirt and
grime that that were simply indistinguishable blurs. The floor
was covered with dust but prints of heavy traffic could be seen
throughout.
Jocelyn stood there in silence, looking to the walls, the
paintings; even though she couldn't see them... She could
remember them though. She's been here there times, just not
recently. The room darkened , a shadow moving towards her, a
figure blocking the doorway light.
"Why did you want to meet here?" said a hooded woman as she
entered the house.
"I'm looking for something, a book long lost." Jocelyn turned to
face the woman. "It's probably not here but something is... There
is something here that somebody wants badly."
"It's a crime scene."
"A crime, a murder... Dead men tell no tale. No... There is
something here. I can feel it."
"You've been over this house many times over. We all have. We've
found nothing." The woman stepped closer.
"She was the guardian. Did you know that? She was the chosen one
to protect all those secrets."
"No. I didn't know that."
"There was no need for you to know, for anyone to know. I'm
telling you now simply because she's gone. There is no guardian
now. There's no one keeping us from learning the truth."
"What truth is that?"

"Magic beyond what we can imagine, control over what should not
be controlled, magic so dark that even the council has kept it
hidden, kept it hidden for centuries past." Jocelyn turned to
look across the room. "The secret lies within this house...
somewhere."
"Why would we need something so powerful as that? We've managed
all these centuries as you put it."
"The prophecy dictates an oncoming threat to our coven, to
witches everywhere. We need to be prepared."
"We have been preparing for years. We have less than two weeks
and the threat will cease to exist."
"True... But I lie awake at night wondering just what power is
within my reach. What am I missing?" Jocelyn turned back to the
woman outreaching her hand. "I want it." Jocelyn lowered her
hand. "But as to why I called you here. I want to hear it from
someone who's been a part of my family through the duration.
Someone that I not only trust, but have come to know like my own
sister."
The woman lowered her hood. "Anything you desire." said Anna.
"Is this Kaylin really related to me?"
"I have no reason to question what she said. If her mother is who
she claims it to be then yes, she is an Ackerson, a Clarke just
as you are."
"Well in two weeks it won't matter. She'll be put into place."
said Jocelyn. "And this magic of Amelia's?"
"I didn't witness it. The girls saw it behind me. They were all a
bit giddy so your guess is as good as mine."
"I trust Becca completely. She is my eyes and ears. She also has
the younger generation's trust." Jocelyn looked back to the
walls. "I'm just not sure she knew what she was witnessing
completely. The mind does play tricks sometimes."
"I think her judgment was sound."

"I see... That could be a problem then. We can't have Amelia
exploring herself right now. We need to keep everything tame,
keep her occupied with other things."
"Between the Halloween dance, Halloween, Debate, school election
and her birthday coming up... I think she is pretty occupied."
"How could she levitate such objects though. Some witches have
inherit powers. Can you levitate the dining room?"
"Me? Even on my best day I could not pull that off. And I've been
working on such powers my whole life."
"Her father then?"
"He was completely mortal. He hadn't a single power."
"I see." Jocelyn turned back to Anna. "Perhaps it will be better
to let Amelia win the election. That'll take her attention away
for that last week. What do I want to be president for anyway?"
"True. You are our leader, president or not."

"Go ahead and start getting the house ready for the party. I
asked that Amelia not go there anymore, not until the power is
on." said Anna, talking on the phone.
"I thought the power was turned on today?" said Christine.
"It was. I want it ready for the party. I just don't want her to
know just yet. We don't want to ruin the surprise."
"Of course not. Is she excited... about her birthday coming up I
mean?"
"I can't tell. She hasn't asked for anything nor planned anything
to my knowledge. It's her sweet sixteen. I want it to be special,
something to always remember."
"Of course. Mine wasn't long ago. I'll always remember mine."
"Just get the house all set up. I want it to be awesome as you
kids say. But keep it hush. No loose lips."
"It will be. The only people that know are myself, Becca and the
boys... They'll be doing most the work. We'll let the guests know
closer to the date."
"Great. Get the boys to work by day. Kaylin lives nearby and
she'll see any lights. She'll ruin everything."
"We may just have to include her then. We need someone to take
her to the party anyway... I mean, we need a reason for Amelia to
go there on her birthday."
"Good thinking. Can we trust her though?"
"We don't have much choice do we? Don't worry. Kaylin's been
trying to fit in ever since she got here. I think she'll enjoy
being a part of the party planning for her best friend."
"I think you're right. I gotta go. I hear Amelia getting ready."
"Okay. Have a great day."

"You too."
"Who was that?" asked Amelia as she entered the living room.
"Oh that was Rachel. We were talking about plans for tonight."
Mom sat down at the table with her morning coffee.
"Oh yeah. It's Wednesday." Amelia walked into the kitchen,
grabbed her coffee and slouched herself into a chair.
"Are you excited?"
"Huh?"
"The election. It's in two days right?"
"Oh yeah. I guess." Amelia was actually excited but mornings kept
her from remembering such details.
"So how did the presidential debate go yesterday? I forgot to
ask." Mom took a sip.
"Oh yeah... That went well. Sean was never a problem. I think he
made the ticket just because he's a guy and they didn't want any
negativity from the voters. Girls always win." Amelia closed her
eyes and sat quietly.
"And Jocelyn?" asked mom with some urgency.
"Oh she wasn't a problem. She failed to address the questions
completely. She didn't seem to be prepared. Anyone with half a
mind wouldn't vote for her." Amelia took another sip. "But who
knows. It is a popularity contest and she is the most popular
girl in school."
"Nonsense. Have more faith than that. You've come a long way
since school started."
"Yeah I have haven't I?" Amelia sat smugly.
"New clothes, new hair, new friends, Debate captain. You're
running circles around these girls."
"I wouldn't go that far."
Kaylin entered the house. "Good morning girls." imitating how
Becca and Christine would enter.

"Good morning Kaylin." said Mom.
"Hey." Amelia opened her eyes.

Amelia and Kaylin arrived at school and noticed a police car out
front.
"I wonder what that's all about?" asked Kaylin.
"I don't know. The blue lights aren't on."
"Still... It can't be a good sign."

During homeroom an announcement was made. "The police department
asked us for our help and cooperation considering the
disappearance of one of our students. Throughout the day they
will be questioning students to help them with the case. If you
are called upon please show your utmost respect for them, the
school and Cynthia Grimes."
Amelia didn't know Cynthia but had heard about her through other
from time to time. She was concerned as any fellow student would
be.
Throughout the morning quite a few people were called upon to
answer questions the police had. Some of them Amelia didn't know,
some of them she was familiar with and others that she knew
fairly well; including Rebecca Silverston, Christine Woodrow,
Kaylin Pollens, Jesse Gildner, Jocelyn Hurst, Spencer Averly and
Holly Jenson. Amelia's mind was preoccupied throughout the day
wondering what was going on and whether she'd be called upon as
well.

Amelia sat down with Kaylin and Spencer during lunchtime. "I
heard your names being called. What's going on?"
"They're just gathering information to help them determine if
there was foul play or if she just ran away. No biggie."
"Yeah. Same here." answered Spencer. "How is your day going?"

"Just a little nervous about the election I guess."
Kaylin finished her juice. "You got it girl. No need to worry."
"I wish I was as certain as everyone else seems to be." Amelia
laughed.
"I have a tryout for a band tonight." said Spencer.
"Great. I know you'll get it. You play really well." said Amelia
"I hope so. It's for lead singer too."
"Oh wow. I've never heard you sing but you have a lovely voice."
"I'm not sure lovely is what they're looking for."
"What kind of music is it?"
"Alternative... Heavy."
"I wish you luck." said Amelia.
"Yeah. Good luck." said Kaylin.
"Thanks."
Amelia stood up as lunch was ending, returning her tray and
walked out talking to Spencer before going to her next class.
Kaylin stopped at her locker before Public Speaking.
"Hi Kaylin." She heard a girl's voice from behind the locker
door. She quickly closed it to see Becca standing there with
Christine.
"Oh hi Becca... Christine. What's up?"
"We're just on our way to class. Thought we'd say hi." The girls
started to walk away but Becca turned back. "I'd like to talk to
you tomorrow when we have more time. Have fun." Becca and
Christine walked away.
Kaylin stood for a moment. That was weird. She headed to class
wondering what was up. Amelia had already taken her seat.
"Becca just said hi to me."
"That's good right?"

"I guess." said Kaylin just as the bell rang.
"Good afternoon class."
"Good afternoon Miss Decker."
"She said..." Kaylin was cut off.
"Will the following students please report to the school
office..." was heard over the speaker. Several names were spoken,
including Amelia's.
Amelia stood up and gathered her books in case it took longer
than expected. She sat in the lobby with the others twiddling her
thumbs just as they were. There's nothing to be nervous about.
She kept repeating to herself, not that it did any good. Everyone
there looked just as nervous as she.
"Amelia?" A man spoke to the waiting students.
Amelia raised her hand awkwardly.
"This way please."
She was led into the office.
"Please have a seat." A man motioned to the chair across the desk
for her.
Amelia sat down, putting her hands in her lap.
"There's nothing to be nervous about. I'm Detective Barnes and
the gentleman that showed you in is Detective Murray. We are
simply gathering witness accounts for the whereabouts of Cynthia
Grimes. Did you know her?"
"No. I mean I know the name but we've never talked. She's a year
or two older than me right?"
Detective Barnes checked something off on the pad in front of
him. Did you see her after school on the ninth of this month?"
The detective handed her a recent photo.
"I don't
see kids
into her
Shadow's

remember who I saw two weeks ago. School is school. I
every day." said Amelia nervously as she took the photo
hands. "Wait. I met her a while back. She works at
Secrets right?"

"So you do know her then?"
"No... I mean I went in there once. Her and her friend were rude
so I didn't stay long."
He checked off something else on his pad. "Have you ever seen her
leave with another student or someone who wasn't a student?"
"I really didn't know her nor do I know who her friends were. I
never paid any attention."
"Well thank you for your time." Detective Barnes stood up. "Have
a nice day. Detective Murray will show you out."
Amelia headed back towards Public Speaking. She saw Jesse and
Kevin walking down the hall. As she passed she heard one of them
mention Cynthia.
"Do you think they'll find her." said Kevin.
They stepped into the restroom. There was no door so she stood at
the entry listening to them.
"Nah. That girl is gone. No one will ever find her." said Jesse.
"Just another case, another person that will fall through the
cracks."
"Yeah. I give it two weeks before everyone forgets she even
existed."
"Yeah."
Amelia headed back to the school office. Mr. Whitton was just
stepping out.
"I thought they had already interviewed you." he asked.
"Yeah, but I just overheard some boys talking about her." she
said hurriedly.
"Calm down, calm down. No one's going anywhere. Who did you hear
talking?"
"Jesse Gildner and Kevin Rutherford."
"And what did they say?"

"They said that they'll never find her and she will be
forgotten."
"The detectives have already talked to them both. I'm sure they
were just being boys, talking about how the police can't do their
job. You know how boys are." Mr. Whitton smiled. "You are welcome
to talk to the detectives if you wish. They are right inside."
Amelia stood silent. "It can wait til tomorrow. They'll be here
again right?"
"Yes. They'll be here all week if need be, but I'm guessing
they'll be through by tomorrow. I'm never going to get anything
done around here." Mr. Whitton laughed.
"Alright. I'll think about it tonight and then I'll decide if
it's worth mentioning. You're probably right though."
"That'll be for the best." Mr. Whitton stepped back into the
office.
Amelia checked the time. Public Speaking was just about to end so
she went to her locker to exchange books. A note fell onto the
floor as she reached inside to grab her next book.
She picked it up and unfolded it. "Just leave it alone. You don't
want to get involved."
She looked around but saw no one. She grabbed her book and
noticed The History of Witchcraft. She had neglected to return it
to the library to get credit for the damaged book she tried to
return. She grabbed it also hoping to have time before the bell.
The bell rang too soon. The hallway was quickly filled with
students.
"Hi Amelia. I hope your interview went well." said Holly as she
closed her locker shut.
"Interview?"
"The police."
"Oh yeah, that. I guess so. Just a few questions."

"Well. I found it's always better just to not say anything. Life
is easier that way. Give them any information and they just want
more."
"Yeah. Really."
"Well have a nice day. I've got to get to class."
"Me too." The library will have to wait until after class.

The final bell rang and Amelia walked to Kaylin's car, standing
there, waiting for her.
"In a hurry to leave today?" asked Kaylin as she approached.
"Yeah. All this talk about Cynthia is making me on edge."
"Do girls go missing that often around here?" Kaylin started the
car.
"No. Not that I know of anyway. I've always kept to myself so I'm
hardly the one to ask. This is the first time I've seen police at
the school though."
"I'm sure it's nothing more than a worried mom's overreaction to
her daughter's running away. I'm a runaway remember?"
"Yeah, possibly. I mean... Who wouldn't be concerned if their
daughter went missing. I got a note in my locker a while ago
too."
"Oh yeah? What did it say?"
"To leave it alone. Don't get involved."
"Leave what alone?"
"It didn't say, nor was it signed."
"Hmmm. I haven't a clue."
"Do you wanna hang out for a while?"
"Sure, but not too long. My Aunt is acting up."
"Really? About what?"

"About nothing really. She's getting more paranoid than you are."
Amelia laughed. "I'm not paranoid."

Kaylin stayed for dinner before heading back to her house. It's
fall time and the nights came sooner, falling black before one
knew it. Kaylin went up to her room to play with her phone. She
missed the friends she left behind so she made efforts to keep in
touch. Tonight she got no response, leaving her to lie on her bed
wondering what to do.
She thought she heard voices so she stepped to her window,
pulling back the drapes that shielded her from harm's view.
Outside she saw nothing but the glowing path. It was made of
stone and bounced back the moonlight, unlike the trees which
absorbed it's life giving rays. Further down the path she saw
Jocelyn, her hood pulled back, staring up at her. Behind her were
cloaked figures moving further away, seen only by the shadows
they cast and the silhouettes against the stone. The trees closed
in on them, blocking Kaylin's line of sight, leaving only
Jocelyn, looking into her eyes before, she too, turned and
vanished from sight.
Kaylin closed her drapes wondering if what she saw was real or an
overreacting imagination. She had just relaxed listening to
music; a means to a restful night, but now a nightmare.

Jocelyn stood on the top step in what appeared to be a small
auditorium. It was unlike most as it was made of stone and being,
buried beneath the ground. The room was lit by torches hung from
the walls, flickering shades of yellow and orange amongst the
crowd of cloaked figures seated in the room. On either side of
Jocelyn stood other cloaked figures, one on each side.
Jocelyn's cloak was different from the others. It was black but
it was fancier with crushed velvet designs and a red belt. The
other two wore red robes with designs similar to Jocelyn's, their
faces not visible.
"I have news I'd like to share with all of you." said Jocelyn.
"We are approaching a time of change. As I look out to all of you

I see the young overtaking the old by numbers. Tomorrow will
always be inhabited by the youth and now it is time we establish
leadership amongst them."
The crowd murmured.
"Everyone has served the coven well, served me well... But true
unity comes from a connection, a bond. That is why I have
appointed Rebecca as my new Priestess."
The crowd got riled up; the young in praise, the older in
rebellion.
"And what about Marsha? What happens to her?" one of the older
women called out.
"Her and I have discussed this. If she can accept Becca as
Priestess then so can you. She will be joining the ranks of an
Elder, proudly serving myself and her daughter Rebecca."
"This is absurd. A teenager leading the coven? Many of us have
been around before her mother was even born." another yelled.
The crowd grew louder.
"Quiet." Jocelyn announced.
"This just isn't right" another spoke aloud before the group
settled down.
"And many more of you are her age which is why I've made the
change. She can do a better job of ushering in the new era. She
has their respect and friendship. It will help us to grow, to
become stronger as a whole. For centuries we've been meeting
here, our mother's, our fathers. Together they formed what we now
have but they have always managed their own affairs, tended to
their own needs. It is time we tend to one another's needs. Only
as a group can we accomplish this. Only in numbers can this be
done."
"What was wrong with the way things were being done? What is
wrong with how we are now?" Christine's mom, Rachel Woodrow,
called out as she dropped her hood.
"Growth, or lack thereof. Our numbers now are the same as one
hundred years ago, and one hundred years before that. Our lack of

unity causes us to separate, to forget, to fade away... The
children are our future. We must govern them with a child if we
hope them to succeed. With our guidance, Rebecca will lead the
young and the old. We will finally exist outside these walls."

Amelia sat in homeroom skimming through the book she planned to
return today, in particular she looked through the chapter
missing from the one she checked out; The House of Parris.
She didn't recognize the name as anyone she has ever heard of, in
town, school or anywhere for that matter. The family originated
in England although the name suggested French, moving to the
states back in the sixteen hundreds, well before the United
States declared independence.
Genevieve Parris was Priestess of the Sanctioned Apostles before
her journey west where she formed The Guardians of Light, serving
as High Priestess. The chapter continued to list coven members on
down the family line ending with Clarke.
Clarke? That name I know. The old Clarke house? Amelia
wonder. It must be. The house has been around for over
hundred years. She checked the dates. 1920 to present.
checked the printing date of the book. 1950. This book
date but it must be one in the same. It had to be. Now
curious.

began to
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She read a little bit more, intrigued by the possibilities. The
chapter revealed a guardian, a single person elected to hide and
protect some writings of old. The writings and contents thereof
were not known or the author chose not to disclose them. The
guardianship was passed down every few generations, keeping
secret who that person was and where the writings were hidden.
Amelia was fascinated, although she learned little. Someone is
protecting something. That's not much to go on. Amelia laughed to
herself. I don't see why the chapter was torn out. Other than
listing a family name, nothing is disclosed. The family doesn't
even exist anymore does it?
Amelia put the book back into her pack as the bell was about to
ring. She wondered if Kaylin had torn the pages out or, better
yet, her aunt. She'd be the type for sure. Amelia watched the

clock. Or maybe I'm just getting paranoid. Those pages could have
easily been taken by the last person who had the book.

Kaylin was walking down the hall to her first class when Becca
pulled her aside. "I need your help with something."
"Okay. What about?" Kaylin stopped, moving toward the wall to
talk.
"We were trying to plan this without you but seeing that you live
next door to Amelia's grandmother's house, it is getting
difficult."
"Um... Okay." Kaylin was cautious.
"We are planning a surprise birthday party for her. It's just
over a week away and we need to set up the house. Of course we
were going to invite you but we are waiting til only a few days
beforehand to actually do the invites for everyone. We're afraid
you'll see us setting up and say something to Amelia. She might
get all concerned and go to the house, see all the decorations
and ruin the surprise. So... we decided to include you in on the
details."
"Oh, well that sounds fun then. She'll be surprised for sure.
What about the water and power though?"
"It's been on for a few days now. We've just not used it since
you are right next door."
"Ah. What do you need me to do?"
"We have everything worked out already, but getting her to the
party is the hard part. You'd make it easy being her best friend
and all. I'm sure you can come up with a reason to get her
there."
"Yeah. That shouldn't be a problem. She'll probably plan on
spending her birthday with Spencer. Maybe we should include him
too. That way she won't make prior plans."
"We were trying to keep the inner circle small but yeah, that
would probably be best. I'll let you two work out the details.
The party starts at 8:00, November 1st."

"Great. We'll figure it out and let you know."

Amelia left class as soon as the bell rang to run to the library
before lunch.
"I'd like my account to be credited for the damaged book." Amelia
said as she handed her copy to Miss Edenshire.
The librarian took the book from her hands and examined it,
checking its binding and contents. "This is an older edition. But
seeing how the new edition is due at year's end we can take care
of this for you."
"What do you mean?" Amelia was puzzled.
"This is a family tree of sorts. It gets updated every five
years. This copy is many generations old now." She checked the
history on the book in her computer. "It doesn't seem to get
checked out very often so we'll just make do with what we have
then. Is there anything else I could do for you?"
"No. No, that'll be fine. Have a nice day."
"You too."
Spencer and Kaylin were seated in their usual spot while Amelia
approached.
"I got in!" He said as Amelia put her tray down and sat. Spencer
had a smile on his face.
"In where?" Amelia looked confused.
"The band."
"Oh great. I knew you would. What's the name of the band anyway?"
asked Amelia as she took a bite of her pizza. Thursday was pizza
day.
"Martin." he said with hesitation.
"Martin? What does that mean?"
"It's the guitar player's last name. I guess he wants to be the
next Van Halen."

"Hmmm, It's not a very catchy name. Is he that good?"
"He's no Eddie. I'm guessing it's more an ego thing. Down the
road I'll bring up a name change. I don't want to rock the boat
just yet. I just got in."
"True."
"First practice is tomorrow night. I have a bunch of songs I need
to learn."
"I wish I could come watch."
"Me too." said Kaylin.
"I don't think it would go over well with the guys if I brought
girls to watch just now. Down the road a bit okay?"
"I'm sure the guys would love to have girls come, but okay." said
Kaylin smiling.
"Yeah. Who wouldn't want two hotties hanging around?" said
Amelia.
"We'd never get anything done."
"Yeah, that's true." Amelia smiled. "We'd be all over you guys
like stalking fans."
"That could be fun. Everyone needs a good stalking from time to
time." Spencer laughed.

Amelia went outside before going to Debate, another thirty
minutes to kill. She stood at the end of the building avoiding
the crowds walking to their rides. It was cozy, offering a place
to sit near the bushes. A few of the students stopped near here,
talking with a bit of volume. Normally Amelia wouldn't have cared
but she was trying to study her notes on the current debate. She
decided to find another spot for today.
She walked towards the back of the school where no one hung out,
not after school when home was much more appealing. There she saw
Jesse and his boys. She turned to head back but not before she,
herself, was seen. Jesse began approaching her as his boys
followed. Amelia's pace quickened to get back to the crowd she

had left behind only moments ago. They were gone, leaving nothing
but more distance ahead of her if she were to reach the safety of
others.
"Hey wait!" he called out.
Amelia didn't stop, her heart began to race almost as fast as her
feet.
Jesse began to run, leaving his friends behind. They didn't
bother to trying to keep up. It was Jesse's quest. They stood
back and watched.
Amelia took the corner short, running through the grass, hoping
to gain a few yards... but she didn't look down. Her foot got
caught on a sprinkler head causing her to dive forward, her books
first and then her body on top of them.
Jesse stopped by her side and reached down to grab her arm.
"Why are you running? You should be more careful."
Amelia didn't answer. She tucked in her books and stood up
slowly, her face sunken.
"I just wanted to ask you about Kaylin. She's a runaway right?"
Jesse asked.
Amelia stood silent. Jesse sounded sincere but then all serial
killers do.
"I just wanted to ask her out then. Would you let her know I'm
interested. We may have a lot in common."
Amelia shrugged him off and headed to Debate. She decided that
next time she'll wait inside.

"The election is tomorrow. Are you excited?" asked Miss Decker as
she drove Amelia home.
"Yeah. I can't wait for it to be over already."
"I don't think you give yourself enough credit."
"All I hear about is Jocelyn this and Jocelyn that."

"That's from the loudmouths. You have the quiet vote. There are
far more of them."
"Maybe. We'll see tomorrow then."
"Get a good night's sleep. You'll need it to greet your voters
tomorrow."
"Or to fend off Jocelyn's voters."
Miss Decker stopped in front of Amelia's house. Another car was
in the driveway.
"I wonder who's here." said Amelia as she gathered her things.
"You'll soon find out wont you? Have a good night. See you
tomorrow."
"Thanks. You too." Amelia closed the door behind her.
Miss Decker drove away as Amelia approached the house. Not
recognizing the car caused her to walk slow and cautiously. This
is silly. This is my house. She opened the door and stepped
inside. Mom had direct view while the other lady had to turn
around. It was Kaylin's aunt, Teresa.
"Good evening dear. How was Debate?" Mom asked.
"It was okay I guess." Amelia set her things down and turned to
face Kaylin's aunt. "Hi Mrs. Stetson."
"Hello." Teresa turned back towards Mom. "I've already talked to
Kaylin about this."
How rude. Amelia picked her things up. "I'm going to my room.
I'll get something to eat later."
"Okay honey."
"I don't want Kaylin associating with your daughter, with you nor
anyone else for that matter. She's a good kid. She doesn't need
to get caught up in all this crap."
"Just what crap are you talking about Teresa?"
"You know exactly what I'm talking about. This town wreaks of it,
it always has; deceit, death, denial. Everyone stays here out of
fear, not loyalty."

"These people you speak of are here by choice, out of desire and
respect for our heritage; the things this town was founded upon.
We choose to stay because we call this home, because we call our
friends family. You've been locked in your little world far too
long. You have lost sight of everything."
"I see more clearly now. I know the truth, the truth that all of
you deny."
"And what truth is that?" Anna got up to pour herself a drink.
"Would you like some? Or does this go against your newfound
faith?"
"Don't mock me Susanna. I know all about your family."
"And just what is that exactly? You know, I've steered myself
clear of any judgments others may have made about you. We too
were family once and family's trust one another. You let that go
a long time ago, perhaps it is time I should too."
"You and this town conspired against me, my husband... Don't
pretend you've forgotten."
"Me? What have I done? The only thing I am guilty of is listening
to rumors even if I didn't put much stock into them. This
conspiracy theory is just as ridiculous now as it was then, maybe
more so since you've had time to come to your senses."
"Tell me about your mother, your sister."
"You know just as well as I do that they died in a car accident
together many years ago." Anna got up from the table to relieve
her stress and to refill her drink.
"Right around the same time as my mother and my sister moved to
England. And what about Zephelia? She moved away at the same time
also. Do you actually believe it was all just coincidence?"
"I've had no reason to believe otherwise. It's a big town. There
are lots of people. The chances of someone moving away within a
few days of someone dying isn't hard to believe. Call your
mother. Ask her what the connection is."
"And my husband..."

"Don't start with that again." Anna interrupted. "We've heard it
before, over and over. He died of natural causes as I remember."
"Natural causes? Really? The town wanted him quiet."
"That part I believe. As I recall he was trying to acquire the
properties out your way, trying to justify the settlements by
claiming all were dead." Anna slammed her drink down. "Even if
that were the case, by what right is it all yours? There were
quite a few family members still around then, even today."
"I see this is going nowhere." Teresa stood up.
"Where is it supposed to go?" Anna leaned forward placing her
hands down on the kitchen table, putting her weight down to
relieve her tension. "Did you expect me to volley towards
honoring you amongst the coven? They'd shut me up."
Teresa raised her voice. "Like they did Edgar?"
"I'd like you to leave now... Before I lose my composure." Anna
stood up abruptly, turning back to get her drink from the
counter.
Teresa slammed her chair forward into the table as she turned
away. "I don't want to see your daughter anywhere near Kaylin!"
she said, slamming the door behind her.
Anna sat down with her drink. She closed her eyes, putting her
elbows down on the table, her hands to her forehead. She heard
Amelia walk into the room. "How much did you hear?"
"Pretty much all of it." said Amelia as she took a seat across
from Mom.
"Don't pay any attention to her. I should have expected she
hadn't changed. Not at all." Mom removed her hands and looked to
Amelia. "So what are you going to do? About Kaylin I mean."
"I'll talk to her. Hopefully she'll make her own choice. I'd
really hate to lose her friendship."
"You may have no control in the matter." Anna took a sip of her
drink and set the glass on the table. "You'll be making new
friends soon. You have the election tomorrow, your birthday
coming up... You'll be sixteen. Aren't you excited?"

"New friends or not, I want Kaylin to be one of them."
"Just keep in mind that you may have to live without her."
"I'll text her and see what's going on." said Amelia as she
pulled out her phone. "Hey. What's up?"
Kaylin texted back. "My aunt just got home slamming things
around."
"She just left here a while ago. She was arguing with my mom."
"She's yelling for me. I'll text you later."
Amelia stood up and got herself a Coke. "I'm going to my room.
Goodnight."
"Goodnight dear."

Amelia laid down on her bed and put her phone down beside her
knowing she'll likely be waiting for a while. She stared up to
the ceiling trying to keep her mind off of things. There were
many things she could think about; the election, the dance
tomorrow night, the Halloween party the next night, her birthday
the day after... but no matter how hard she tried she kept
falling back to Kaylin and her aunt's determination to break them
apart.
Amelia picked up her phone and texted Spencer. "Hey babe."
"Babe?" he answered.
"I've got to call you something right?"
"I guess so. I suppose I have to think of something for you now."
"How about Princess Consuela Banana Hammock?"
"What?"
"Never mind. It was a joke. Call me what you want. Are we even
dating or what. We've never really talked about anything."
"Yeah. I'm a little shy in person. I'd like to be your
boyfriend."

"Well let me talk to the other boys. I'll go with the highest
bidder." Amelia texted.
"What?"
Amelia sighed. "No sense of humor today huh? Of course I'd like
that. What time are you picking me up tomorrow?"
"Six, if that's okay. I figure we'd get something to eat first."
"Sounds great. I'm looking forward to it. :)"
"Me too. :)"
Amelia's phone buzzed just as she was putting it back down.
"The nerve of that woman telling me I can't be friends with you.
Who does she think she is?"
"So we're still friends?"
"Of course. I'd pick you over her any day. I just won't make it
obvious. I need a place to live you know?"
"Of course. I don't really have a reason to go to your house
anyway. We got Grandma's house beside you."
"Or the alleyway between hooker town and addict village. That's
just as appealing."
"Lol."

Amelia joined her mom at the kitchen table with her coffee. She
was a bit nervous about today with both the election and the
dance. She loved to dance but having never had a boyfriend or
much in the way of girlfriends, she had never really practiced
much.
Kaylin walked in. Good morning."
"Good morning. I hope your aunt didn't give you a hard time last
night." said Anna.
"I'm used to it now. She's always complaining about something."
Kaylin sat down at the table.
"I'm sorry to hear that." Anna added creamer to her coffee,
stirring before taking a sip.
"I suppose it's better than mom. She was either never around or
she was too messed up to say anything."
"Sounds like you've had a hard life."
"More than the average person I guess, but I've seen worse."
Kaylin turned to Amelia. "I may have to stop taking you to
school. If my aunt finds out she might take the car away from me.
Just try not to leave any bras laying around in the car for her
to find."
"I'll try to control myself." Amelia laughed. "I guess I can
still ride with Becca."
"Don't worry about it dear. I was planning on surprising you but
I may as well tell you now. I'm going to help to get a car of
your own. Maybe next week, after your birthday."
"Really? Wow... I don't know what to say." Amelia smiled and
looked to Kaylin.

Kaylin smiled back. "Lucky girl. Maybe you'll be driving me to
school. It's only a matter of time before my aunt takes my car
away."
"Yeah. I bet." Amelia laughed. "Now I'm excited. I don't even
care about the election today." Amelia smiled.
"You'll do fine." said Mom.

"Hi Amelia, Kaylin." said Holly as they walked from the parking
lot.
"Oh hi Holly." Amelia turned to see her walking up from behind.
She was dressed in her distinct style; conservative yet elegant.
Her family definitely had money to spare.
"Are you nervous?"
"Of course. Who wouldn't be?"
"You have nothing to be nervous about. Jocelyn is all talk most
of the time. She can be a handful but it's not too hard to put
her in her place."
"Well her place seems to be the leader of the school."
"She has her following, many at that... but that doesn't mean
everyone likes her. I'll be voting for you today." Holly smiled.
"Thank you. I appreciate that."
The girls walked towards the doors.
"And how are you Kaylin?"
"I'm doing okay I guess."
"You don't sound too enthusiastic."
"It's just my aunt. She's giving me a really hard time."
"She's that way with everyone. Don't pay much attention to her."
"You know my aunt?" said Kaylin with a puzzled look as she
stopped to face Holly.
"I think everyone in town knows who your aunt is."

"So I've heard. But I am living with her. I can't really make
waves ya know?"
"Perhaps." Holly smiled. "But then again... she can be put in her
place too." Holly walked off. "Bye."
"Bye." Kaylin turned to Amelia. "What does she mean by that?"
"I'm not sure. Maybe the people in town are shunning her again?"
"Again? I wasn't aware they had ever stopped." Kaylin turned
towards her homeroom. "I'll see you later."
"Yeah. Later." Amelia headed towards her own homeroom passing by
Holly on the way.
Holly was talking to someone against the lockers. As she passed
she saw that it was Jocelyn. Jocelyn looked at Amelia for a
moment before turning back to Holly, keeping her conversation
quiet from all.
"Good luck today." said Holly, loud enough to be heard. Then she
headed towards her classroom.
Amelia stepped into homeroom just as the bell rang. It was
unusual for her to get there, or to any class, so late.
"Just in time." said Christine as Amelia took her seat.
"Yeah. Barely made it."
"Good luck today."
"Thanks."
"I'll be voting for Jocelyn but I still wish you luck."
"I appreciate that."
An announcement came over the speaker. "Don't forget. Today is
the election. Your fourth period teachers will have ballot slips
available for you to fill out and return back to them by the end
class. Good luck to all our candidates."

Amelia met up with Spencer on the way to lunch, passing by
Christine on the way. She was in the hallway talking to Jocelyn

and her gang. The voting had finished. It was just a matter of
time before they announced the winner. Kaylin was already seated.
"I told everyone in fourth period to vote for you." said Kaylin.
"Thanks."
"I think most of them did. I heard a few girls talking behind me
saying you haven't been empowered and that you weren't even a
witch. What does being a witch have to do with being president
anyway?"
"Popularity I guess." Amelia opened her milk and took a sip.
"Many students here are witches maybe?"
"About half most likely." said Spencer. "Remember where you are."
"Yeah I guess. I've just never seen it."
"Most witches don't go around mixing potions and saying chants in
public ya know? The empowered ones... You'd never know they were
doing anything out of the ordinary."
"What exactly does empowered mean?" asked Kaylin.
"Yeah. What is that?"
"Witches learn and cast spells by means of mixtures, chants,
verbal commands. Over time you get better and better at them but
they still require those methods to cast. When you are empowered
those spells can be cast by mere thoughts or motions."
"Then wouldn't all witches become empowered?"
"No. Not at all. A very small percentage in the whole world have
empowered themselves. Most of them are here in Salem. If I were
to take a guess I'd say about twenty students here and maybe the
same number of adults in town. Maybe more."
"Why not all?" asked Kaylin. "I'd much rather do magic with a
thought than mixing things together and chanting."
"Yeah, really." said Amelia.
"Being empowered comes at a cost." said Spencer. "A rather big
cost to another."
"What do you mean?"

"A witch learns and practices all her life, usually starting at a
very young age. Generally her mother teaches her. When she's
sixteen a ritual is performed by the High Priestess within the
coven amongst all its Elders. The witch performs a sacrifice to
complete the ritual. All the spells she has ever learned become a
part of her. After that she can still learn new spells but they
take practice, usually much practice, before they too become a
part of her."
"Wait... Back up." said Amelia confused. "Sacrifice? What kind of
sacrifice?"
"Human." said Spencer
Kaylin and Amelia's faces went into awe.
"You're kidding right?" asked Kaylin.
"You've seen the posters around. Missing since..."
"Are you telling us that all those missing people have been
victims of witch rituals?" asked Amelia.
"I'm sure some have. Most of the time the victims are from out of
town. Girls go out and collect names and information around the
New England area and then lure them here when they're needed. You
heard of the carnival right?"
"Yeah."
"The carnival's purpose is to meet likely candidates. You know?
People that won't be missed."
"You're kidding me right?" asked Amelia. "Becca just came back
from one this summer. Are you telling me that she's a witch? An
empowered witch?"
"They do have members and helpers that are not witches. No men
are empowered but they too travel with the carnival. Many of the
girls are volunteers also. But yeah. There's a fair chance she is
one."
"But she was with us when we were trying to cast that spell last
week. She didn't even try." said Kaylin.
"Yeah. Her and Christine haven't shown any interest in magic."

"I'm just telling you what I know. I'm not in the coven so I
don't know who the members are. They meet on Wednesday nights
though."
"I rarely see either of them at night. I wouldn't know if they
went or not." Amelia sat silent for a moment. "My mom meets with
Christine and Becca's moms every Wednesday though." Amelia looked
at Spencer. "She couldn't be." Amelia's face turned to horror as
she thought about the possibility that her mom was a witch, and
even more so at the thought of her being empowered. "There's no
way. She couldn't have hidden being a witch from me my whole
life."
"Most witches aren't doing magic to move objects, curse people
and such. Most use magic to prosper in life, to have good health,
look young."
Amelia thought for a minute. Her mom was beautiful, looked young
and had a great career. "Then why wouldn't she have trained me
like you said?"
"She may not be a witch, even if she does go to the meetings.
Many coven members aren't witches. Think of it as a society. Many
important people from town are members. It never hurts to know
the right people. She might not even be a member. Maybe she's
playing bridge with her friends. They've known each other all
their lives right?"
"Yeah, maybe... But every Wednesday?"
"You'll have to ask her about that. Not me." Spencer smiled.
"It's not funny."
"You're right. It isn't."
"Why are no guys empowered? And why sixteen?" asked Kaylin.
"Ask Amelia about male witches. As for the age... That's when a
girl becomes a woman. After that point the effect of being
empowered drops dramatically."
"I'm seventeen. I'll be eighteen in six months."
"You're actually considering killing someone to be a witch?"
Amelia looked at Kaylin with her eyes wide open.

"No. Of course not. I was just wondering what would happen."
"You'd maybe get half the effect at best, but seeing how you
aren't even a witch you have no powers to bind to you."
"Same with me then. I've not learned any spells either." said
Amelia.
"Then your mother probably isn't a witch, otherwise she would
have taught you and prepared you for your birthday. I don't think
she's about to give you a crash course over the next day and a
half. I'm afraid that if you want to do magic, you'll always be
stuck with verbal incantations and mixtures."
"I have no plans on sacrificing anyone so that's not even an
issue." Amelia smiled. "Geez. Lunch is over and I barely ate a
bite."
"Nervous about the election?" asked Spencer.
"Nervous being amongst witches or even worse... a sacrifice."
"They always choose people that won't be missed, out-of-towners,
runaways, people with little or no family. You have nothing to
worry about." Spencer stood up with his tray. "Cynthia's family
is well liked in the community. She would not have been a
sacrifice."
Amelia and Kaylin gathered theirs also and returned them.
"Good luck with the election." said Spencer.
"Yeah. Good luck." said Kaylin. "Oh wait... I'll be there with
you when they announce the results. I forgot."
"I never forget about Public Speaking, although Miss Decker's not
been too bad lately."
"Nah. You've just been better lately. See you there."

Amelia took her seat waiting for the others to gather and the
bell to ring.
"Are you nervous?" asked Miss Decker.

"Not really. I don't expect to win but I thought I'd see it
through anyway. Like you said; good practice."
"I think you've really got a shot. We'll know soon enough."
The bell rang. The class kept the chatter going.
"Good afternoon class."
"Good afternoon Miss Decker."
A few minutes later the announcement came. "The ballots have been
counted and we have a winner. First of all we'd like to thank all
of our candidates for taking an interest and conducting
themselves with dignity throughout the campaign. This year's race
was a close one and I'm pleased to announce that we have an
unprecedented result. This is the first year that the presidency
has gone to a sophomore."
The whole class smiled and looked at Amelia. Amelia's jaw
dropped.
"Amelia Ward." was barely audible under the chatter of the class.
Miss Decker smiled and stood up. She looked at Amelia.
"Congratulations." she mouthed. "I told you." while the class
became louder, everyone congratulating her.
"Amelia, if you'd please come to the office to recite your
acceptance speech." was heard over the speaker.
"Speech, speech, speech." the class chanted as Amelia stood up,
walking towards the door.
She stopped at Miss Decker's desk. "I didn't write a speech."
"Don't worry. Whatever you make up is better than anything either
of the other candidates may have written."
Amelia left the classroom. A few minutes later she announced over
the speakers. "First of all I promise to make more effort being
president than I did in preparing a speech. I really didn't
expect to win. I want to thanks everyone that voted for me and my
teacher, Miss Decker, who turned in the form behind my back.
Being a leader requires taking control. Someone once told me that
power can be taken, but not given. I started this year off being

my quiet, shy self. With a little push, well a lot of pushes,
I've become who I am now; a person with motivations, goals and
the determination to achieve. I plan to make a difference here as
class president, to unite the student body, the staff... the
school. We've been strong divided. Imagine our strength in unity.
Thank you."

Amelia returned to class and the crowd got rather loud once
again. Miss Decker made no effort to quiet them. Amelia barely
made it to her next class with all the students stopping her in
the hall offering their congratulations and support. Some of them
she knew, but most of them she had never met.
"Great job. I'm Josie and this is Avalynn." she pointed to her
friend. "If you need anything, anytime, let me know."
"Thank you."
"Congratulations." said Miranda, approaching from behind.
"Thanks."
Amelia saw Jocelyn down the hall. She was walking her way, her
clan beside her.
"Congratulations." said Jocelyn. "No hard feelings?"
"Thanks. No, no hard feelings."
"I'd like to be friends. You know... put things behind us?"
Jocelyn gave an innocent smile.
"I'd like that."
"Then I'll see you at the party tomorrow night?"
"Yeah sure."
Christine and Becca passed by Amelia. "Great job."
"Thanks."

Amelia ran into the house wanting to share the news before
realizing to herself. Mom's still at work. Oh well. I still need
to get ready for the dance tonight.
Amelia went to her room and put her things away. What am I going
to wear? It's not really a costume party. The school decided that
since it was a dance, and costumes interfere with dancing, that
students could get dressed up but no full-on masks or outfits
were allowed.
She skimmed through her closet. She had always been a plain Jane
when it came to her wardrobe. She replaced most of her clothing
this year but she didn't buy any new dresses. That left her with
what she had prior, plain and boring. Black. It's Halloween
themed. She rummaged through the few dress there and pulled out
the only black one she owned and looked it over. I really wish I
thought about this earlier. Well... There's nothing I can do
about it now.
Amelia walked to the mirror holding it up in front of herself. It
was a long, straight dress with a high, long-sleeved, straight
cut neckline and a belt around the waist. Ughh. This is boring.
Amelia went to the kitchen and came back with some scissors. She
cut the top half of the dress off leaving the belt intact. Then
she cut slits from the bottom of the dress upwards, just past the
knees. she cut the slits about one inch apart all the way around
the dress. She cut a little higher each time as she approached
the sides and then back to lower when she got to the butt. She
then pulled them one by one, making them curl inwards. When she
was done each of the strands were only about a half an inch wide
of curled fabric. The stretching made them long enough to hit the
floor so they needed to be cut to length.
Amelia searched her closet once more and found a black top, one
of the gothic ones she had bought. Its color and fabric were a
very close match to the dress. It had a strap top and slits
across the sides, much like what she had just done to the dress,

only horizontal. She put both the dress and the top on and looked
in the mirror. It's still missing something. She removed the top
and found a red sleeveless top and put it on and then the black
over it. The red showed through the slits for a nice contrast and
Halloween look.
Amelia picked up the scissors once more and cut the sleeves of
the dress top she discarded. They were tight fitting so these
would work great for her needs. She cut the sleeve halfway from
the elbow to the shoulder. She slide them over her arms and
tucked the fabric of the cut ends underneath giving the illusion
of a nice hemline.
She looked in the mirror with pride. The black top extended over
the dress hiding the cut she had made to it.
Amelia went to her jewelry box and found some silver colored
chains and charms to accessorize.
Amelia's phone buzzed. "My aunt's giving me a hard time about
going to the dance tonight." said Kaylin.
"You have to go. It won't be any fun without you." Amelia went to
her vanity and got out her makeup.
"I know. I'll find a way to convince her though. I still need to
figure out what to wear. What are you wearing?"
"A long gothic, black dress. I'm about to do makeup."
"Sounds cool. I'll figure something out."
Amelia thought about her makeup for a while looking through some
examples online. She wanted to go overboard but also to keep it
sexy. She went with a grey-blue lipstick with a darker lip liner
for her mouth. She used eyeshadow of the same color, outlining
her eyes in heavy black and she used black along the upper areas
of her eyelids that extend upwards and to the sides of her eyes
towards her ears. She faded into the grey-blue but kept the outer
lines harsh. Then she darkened her eyebrows to black to complete
the look.
Amelia heard her mom pull into the driveway. She ran out to greet
her forgetting about her sultry Halloween look. "Guess..."

"Wow. What are we all dressed up for?" said mom as she closed the
car door.
"Oh yeah. The Halloween dance is tonight. Guess what? I won. I
really won."
"Congratulations. I just hope they don't impeach you tonight."
"Funny." Amelia followed her inside. "You are kidding right?"
"Of course I am. you look wonderfully scary." she laughed.
"Spencer is picking me up at 6:00. We're going to get dinner
first."
"In that outfit?" Mom raised her eyebrows.
"Geez. I didn't think about that. Oh well. I don't care. Tonight
I'm going to have fun."

Spencer showed up right on time, knocking on the door.
"Come in." Anna yelled from across the room. "We don't knock
around here. Just come in." she said as he entered.
"Oh sorry. How are you?"
"I'm doing great. It's the weekend now. No work til Tuesday so
I'm going to relax." Anna sat down on the couch with a drink in
hand. "Amelia's just finishing up. She should be out soon."
Spencer sat down on the loveseat. "Tuesday?"
"Yeah. I took Monday off."
Amelia came out into the living room.
Spencer stood up. "Wow. you look great." He looked at himself.
"And I feel underdressed." He was dressed in a black suit, not
overly fancy like for a wedding, but something more church-like.
"You look just wonderful."
"I didn't realize you were dressing for a Halloween look." He
stepped closer, looking her over.
"It was a spur of the moment thing. I wanted something fun."

"Sorry I'm not too fun looking." Spencer laughed. "Are you
ready?"
"Yeah. Just let me grab my bag. Where are we going?"
"I was hoping you picked something out. What are you in the mood
for?"
"Chinese." she laughed, walking towards the door with him.
"Sounds great. Let's go."

Amelia and Spencer shared some idle chat over dinner. Amelia
loved Chinese. It was a real treat to go out to eat since she had
no car herself.
"Oh I forgot. Mom is going to help me get a car... Maybe next
week. I hope so anyway."
"That's great. Then we don't have to use my dad's jalopy
anymore." Spencer laughed.
"Your car is fine." she said as she leaned into him, placing her
hand on his shoulder for reassurance. "I'd just like some freedom
you know? Being able to come and go as I please. Go where I
want... Everything is going so well right now."
"Of course Mrs. President. It is misses... Right?"
"Is that a marriage proposal?" Amelia laughed.
Spencer laughed. "No..." Spencer's face turned slightly red.
"It's Madame President then."
"Yes ma'am."
Amelia's phone buzzed. "I'm going!!!"
"Yay! :)"

The air was brisk, filling the lungs with warning of winter's
coming and the scent of another passing year. This year's dance
was outside as usual as Halloween was synomis with fall, the

autumn leaves were just too alluring to go unseen. One of the
local women owned the land and all that surrounded it; a private
retreat for the students to enjoy year after year. The school gym
was made available each year should the weather have been a
factor, but here in Salem the girls would have nothing to do with
that. Sometimes a little magic was acceptable to everyone.
"Take my arm." said Spencer as her reached his elbow outward.
"I'm proud to be your date this evening."
She locked her arm with his as they walked through the entrance
to the dance; a trellis standing ten feet high made of cedar. It
was used every year but decorated differently for each. This year
grape vines intertwined the beams and wreaths of red and yellow
mums hung from either side.
It was still a little early, the crowd just gathering, the dance
floor vacant. On the left were the refreshments and some seating,
to the right the bulk of the tables and seating and straight
ahead was the stage. There were musical instruments all set up
for the band to come on. The cleared area was surrounded by
woods, the trees layered with lights, some orange, some purple.
Music was playing over the speaker for the time being, loud
enough to enjoy but not overbearing.
"Would you like some punch?" asked Spencer.
"I'd love some." Amelia smiled.
Amelia stood near the refreshment looking at the decor. There
were scarecrows and pumpkins on either side with smaller gourds
and leaves along the table's edge. She turned towards the crowd
and recognized a few faces but most of the people she knew hadn't
arrived yet.
A cool breeze whisked through the night as Jocelyn's posse
arrived, Jocelyn unseen. Elizabeth and Dexter had dates while
Regina, Madison and Chloe seemed to have come alone. The girls
all wore long black dresses and their gothic makeup. Their hair
all worn up.
Amelia pulled Spencer close to warm herself. "I can't wait for
our first dance."

"There you are!" announced Kaylin as she approached the couple.
The crowd was now thickening, limiting vision to those ahead of
them. Kaylin wore a black skirt with a gothic red top, her hair
worn up and her makeup much like Amelia's only with red instead
of grey-blue.
"Wow. You look great."
Kaylin turned herself around. "You think so?" She smiled as
Spencer handed her some punch. "It's all I could find. I don't
have many dresses. I love yours though."
"Thanks."
Jesse and his gang approached the table as the trio stepped away
to find a seat, somewhere towards the edge where the wind may be
obstructed. Jesse wore all black as usual, his chains looped from
his waist, his nose ring dangling and his hair pulled back into a
pony tail. It had grown in a bit since school started. Tonight he
wore makeup, or more makeup than usual as the case may be. Amelia
always suspected he wore it at school but it wasn't intense
enough to really tell. Tonight it was obvious with black lips and
eye shadow. Kevin and Rodney looked no different than usual.
"This is better." said Amelia as she sat down. The surrounding
crowd helped to block the cold air. She slid her chair closer to
Spencer's as he put his arm around her. "Much better."
Kaylin sat next to them watching Jesse from afar and looking into
the crowd of men in front of her. That was all she saw for the
moment; men. The girls were invisible to her.
Becca and Christine made their entrance, their dates beside them.
All four were dressed to kill. All four stole the eyes of
everyone around them.
"Hi Amelia, Kaylin, Spencer." said Becca. "This is Mike." Mike
stood about six feet and looked to be in his early twenties. He
had a stocky, yet sexy build with blonde hair. "And Erin is with
Christine." She pointed to Christine's date standing almost as
tall as Mike with a similar build and brown hair. He too looked
to be in his twenties.
They all greeted one another with the standard hellos and
handshakes.

"This is your first dance right?" asked Christine.
"Yeah. I didn't attend any school events last year." said Amelia.
"You'll have a ball. We always do... Well. Have fun." The four
walked to the refreshments.
"They look good tonight." said Kaylin.
"Who? The girls?"
"All of them." Kaylin watched the guy's butts disappear into the
crowd. "I need to get a man like that."
"Which one?"
"Either." Kaylin laughed. "I'm not picky."
The band stepped onto the stage getting ready to get the party
started. After a few random notes were heard the crowd stood up
and made their way to the dance area.
"Who's the band?" asked Amelia, figuring Spencer would know.
"Right Hand Red. They're pretty good."
Before Amelia got another word out the band struck a chord to
start the show, opening with Billy Idol's White Wedding. The
crowd let out a cheer, the girls danced to the beat, the guys
volleyed to the girls.
Amelia pulled Spencer close. "Not a slow song but it will do."
she said to his ear, the music too loud to talk over. She stepped
back and rocked her body, Spencer mimicking her motions.
Kaylin danced alone, sometimes alongside one of the other
dateless girls. She came here to have a good time, with or
without a man. After a while she joined in with Amelia. Most of
the music was upbeat, demanding an attitude and a physical
display of energy. It took about ten or eleven songs before they
played a slow song, prompting Amelia to pull her man close to
her.
I Don’t Want to Miss a Thing by Aerosmith excited the girls as
each of them clung to their dates. Some of the single girls
stepped aside, but most of them danced anyway. The song was just
too good to pass up.

A boy tapped on Kaylin's shoulder. "Would you like to dance."
whispered into her ear. Kaylin turned to find Jesse behind her.
Without a word she took his hand as she pulled her to the dance
floor. She put her head on his shoulder, dancing casually to the
slow beat which clashed against her own. Her heart was racing as
she envisioned spending the rest of the evening in his arms. When
the song was over, Jesse vanished into the crowd leaving Kaylin
to wonder if he'd return.
Amelia and Spencer took a break, getting some punch and returning
with a third for Kaylin. They all took a seat watching the crowd
continue to dance. The band took a break after playing one last
song, Jesse's Girl, leaving Kaylin's mind wandering as she looked
through the crowd hoping to see him.
"Are you having fun girls?" asked Spencer as he put his legs
forward to relax.
"I'm having a great time. How about you?" Amelia smiled.
"The dance is fine. The company is great."
Amelia held his hand tight.
"I had my first dance." said Kaylin with a big grin.
"I saw that. I just wish it were with someone more... likable."
Kaylin laughed.
"I enjoyed it... And I like him."
The band stepped on stage getting ready for their next set,
prompting the crowd to take to the floor once one. Josie and
Avalynn stood together near the punch bowl as Regina and Madison
approached. In an instant the punch bowl was overturned, spilling
onto Josie, her white dress stained and ruined. Amelia wasn't
sure, but she could have sworn she saw Regina wave her hand
towards the bowl, just out of reach of touching it... but it
spilled none-the-less.
Amelia ran over to Josie as she whimpered to her friend.
"Awe... Looks like Josie had an accident. Is it that time of the
month?" said Regina while Madison laughed. "You know you should
always carry one in your purse."

"Yeah. Didn't Mommy teach you that?" added Madison.
Avalynn walked Josie to the restrooms.
"What's wrong with you two?" said Amelia abruptly.
"It's a wonder you have any friends at all."
"Oh we have many friends." said Regina. "Friends you don't want
to mess with."
"Even you, the special one, should worry." said Madison.
Without drawing attention to herself, Regina kicked Madison's
foot.
"What's that supposed to mean? Special one?"
Madison paused for a moment. "Madame President? Can you
please..." Regina and Madison laughed.
"Go and apologize to her." said Amelia sternly.
"Or what? What are you going to do?" Regina pushed Amelia's
shoulder back.
"You'll wish you never started this." Amelia screamed.
The band stepped on stage getting ready for their next set,
prompting the crowd to take to the floor once one. Josie and
Avalynn stood together near the punch bowl as Regina and Madison
approached. Amelia felt a sense of déjà vu and ran over to them.
"Hi Josie. Hi Avalynn." Amelia smiled.
"Oh hi Amelia." they both exclaimed.
"You look great tonight." said Josie.
"Thanks. So do you."
Regina and Madison had stopped their approach, looking at Amelia
as Amelia returned the glare.
"Are you girls having fun." Amelia turned back to Avalynn and
Josie.
"Lots. I see you have a date. Lucky you." said Josie.

"Yeah. I am lucky." Amelia turned to smile at Spencer. He and
Kaylin were dancing together. "Why don't you two join us?"
Josie looked at Avalynn and smiled. "We'd love to."
Amelia returned with the girls while going over in her head what
had just happened... or didn't happen. I'm imagining things. She
took Spencer's hand. "I missed you."
"I missed you too."
Spencer and the girls danced the rest of the night switching
partners every few songs. Spencer reserved the slow songs for
Amelia but the other's didn't mind. They were all having fun.
The band's singer made an announcement. "We'd like to thank
everyone for coming tonight and for not throwing too much food at
us." he looked at someone in the crowd. "The pizza was good by
the way." The crowd laughed. "We'd like to end the night slowing
it down a few notches. So all you couples out there need to find
your dates and all of you singles out there need to find someone
you want to date.
The band started to play Purple Rain by Prince.
Amelia grabbed Spencer tight. "Don't ever let me go."
"Not in a million years."
With every beat Amelia swayed her body with Spencer's, her arms
around his shoulder while his were wrapped around her waist. The
sky was clear, the moon almost full and the breeze made its
presence known, occasionally dropping leaves to the ground. The
air may have gotten colder, but there was a warmth between the
two of them. Amelia opened her eyes to see Kaylin smiling, her
eyes closed, as she rested her head on Jesse's shoulder, her arms
wrapped tightly around his shoulders. The night may have ended,
but their lives had just begun.

"Happy Halloween dear." said Mom.
Amelia walked into the room in a daze, thinking about all the fun
she had last night, thinking about Spencer. Her hips swayed to
the music still lingering delightfully in her mind. "You too."
"How was the dance?"
"It was wonderful." Amelia sat at the table and closed her eyes.
"It looks like it. Are you going to the Halloween party tonight?"
Mom sat across from her with her coffee, placing one in from of
Amelia.
"Yeah. I wasn't sure about it before. Jocelyn never seemed to
like me but Spencer and Kaylin want to go. It should be fun."
"Don't let one girl bother you."
"Yeah, but it's her party. She kind of has control you know?"
"I'm sure you'll have a great time."
"Mom?" Amelia opened her eyes and drank some coffee.
"Yeah?"
"Last night... at the dance." Amelia paused again. "One of the
girls knocked over the punch bowl on Josie, a girl at school. She
did it without even touching it. After I confronted her about
it... It was like it never happened. Kind of like waking up from
a dream. You know?"
"Just what was in that punch?" Mom laughed.
"Don't laugh." Amelia smiled. "Nothing that I know of. Just
punch."
"I wouldn't worry about it. If you can't even make a glass
levitate, how could you expect to turn back time. I don't even
know if there is such a spell."

"Yeah true. I suppose changing time would be much harder."
"Have you had any luck with magic?"
"I can't say I've put much effort into it. My life's been busy
lately... But no, I've not managed to do a thing."
"Well, from what I've heard, it takes many years to do even a
simple spell... a lifetime to do anything else."
"I guess it's not for me then. I've got other things to do with
my life."
"Like boys?"
"Spencer is wonderful to me. I'm happy earning his love. I don't
need any potions."
"Love?"
"You know what I mean." Amelia smiled.
Amelia spent the day doing some cleaning looking forward to
tonight; another night with Spencer. It wasn't a dance but she
was hoping there'd be music, slow music so she could engage
herself in his arms yet again.

"Dinner's ready." yelled Mom as Amelia lied on her bed.
She had just texted Kaylin before heading to the kitchen. Dinner
was far from her mind but it would be a long night. She needed to
eat something.
"Hey. How's it going?"
"Good. You?"
"It's been better. It seems I shouldn't have told my aunt where
the party was tonight. She really dislikes Jocelyn."
"Does she like anyone?"
"Ha. I doubt it."
"So you're going right?" Amelia took a bite from her hamburger.
Mom had an extended weekend and planned to be lazy.

"I'm going whether she lets me or not. I'll sneak out if I have
to. Hell. I don't need her car."
"That's true."
Amelia went to her room to get dresses for the party after
cleaning her plates. She cleaned Mom's also so she could vegetate
on the couch. She put her costume on and began her makeup,
checking movie stills from The Mummy as she went; Anck Su Namun,
a hard name to remember but here look... unforgettable.
"Wow. You look wonderful." said Mom as she placed her glass on
the coffee table. "I remember back in the day, those Halloween
parties Jocelyn's family threw. They were a blast. I got myself
into so much trouble back then."
"What kind of trouble?"
Mom smiled for a moment as she thought back twenty years. "I
don't want to give you any ideas. Let's just say I wasn't my
mother's little angel." Mom grabbed her drink and swallowed a few
mouthfuls. "You'll be sixteen tomorrow and you haven't done half
the things I did when I was eleven. Live it up while you're
young."
"You're still young."
"Yeah... Maybe. But I have responsibility. It doesn't matter what
I want to do. It's what I can do that matters."
Amelia grabbed herself a Coke. "What are you going to do tonight
then?"
Mom pointed to her drink. "It helps me deal with the brats that
come to the door." She pointed to the bowl of candy on the
table." Mom smiled. "I'm just kidding. I'm going to relax."
"Are you ready?" asked Spencer as he came in.
"No hello?" asked Amelia.
"Your mom said to just come in. Kind of like a get-to-the-point
thing. I figured I'd get to the point with the dialog. No point
in wasting time exchanging a few needless words of greeting."

Amelia walked up to Spencer and took his hands, looking into his
eyes. "Well I want you to be nice to me." she said in a cutesy
tone.
"Of course my Baby Princess Consuela Banana Hammock." Spencer
smiled. "Hi Anna."
"Hi Spencer."
"Baby or Baby Princess will do just fine."
"So are you ready?"
"Yes. Let's go."

The neighborhood faded away as they approached Jocelyn's house.
The roads turned to gravel and stone, the trees grew larger and
larger, the dark threw itself upon them as they winded down the
twisted roads. There was no mistaken where the party was however,
just follow the loud music, the fog and the flashing lights.
Many of the guests were outside either getting a breath of fresh
air or indulging themselves with something less, holding their
joints out to passerby. There were jack-o-lanterns everywhere,
strobe lights flashing, purple lights dangling and scarecrows
scaring. The party had begun.
Amelia and Spencer squeezed through the people standing on the
porch and on the steps, entering the house, the door wide open.
An animatronic skeleton greeted them as they walked through the
doorway, a bowl of candy in his arms. There were no white lights
that could be seen, save for the strobes that put guests and
ghouls into slow motion in a few of the rooms above, illuminating
the clouds of fog being dispensed into the air. The entry room
was lit red, however, casting an ominous aura onto everyone
standing in its presence.
"Welcome to the party." said Jocelyn. approaching from the bar.
She was carry a drink in hand, one of many she would enjoy during
the evening.
"Hi."

"Help yourself to the bar, to the snacks... to the house."
"The upstairs is done?" said Amelia, remembering it to be off
limits before.
"Feel free to wander. The upstairs too." Jocelyn had nothing to
hide. The house was decorated for Halloween. Everything she owned
was explainable all in one day of the year.
"Thank you. The house looks great."
"I'd keep it like this all year round if I could. It's just hard
to find pumpkins in the spring." Jocelyn laughed as she
approached another guest.
"There you are." said Kaylin after struggling to get through the
door. The house was starting to get crowded.
"You made it." said Amelia.
"Of course."
"The trees didn't get you I see."
"It was close. I had to rub my own lamp to wish them away."
Kaylin, dressed as a genie, held her lamp up for Spencer to see.
"That doesn't mean I don't need a drink though. Where's the bar?"
Amelia pointed.
"Ah... Heaven is being nice to me." Kaylin walked towards the
counter topped with bottles, big and small, of different shapes
and colors. Many of the bottles were shaped like skulls and other
Halloween inspired forms, filled with contents unknown but by
night's end, Kaylin was determined to find out.
"What'll you have?" asked Spencer as Kaylin was already pouring
her first.
"I don't know. Maybe a Coke?"
"That's no fun." said Kaylin. "But to each his own."
The music wasn't bad in the main room but in the living room it
was almost deafening. They were playing industrial and dance
music. There was a fair crowd in there, some dancing and some
not. The three just peaked inside and then wandered other parts

of the house. The kitchen was stocked with food, snacks, cups,
plates and the usual assortment to accommodate the hungry.
The library had some books but the shelves were far from full.
Most of them had decorations, trinkets and other aesthetic
things. There was a seating area also with a red velvet couch and
loveseat.
The layout was very similar to Amelia's grandmother's house. They
were likely built by the same contractor, the same for Kaylin's
aunt's house. They walked up to the second floor. A few bedrooms
were there. Two were furnished as such. The third was another
seating area. To the left side stood a tower with a spiral
staircase leading to the third and fourth floor.
"My grandmother's house has a window just like this one." Amelia
pointed as she climbed the steps. She looked more closely. This
window also had a woman with three children but they appeared
younger than the ones at her grandmother's house. They were also
in a garden. "Well almost the same."
Amelia checked the door. Unlike hers this one was unlocked
leading to an enormous bedroom or recreational room. The walls
had paintings hanging from them. Upon a closer examination Amelia
determined some, if not all, of them to be related to witchcraft.
A few of them appeared to be the witch trials from the sixteen
hundreds. Along the walls were plenty of sofas, also in red
velvet. Half of them were in use by those wanting a quiet place
to relax.
They headed downstairs again. Kaylin refreshed her drink while
Spencer and Amelia danced beside her listening to the music from
the room across the way.
"Let's go out back." said Kaylin as she noticed people going in
and out.
The yard was well manicured with tables and chairs sparsely
arranged. Most of the people were standing, talking to one
another and looking towards the woods. Amelia stepped in to get a
closer look but didn't see anything out of the ordinary. Becca
was standing nearby with the same date from last night.
"What's going on?" asked Amelia.

"Are you going in?" Becca turned towards her.
"In where?"
"The haunted maze of course." Becca pointed to the pathway
leading from the lawn into the woods.
"Um. I don't think so."
"I second and third that." said Kaylin.
"Oh come on. You're all safe. I'm here." said Spencer as he took
Amelia's hand.
"You two go. I'll wait inside near the bar." said Kaylin
"I'm not going if you aren't." Amelia grabbed her arm to stop her
from walking away.
"Let's all go. It will be fun." said Spencer.
"It'll be scary." said Kaylin.
"It's supposed to be scary. It's Halloween."
Spencer stepped between them grabbing each of their arms, locking
them in his own and pulling them forward. Kaylin's feet almost
dragging until she finally gave in.
Inside the maze stood a dense arrangement of trees. Some of them
had purple lights on them leading the way. Some areas had strobe
lights creating an eerie effect. The sounds of the party faded
away as they cleared the entrance. The path was dark and narrow.
Amelia and Kaylin held on tight to Spencer's arms.
"Rawwwr!" A monster threw himself in from of them.
The girls screamed at the top of their lungs, jumping back as
quickly as the monster disappeared into the trees.
"I want to go back." Kaylin turned around looking. "The entrance
was right there wasn't it? I mean we walked a straight line
right?"
"Yeah why?" Spencer and Amelia turned back also. The entrance was
nowhere to be seen. The lights that led the way were gone. The
straight corridor now turned ninety degrees. "That's strange."

"Come on. Let's get out of here." said Kaylin as she pulled.
"I'm with her." said Amelia.
"Come on girls. It's all for fun." argued Spencer as he stood his
ground.
"Do we look like we're having fun?" said Kaylin as she let go of
Spencer. "I'm going back." Kaylin started to run back.
"Don't run off. Let's stay together." said Spencer as she turned
the corner, no longer in sight. "Come on. You'll get lost."
Amelia held Spencer's hand tight, dragging him, trying to catch
up with Kaylin but she was nowhere to be found. Corner after
corner they turned, strobes flashing here and there but no purple
lights. Eventually they hit a straightaway and saw Kaylin towards
the end, about to turn a corner. The branches swayed from left to
right, taunting them as the wind howled violently.
"Wait up." screamed Amelia as she ran towards her pulling Spencer
behind her. Something grabbed her arm slinging her into the
trees. "Oww." The twigs on the ground snapped as she tried to
regain her footing, digging her toes into the dirt as she pushed
the braches outward.
"Are you alright?"
"Something grabbed me." Amelia looked but nothing was there. Only
her own footprints remained. Amelia looked forward. Kaylin had
vanished once again.
Amelia ran down the path. A skeleton fell in front of her letting
out a squeal, scaring her for a moment, before she shoved the
plastic figure aside.
"Amelia!" Spencer yelled.
Amelia looked back but didn't see him.
"Over here... Getting closer." Spencer was caught between some
trees unable to free himself. "Something pulled me in."
Vines were twisting themselves upon Spencer as Amelia struggled
to free him. For every one she pulled away, another crept its way

onto him. The two of them worked together, freeing him at last as
the vines withdrew into the woods.
The two ran together. They could hear the music up ahead, the
lights glowing from behind the trees. The branches seemed to
reach for them, closing the pathway as they darted forward;
grabbing at their arms, their feet. Spencer tripped and fell to
the ground almost taking Amelia with him, he knees sank into the
earth. Amelia stood in front of him reaching her hands down to
grab his. With all her might she pulled, slowly lifting his body,
dragging him towards her. With one quick motion he pulled himself
upward, staggering to his feet. Together they rushed towards the
opening, jumping through it just as the trees were closing in.
They looked back. The entrance was gone and the shadows that were
just mere inches from reaching them, retreated under the trees.
"Where's Kaylin?" asked Amelia asked, her anxiety level beyond
fear as she quickly glanced around. "Where's Kaylin?"
"I hope she made it out. If we can't find her I'll go back in."
Spencer's heart was racing as he tried to catch his breath.
They checked the outside area but she wasn't around. The entry
way, the dance area, upstairs, downstairs... she was nowhere to
be found. Amelia was in a panic.
"I'll go back for her." said Spencer.
"Let me text her first... I need some fresh air." said Amelia as
she fanned herself nervously, stepping out the front door away
from the crowd. As she turned her phone on she noticed a girl
from behind, bearing a striking resemblance to Kaylin and kissing
a guy. She tapped her shoulder and the girl turned.
"Sorry. I wanted to keep on running home and I ran into Jesse,
literally. He was just about to go in and find you guys."
"Don't ever do that to me again." Amelia punched her shoulder.
"We were worried about you."
"You guys are filthy." Kaylin looked the two over. "Let's go back
inside." She took Jesse's arm. "You too."
"You're staying?" asked Amelia in surprise, wiping away some dirt
from herself.

"My hero's here." She looked to Spencer. "No offense."
"Well let's go have some fun then." said Spencer.
"Save some for tomorrow night." said Kaylin. "I think we should
all party seeing it's your birthday and all."
Amelia raised her eyebrows at Spencer, giving him an innocent
look. He had already asked Amelia out.
They each got another drink and stepped back into the backyard
where there was some peace and quiet. It was time to wind down a
little bit. One of the girls had a table set up. It looked to be
a fortune telling booth.
"Come on." Amelia grabbed Spencer pulling him along. "I want to
know our future."
"Have a seat." said the girl seated across the table.
The table was small and round with a black tablecloth draping
over it, almost touching the ground. The girl appeared to be in
her late teens but not someone Amelia recognized from school,
perhaps graduating last year.
Amelia sat down leaving Spencer to stand beside her. "This should
be fun." Amelia looked at the girl who was staring into her
crystal ball.
She was dressed as one would expect; like a gypsy. She wore a
flamboyant loose fitting top, a colorful headdress, a red scarf,
large hoop rings that dangled from her ears, her fingers adorned
with several large rings. "I am Madame Mirela." She passed her
hand over her ball. "You seek to know your future?"
"Yes." Amelia smiled looking up at Spencer. "I'd like to know
about my love life."
"Hold my hand than." The gypsy girl reached her hand forward
taking Amelia's into her own. She rubbed her tight hand over the
ball. A few dim flashes of light of various colors illuminated
the ball before it glowed softly in blue. "I see longevity and
happiness in the distance. For the present I see..." She
continued staring into the ball. "Heartbreak, weeping heartbreak.
Your soul lost, wandering in the unknown. You must find yourself

and face your inner demons before you can know your own path."
The lights continued to blink inside the globe.
Amelia gave Spencer a confused look and then turned back to her
fortune teller. "That doesn't sound right. Are you sure?"
"You must isolate yourself from those around you or withdraw into
self-pity, loathing everyone you touch."
"You're crazy." Amelia examined the ball more closely. The base
had been rigged with small LED lights, probably controlled by her
knee under the table. "This isn't even real." Amelia put her hand
to the ball.
The ball glowed brighter as clouds formed within. They swirled
within the ball as the light grew more violent, flashing on and
off, changing colors until finally settling itself down, forming
a fine mist. Shapes emerged within, cast from the clouds
themselves.
Inside, could be seen, a girl running through the haunted maze.
She was alone, the shadows her only company; those she took with
her and those that laid in waiting. She darted from path to path,
turning corners as if she knew where she was going, memories of
past guiding her way... if that were only the case.
The limbs swung themselves upon her with savage force, striking
her body, her legs as they fell out from beneath her, plummeting
her to the dirt and carnage of foliage past.
Amelia removed her hand as the fortune teller stood up in fright,
lunging herself backwards into the trees... now out of sight.
Amelia stood up in fear herself, wondering what she had just
witnessed, turning to Spencer. "Did you see that?"
"The blinking lights? Yeah. How gullible do these people think we
are?" Spencer laughed. "Let's go back inside. I'll get them to
play a slow song for us."
Amelia wasn't about to argue with him. A nice romantic dance
could cure anything, even a hallucination.

"Happy Birthday Baby!" That was the first text message of the day
and the first one Amelia read when she awoke. Along with it was
an picture of roses. "I just couldn't wait to see you in person.
:)"
"Awe. Thank you. I love the flowers. :)"
"My pleasure. I hope we are still on for today."
"Of course we are. I hope you don't mind if Kaylin tags along.
Maybe a double date if she's still interested in him."
"The way they were looking at each other last night? It's a good
bet they're still interested."
"She just doesn't listen. I told her he's bad news."
"You know girls... They have to learn for themselves. Lol."
"Hey. :)"
"How about I pick you up at 4:00? We can do dinner before getting
Kaylin. Maybe even have some private time."
"That sounds great to me." Amelia stood up. "I'm going to take a
shower and hang out with Mom until then. See you soon."
"Have fun and Happy Birthday again. :)"
"Thanks. :)"
Amelia checked her next message. It was from Kaylin.
"Happy Birthday!"
"Awe. Thanks."
"No screaming... I have a headache. :)"
"Lol. You need to limit your drinking then."
"Yeah. I haven't had a drink in forever. So it's a birthday
party? What are we doing anyway?"

"I don't know yet. Spencer hasn't told me. You want to bring
Jesse?"
"I'd love to only I never got his number. :)"
"Lol."
"Can you pick me up in front of your grandmother's house? I don't
want to take a chance with my aunt seeing you pull up. I'm going
to sneak out again."
"You snuck out last night?" Amelia started to undress herself for
her shower.
"Yeah. I don't know if she noticed. She hasn't said anything
though."
"No problem. I'll see you at 8:00 then."
"Sounds great. Have fun."
"You too. :)"
Amelia spent some time getting herself ready for dinner before
heading to the living room, just in time for lunch.

"Happy birthday!" said her mom as she relaxed on the couch. "Are
you hungry?"
"Thanks. Not really. I'll just make something simple. We're going
to dinner this afternoon."
"Oh?"
"Yeah. And then we're picking up Kaylin. I'm not sure what we're
doing after that."
"Getting into trouble I imagine." Mom grabbed her coffee with a
grin.
Amelia laughed. "I really don't know. I'm sure it'll be fun
though."
"There's a card for you on the table. Your present will be a car
but I want you to help pick it out this week."

"Really?" Amelia ran to her mom and gave her a hug. "Thank you. I
love you."
"I love you too."
Amelia grabbed a quick bite before going to her bedroom to get
herself made up. She put on a short skirt and a black short
sleeve top. She didn't know what the plans were but she knew
Spencer would keep her warm.
Spencer brought her a dozen roses which she put into a vase
before bring them to her room. Dinner was special to her, not for
the place nor the food, but for the courtesy and kindness of her
company.

Kaylin was standing at the end of Amelia's grandmother's driveway
waiting when they arrived.
"I think I saw flickering in the windows again." said Kaylin as
she approached the passenger side. Amelia's window was open.
Amelia turned to Spencer. "Do you think we should go look?"
"Maybe we should. What if it's Jesse though?" Spencer looked to
Kaylin.
"Well boyfriend or not, he has no right being there."
"Boyfriend?" asked Amelia.
"Well I got to call him something. I did say or not." Kaylin
laughed.
"Alright. We'll all go." said Amelia.
Spencer smiled at Kaylin.
The night was darker than usual. The dense black clouds were
outlined by faint streaks of light, blocking the full moon behind
them. The wind howled as the three held hands while approaching,
guided by the light shed by Amelia's cell phone.
They each lifted their feet, carefully feeling ahead for the next
step. Amelia and Kaylin stood back as Spencer pushed the door
open. Amelia held her phone forward but there was nothing to be

seen, only the floor, a few feet forward. Spencer stepped inside
while Amelia followed closely behind, her hands at his waist and
Kaylin's at hers.
The floor creaked as they inched their way further.
Amelia waved her phone around trying to see anything inside. "We
should have brought a flashlight." she said in a whisper.
Spencer whispered back. "I have one in the car. I'll be right
back."
"Don't leave..." Her words faded as Spencer stepped outside into
the darkness. Amelia heard shuffling feet behind her. She turned
back but saw nothing. It was as if an eerie black haze hovered in
front of her, obscuring everything behind it. She reached her
hand out, feeling nothing but the cold air around her.
She could hear the car door open and then close and then a
muffled sound from behind her. "Hurry." said Amelia in a near
panic. Her hand squeezing Kaylin's.
Outside a beam of light was approaching, swaying back and forth
with each step he took.
Amelia stared through the door waiting for her hero, inching her
way towards him.
Spencer raised his light into the room as he climbed the steps,
almost blinding the girls. Amelia turned her face away from the
light only to see another in the distance, caught by the beam of
light before it vanished into the shadows. Amelia let out a
scream.
"Surprise!!" a roomful of people yelled as the lights were turned
on. "Happy birthday!"
It took Amelia a few seconds to register and a few more to get
her heart beating to a normal rate, but she smiled and her eyes
lit up. "Thank you." She looked at Kaylin standing there smiling
beside her and slapped her arm.
Spencer laughed. "Did we surprise you?"
"Too much. Next time a simple surprise at Mom's house okay?"

"Okay." said Spencer, still smiling.
Amelia looked around the room. All her friends were there, people
from school and even people she hardly knew at all.
"Happy birthday Hun." said Mom as she stepped through the crowd.
"Mom? You were in on this?"
"Of course. Who do you think got the power turned on and the
place fixed up for this?"
Amelia looked around the room. She hadn't noticed such things
with all the commotion going on but now that she had time to look
it was finally sinking in. The floors had been replaced, the
walls repaired and painted. Even the staircases looked new.
Hanging from the balcony was a large banner that read Happy
Birthday Amelia. There were balloons tied up the railings on
either side along with streamers that draped through the air.
"Only a few rooms have been worked on so far but within a few
weeks, maybe a month, it should all look good as new. Then we'll
get the outside cleaned up as well." said Mom. "Obviously I had
to wait on the outside or the surprise would have been ruined."
"I can't believe you did all this. Why?"
"This house was falling apart. I can't see myself ever getting
rid of it so it was time to get it repaired. I'm guessing you'll
take good care of it, keep it in the family."
"Of course. It will look fabulous when it's done." Amelia smiled.
"Happy birthday." Becca and Christine walked up and hugged
Amelia.
"Thanks guys."
"The real party is out back." Becca smiled.
"Oh really?" asked Amelia. "What's out back?"
"The refreshments and the music."
A few seconds later the music kicked in and Amelia could see the
lights through the back windows as they turned on, bright and
colorful lights. Amelia opened the back door seeing the crowd

gathering around the refreshment tables, dinks on one and food on
the other. There was a third, smaller table in the center with a
large three layered cake on top with serving plates and utensils
to its side.
Kaylin came forward holding Jesse's hand along with Rodney and
Kevin. "These guys were in charge of setting up for the party."
"You guys did a wonderful job. Thank you."
There were balloons and streamers outside hanging from the trees.
Some of the lights moved to the music. Some of them flashed to
the beat.
Spencer took Amelia's hand. "Would you care to dance?"
Amelia smiled.
Kaylin and her guys spent much
drinks as did most the guests.
party. Along with her friends,
their daughters got louder and

of their time refilling their
Even Mom knew it was time to
Rachel and Marsha, they watched as
less elegant in their motions.

"What I wouldn't give to be young again." said Rachel.
"You're telling me." said Anna. "Adult life is for the birds."
"These drinks help out a lot though." Marsha smiled.
"Cheers"
Amelia took a break from the crowd, the noise and the cold air;
stepping inside to look around the house. It's the first time she
could actually see it all now that it had power. The upstairs had
been cleaned up and all the rooms were now a work in progress
with new plaster on the walls and buckets and tools on the floor.
Amelia walked into the center bedroom upstairs. The candles and
markings on the floor had been removed leaving nothing but a wood
floor behind, likely to soon be replaced. She stepped towards one
of the windows and watched everyone outside having the time of
their life. Even Jocelyn and her posse were outside having fun.
Amelia went to the spiral stairs, climbing them one by one. Even
though the steps were new she had expected them to creak as they
always have, like when she was a child. The fourth floor seemed

to be untouched. The door was still stuck. Amelia knew it was
only a matter of time before the house was finished.
Amelia stepped back downstairs imagining what she may hang on
those barren walls. While the entry room looked great it was
still devoid of all furnishings and decor.
"Happy birthday." said Jocelyn. She and her girls came in to warm
up a bit. While it was November, everyone dressed in spring
attire, too fun of a night to cover themselves up in winter
clothing.
"Thanks. Enjoying the party?"
"Of course. All parties are fun. How does it feel to be sixteen?"
"I don't feel anything different." Amelia laughed.
"Well you will in time. Not too long though." said Jocelyn. Her
girls giggled.
Amelia went to the library. She was somewhat hoping the mirror
had been taken down. While it posed no threat it made her feel
uneasy, especially with all the gatherings that have taken place
at this house over the years. She stepped inside and there it
was. The room hadn't been touched.
Amelia walked over and stood in front of it. She gazed at the
black paint looking for a reflection, something that may prove
that magic did indeed exist. She saw nothing but a faint and
distorted shadow of herself. She was somewhat disappointed but,
at the same time, she felt relieved. Such magic could only do
more harm than good.
Sarah stepped into the room. "Happy birthday."
By this time, those words became more of a nuisance, heard over
and over from friends and people she hardly knew. "Thanks."
Amelia turned back to see who it was. "Having fun?"
"Oh yeah. I'm having a ball." Sarah stepped closer. "Did you want
to see some magic?"
Amelia was a bit skeptical. What magic is this girl going to show
me? A few weeks ago she would have been spooked to see any magic
here, in this house. But today it was different. The power was

on, the house was cleaned up some and there were many people
around. What harm could it do?
"Sure. Why not?"
"Okay." Sarah finished off her drink leaving nothing but a
plastic cup in her hand. "This should do." Sarah placed the cup
on the floor and kneeled in front of it. "You should kneel too."
Amelia sat herself down just like Sarah and watched. "What are
you going to do?"
"I'm going to move the cup. Watch closely." Sarah moved her hand
towards the cup, bumping it forward." She laughed. "Just
kidding." She put her hands in front of her, reaching out towards
the cup. Without touching the cup she mumbled to herself. Amelia
watched intently. At first there was nothing but eventually this
cup seemed to budge just a little, nothing that couldn't be
explained away by the air, the vibrations from people walking
around... She watched the expressions on Sarah's face. They were
without emotion. She was completely focused.
Slowly the cup began to rise. Amelia sat quiet, completely amazed
as the cup floated a full inch off the ground. When Sarah was
satisfied with her proof she broke her concentration, allowing
the cup to fall to the ground. "Believe it now?"
"Wow." Amelia picked the cup up and examined it then checked the
floor, her hands. "Looked pretty real."
"It was real." Sarah took the cup back. "Let's try this again.
you don't seem very convinced." Sarah placed the cup back onto
the floor. She waived her hand and concentrated. Suddenly the cup
rose about an inch just like before. Sarah quickly waved her
finger upwards and the cup shot up eight feet, hovering in
midair. She then directed the cup around the room with her
finger, left and right, up and down until. "Believe it now?" she
released the cup with a waive, dropping it to the floor.
Amelia sat in awe.
"Of course you've not been empowered yet. You'll need to learn
the spell." said Sarah with a bit of impatience.
"You've been empowered?"

"Well of course. Did you hear me chanting?"
"So you've killed someone?" Amelia asked nervously.
"Sacrifice? Yes. It isn't as bad as you think."
"I couldn't... I just couldn't."
"Well let me teach you the spell. Practice makes perfect." Sarah
placed the cup back on the floor between them. "Repeat these
words." Sarah closed her eyes. "Execratione."
"Execratione." Amelia repeated.
"Me"
"Me"
"And then say saecula."
"Saecula." Amelia watched the cup.
"Now say it all together."
Amelia closed her eyes and concentrated. "Execratione me
saecula." She opened her eyes, disappointed that nothing
happened.
"It's not going to work the first time. Just keep saying it over
and over." Sarah stood up. "It takes time, patience and
practice." Sarah walked towards the door. "You'll get it
eventually."
Sarah stepped into the entry room. Elizabeth, Dexter, Regina, and
Madison stood there waiting as Sarah transformed back into
Jocelyn.
"You really got her to curse herself?" asked Dexter with a
giggle.
"I don't know if it will really work. I mean... Who's ever tried
to curse themselves before?" Jocelyn laughed. "It was fun trying
though." Jocelyn walked outside while her posse followed.
Amelia sat watching the cup as she repeated those words.
"Execratione me saecula. Execratione me saecula." She tried for
five more minutes before deciding to give it a rest. It was her
birthday after all. There were much more fun things to do.

She stood up and looked into the mirror. This thing never seems
to work either. The black paint had the texture of a big brush
with flowing channels and ridges crossing the glass. The only
reflection it seemed to cast was that of light and darkness,
minute highlights outlining the strokes.
Amelia stood still, staring at the paint which, at first was just
as motionless as she, but then the shadows grew darker and crept
along the surface. She quickly turned around only to see nothing
but an open doorway. Maybe someone walked by. Amelia turned back
to the glass to see an faint outline of a person growing
stronger, defining itself amongst many others in the distance.
She watched as each figure became more pronounced. The figures
faded away before she could recognize any of them. They looked as
though their faces were covered, perhaps wearing hoods or robes.
A spot began to glow on the paint and then it moved, leaving a
tracing behind. Amelia watched as words were beginning to form.
Take not what is given. Take what is rightfully yours. The words
lifted off the glass and hovered in mid air before growing dark,
vanishing from sight.
Outside the lights began to flash more vibrantly, more quickly,
drawing her attention to the window. The dust that had collected
on the glass over the years began to sparkle with the moving
lights. Then there was silence. The music stopped.
"Where's the birthday girl?" Someone outside yelled.
Amelia walked to the window. The glass was too dirty to make out
faces but she could see the guests were gathering around the
refreshments, the cake. It was time to cut the cake. Amelia
walked through the entry and then outside, wondering what the
message meant and, more importantly, who wrote it.
"There she is." announced Mom as Amelia got closer.
Everyone stood circled around the cake. Mom held a lighter in her
hand and began to light the candles. There were two of them; the
number one and the number six. Soon the guests began to sing the
standard birthday song as Amelia stood smiling awkwardly in the
center. Mom cut the cake and handed the first piece to Amelia.
Then another girl took over handing cake to everyone in line.
"Happy birthday." said Spencer as he handed Amelia a rose.

"Thank you." Amelia raised the flower to her nose and then held
it in front of her. "It's beautiful."
"Drink up everyone." said Kaylin holding a glass of her own. "The
bar is stocked."
The music started up again with a slower song; I Don’t Want to
Miss a Thing.
Amelia looked over to Spencer and smiled.
"I put in a request. Our first slow dance." Spencer grabbed
Amelia's hand and motioned her into the open, putting his arms
around her and swaying to the beat.
Soon half the crowd joined them. Kaylin and Jesse embraced one
another and danced along side of Amelia. After the song ended the
DJ or sorts went back to his own playlist; a mixture of trance
and rave. Amelia, Kaylin and their dates went back to get another
drink.
"A toast to the birthday girl." said Jocelyn as she held out a
glass to Amelia. Amelia accepted and held her glass in front of
her. Jocelyn poured several more from the bottle she was holding,
handing each of them to Amelia's friends and other guests. "May
the years be kind to you."
"Champagne?" asked Amelia. "I don't drink."
"You only turn sixteen once." said Kaylin. "Cheers."

Amelia woke up feeling another person pulling her arms and
sitting her up. Someone was trying to dress her in what appeared
to be a robe. Amelia was disoriented and lightheaded, as she
tried to recall what had happened and where she was.
"What's going on?" Amelia struggled to get her words out with any
coherency.
"You're fine. You fell asleep."
Amelia felt her arms being tugged through the sleeves.
"Stand up."
Amelia lifted herself unable to control her swaying.
"Looks like you've had too much to drink tonight." a woman said.
Amelia lifted her face to see a few others in front of her.
Everything was blurry. She couldn't make out any faces but she
recognized the voice.
"Mom?" asked Amelia as she tried to keep herself standing.
The robe was being tied around her at her waist.
"Yes dear. The time has come to join me, all of us."
"What do you mean?"
"You're sixteen now. You will soon be a witch like the rest of
us." Mom stepped closer and took Amelia's hand. "We've all been
waiting for this moment."
Amelia looked around the room. Her vision was slowly coming back
to her. She could make out a few faces, Rebecca, Christine and
their mothers. There were a few more she recognized from school.
"Where's Kaylin and Spencer?"

"They're fine. They stayed behind when you fell asleep,
eventually falling asleep themselves. We'll wake them up later...
After your initiation."
"Initiation?" Amelia looked down at herself. "What am I wearing?
Where am I?" Amelia looked around the room. It was unlike any she
had seen and definitely not part of Grandma's house. The walls,
the floor, the ceiling... They were all made of stone. It was
cold, having a faint musty smell to it.
"You're being dressed for the ceremony. Everyone is waiting in
the sanctuary."
"But I don't want to. I don't feel so good."
"You'll be fine. Now you can join the rest of us, attend our
gatherings, learn real magic."
Amelia tried to clear her mind. Is this where Mom goes every
Wednesday with the girls? Is mom really a witch? "But why didn't
you tell me you were a witch all these years? Have you been
initiated, empowered?" Amelia felt somewhat woozy. "I can't stand
right now." She sat down on the bench, the only thing made of
wood in the room except for the racks that were almost empty,
holding what few robes remained.
"Yes dear, of course. I was empowered on my sixteenth birthday
just as you will be." Mom sat down beside her. "We all felt it
was better to keep it a secret from you until now. We want you to
learn your magic in a controlled environment. You have it in your
blood as you are a direct descendent of one of the most powerful
witches to have lived." Mom held her hand. "We couldn't have you
accidentally casting spells at school, in public places."
"But I thought you had to learn magic before..."
Mom interrupted, "For everyone else... yes. Most people have it
in their blood to some degree, but not like you, not like me."
Mom turned to Rebecca and Christine. "Your friends had to learn
first just like everyone else here and like most waiting in the
sanctuary. They all went through the same routine as you are
going to carry out. They had to learn their magic first though.
That's the only difference."
"Carry out? What am I expected to do exactly?"

"Mostly you will be waiting and listening. We'll direct you
through it. Don't worry."
"But I don't want to sacrifice anyone." Amelia's anxiety had
risen. "I don't want to hurt anyone." Amelia pulled her hand
away.
"Have some coffee." One of the girls handed Anna a mug. She
handed it to her daughter. "It will help you to wake up." Anna
turned to the others. "Come back when you are ready for us."
Everyone left the room through a large archway outlined with
alternating stone blocks, large and small. Amelia tried to see
through the opening but, the corridor turned a corner. She could
see only a stone wall further away. Amelia focused her eyes on
the hot coffee she held, taking in the smell and then taking a
sip.
"It tastes funny." she said, pulling it away from her mouth.
"It has some herbs in it as well, a part of the ritual." Mom
pushed the mug back towards her. "Drink up. It will help relax
you."
Amelia sat there slowly drinking her coffee, staring outward in
the room, her mom beside her.

Spencer awoke in the library. There were some chairs in the room.
He recognized them from outside. Jesse and Rodney were asleep on
two of them. Spencer looked around and saw no one else. He tried
to recall the night's events but his mind was a blur. I remember
drinking and dancing with Amelia. Where's Amelia? He got up off
the floor struggling to relieve himself of the tight pain he felt
from sleeping on such an uncomfortable surface.
He stepped out into the entry way seeing nothing but the debris
left behind, empty cups and other trash. He walked outside. It
was still nighttime but there was no one in sight, just another
mess to clean. The lights were all turned off except for the one
beside the door. The tables sat littered with cups. The full
bottles taken, the empty ones left behind.

"Amelia!" he called out, almost expecting a response. He ran back
into the house, searching the rooms one by one. She was nowhere
to be found. He ran back to the library. "Wake up! Wake up!" He
nudged at his friends.
"What? Where am I?" said Jesse, his friend still asleep.
"We're still at the party. Where are the girls?"
"I um..." He glanced around trying to open his eyes all the way.
"We were dancing and... I don't know."
"I can't find them nor anyone else for that matter."
Jesse stood up limbering his joints. "Outside?"
"I already looked." Spencer stood for a moment trying to recall
how he got here. He had no recollection of going to the library,
with or without his date. "No! They're going to empower her."
Spencer said frantically.
"How can they do that? She hasn't learned any magic yet." said
Jesse, looking confused.
"That's the idea isn't it? If she becomes empowered now she'll be
locked into not knowing any magic. It would take her years and
years to learn anything." Spencer grabbed Jesse by the arm. "We
have to stop them."
"How? We don't even know where they are."
"The sanctuary... I've never been it but I know it's underground,
somewhere in this area."
"Through the woods? In the night? Are you kidding me?" Jesse
stopped in his tracks. "We'd never find them in days, never mind
minutes. Besides... I heard about those woods. No way am I going
in there during the night."
"There's gotta be another way, something more convenient."
Spencer paced the room. "A basement maybe... The party was held
here for a reason. There must be a basement." he said as he
stepped into the entry room. He ran to one of the doors under the
stairs and opened it. "A closet." He ran to the other door and
tried to open it. It was stuck. He could see where it had been

painted over. "I don't know where door leads but it hasn't been
used in years."
Jesse searched some of the rooms but found nothing himself.
"Nothing here either." he announced from the kitchen.
Spencer started up the stairs.
"A basement entrance from upstairs? That doesn't make any sense."
"I know, I know, but when you have eliminated the impossible,
whatever remains, however improbable, must be the truth." Spencer
continued climbing going straight to the center bedroom. He
checked the walls, the floor... Nothing there. He checked the
next few rooms as Jesse joined him. They found nothing.
Spencer went to the tower.
"From the third floor? Really?" said Jesse as he stopped
following behind.
"Isn't it weird that the spiral stairs start on the second floor
with nothing beneath it? I mean, what room downstairs has a
rounded wall?"
"None that I know of, but that doesn't mean there has to be one."
Spencer checked around the base of the stairs, the floor, the
wall. "If the stairs continued downwards following the same
pattern as above." Spencer looked closer. "They run through this
wall. See how this wall follows the inner radius of the stairs
and not the outer radius like the walls above." Spencer started
to knock on the wall, listening for hollowness. "This is it." He
tried to slide and pull on the wall. Then he pushed it inward. It
popped back on a spring allowing him to grasp its edge and pull
it towards him, swinging open like a door.
The stairs continued just as Spencer thought they would,
spiraling downward. Spencer stepped down slowly, Jesse behind
him. There were lights along the way, something hung decades ago,
wires nailed to the walls.

"We're ready for you." Christine stepped into the room wearing a
robe but the hood pulled down behind her.

"It's time." said Mom as she pulled Amelia up with her.
Amelia was hardly coherent, struggling to balance herself.
Christine joined in with Mom after noticing that Amelia wasn't
going to be able to walk. She took her other arm and helped lead
her out into the hallway. The hallway was dark and cold with
candles illuminating the way. The three entered into the
sanctuary onto the rising at the front of the room. On either
side were stained glass windows that were lit from behind with
candles. The sanctuary was underground but designed to look like
it were daylight, the sun shining in. There were a few more
windows similar to these, only smaller, along the two side walls.
These walls also had doorways; a means for the general members to
enter. On either side of the main doorway were hooded woman
awaiting the entry of Amelia.
Amelia was led down the steps towards the altar where several
more hooded woman stood in a circle around it, all holding
candles. On the altar was another person wearing a white gown and
the face covered.
"Where are we going?" Amelia struggled to get her words out. She
felt numb and her voice was almost inaudible.
"Where almost there." whispered her mom as the crowd began to
chant.
Amelia could hear them in unison although she did not understand
their words. The women chanted in Latin. Amelia's mind wandered
as she tried to wake herself up. She felt as though she were in a
dream in that point of waking up where thoughts shift back and
forth between reality and fantasy.
Jocelyn stepped down to the first step just above Amelia, her mom
and Christine. The others that stood by the doorway gathered to
her sides. The coven got quiet.
"Tonight is a sacred night for Amelia as we prepare her for her
future, our future... The future of our coven. She is ready to
become empowered just as many of us have done." Jocelyn continued
facing the crowd as she removed her hood. "Are we prepared to
accept her, to guide her and to treat her as one of our own?"
"We are." announced the coven.

"Amelia," Jocelyn looked down to face her. "Like you, we have
awaited this day. We have counted down the years, the days until
you become one with all of us... your mother, your friends, your
family. We are now part of your family and you will be part of
ours."
The women began to chant again, only quieter than before. Amelia
stood on her own as Christine stepped back into the circle, her
mom joining her.

Spencer and Jesse followed the corridor until it came to a
junction, it's direction splitting to the left and to the right.
"Which way?" asked Jesse.
Spencer looked both ways. "I don't know. You go that way. I'll go
this way." Spencer sprinted to the left.
Jesse took off running the other way following the strand of
lights almost endlessly, eventually coming to an opening on the
left as the hallway continued to go straight as far as he could
see. He stopped for a moment trying to decide which way to go. He
continued straight, neglecting the opening for now. Eventually he
found himself at another crossing, just like the first on. He ran
to the right finding another set of stairs just like the ones
that took them down here. Another house. Jesse retraced his steps
to the opening he passed earlier and went through it.
He found himself in the room where Amelia had sat waiting just as
Spencer entered from another door.
"It seems all these houses are connected together. That's how
they are able to meet without anyone noticing." Spencer looked
towards the arched opening. "This way."

Jocelyn turned to face the women on her right and then back to
Amelia, holding an ornamented dagger. She held it out to Amelia
and closed her eyes. "With this sacrifice we call on thee now, to
empower Amelia, to guide her and to seal her fate. Let her
offering be her contract to serve you, to serve all of us."

Jocelyn placed the dagger into Amelia's hand and turned her
towards the altar.
Amelia hesitated, her body nearly trembling with fear. "I don't
want to do this. I don't want this."
"I am giving you the power you deserve. You must make this
sacrifice." Jocelyn whispered to her.
"No. I can't."
"It is your fate. It is the fate of all those stand beside you."
Amelia turned to the altar. The person laid motionless, fully
cloaked in white and bound to the table. The wrists and ankles
were tied at each corner. "Who is this?"
"A wandering soul. It doesn't matter. It will all be over soon."
Amelia leaned her dagger forward as she approached. She grabbed
the white mask from the person's face. Amelia pulled herself back
in horror, almost fainting to the sight of Kaylin lying there
unconscious.
Jocelyn placed her hands to Amelia's neck, applying pressure to
her arteries, restricting her blood flow momentarily. After a few
moments Amelia became calm and relaxed. Her mom and Christine
held her up and faced her towards Kaylin.
"You must do this." said Mom as Christine let go.
Amelia was too light headed to realize what was happening. She
could her mom's words and felt compelled to listen. She also felt
resistance from within herself. She stepped towards Kaylin and
held the dagger above her body. She couldn't bring herself to do
it. She stood there as everyone watched.
"Take the power I am giving you. Make the sacrifice." said
Jocelyn as she stepped closer to Amelia. She reached out and
grabbed Amelia's arm, pushing it downward slowly.
"No!" Amelia screamed as she spun herself around, away from
Kaylin. A flash of light momentarily brightened the room, coming
from between Amelia and Jocelyn.

Jocelyn stood silent before dropping to her knees, sliding off
the dagger Amelia held. Blood dripped onto the floor as Jocelyn
slumped forward onto the ground.
The crowd stirred about trying to comprehend what had just
happened. The closest to Jocelyn reached down to check on her,
two supporting her upright as the others checked her wound.
"She killed Jocelyn!" yelled one of the women as she removed her
hood.
Mom pulled Amelia back from the crowd as half began to approach
her with haste and with anger. The other half stood in disbelief.
Spencer and Jesse burst into the room. They saw Amelia moving
back towards the corner as the crowd grew nearer, animated and
shouting.
"You killed Jocelyn! yelled Marsha.
Jesse ran over to check on Kaylin, checking that she was okay and
trying to wake her. She was still half asleep, murmuring
incoherently.
Spencer ran over to stand by Amelia, pushing himself through the
crowd and onlookers.
Amelia began to become more alert with all the yelling and
hustling around. She opened her eyes wide as she watched several
people coming at her with fury in their eyes. Some of them she
knew all her life. The crowd pushed closer as Amelia backed
herself against the wall. Having nowhere to run Amelia waived her
hand towards the threatening women. Before Amelia herself knew
what was happening, the crowd was thrown back by a force unseen,
pushed against the back wall and onto one another. They stood in
awe, quiet and withdrawn.
"What happened?" asked Spencer as he took Amelia's hand.
Amelia couldn't bring herself to talk. She pointed towards
Jocelyn's body on the floor, still being held up by a few women
crying.
"She should be hung." said a woman in the distance.
"No... Burned at the stake." yelled another.

Spencer stepped in front of Amelia to shield her as she leaned
against the wall in disarray.
"She's taken her right." Mom said quietly. "She's taken her right
as leader." she said with more conviction and authority.
"That right has not been passed onto her. That's given from
mother to the first born." shouted Rachel. "She's not even a
member of the coven."
"It can also be taken; a ritual sacrifice to elect a new leader.
Come here." Mom grabbed Amelia's hand and pulled her towards her,
opening her robe. Mom lifted her shirt from her waist line. Above
her belly button was a symbol; a circle with three horizontal
lines within that resembled the letter E. It was the symbol of
the Sisterhood of Shadows coven.
Mom pushed Amelia forward. "See? She bears the mark of the
leader, our new leader."
Rebecca lowered her hood as she leaned over Jocelyn, lifting her
shirt. Her mark had vanished. The women around her stood in
disbelief.
"This can't be. This can't be right." said another woman. "You
expect us to follow this... child?"
"Do you have a choice?" said Mom. "This coven has existed for
over three hundred years following the rules that keep us
together. Are we going to disband, collapse over petty
differences? You people hardly even know my daughter. Who are you
to judge what is best for the coven?"
"I'm afraid she's right." Marsha said with hesitation as she sat
by Jocelyn's side. "Who could have known?" she whispered into her
ear as if she could be heard.
"I didn't ask for this." said Amelia as she walked over to
Jocelyn, still facing the crowd. "You forced me... She forced
me!" Amelia looked at Jocelyn. "You forced my hand. I didn't want
you to die. I didn't want anyone to die."
Amelia stood up. "I didn't ask to be a part of this coven." she
said, walking back to her mother. "You should have told me."

Amelia turned to Spencer's and took his hand, looking into his
eyes. "All I want is you."
Spencer squeezed Amelia's hand. "You'll always have me." Spencer
turned to the crowd. "All of you have brought this upon
yourselves. Like it or not, Amelia is your leader now."
Amelia walked over to Kaylin. She was half asleep. "How is she?"
"She seems to be okay." Jesse held her upright. "Nothing a little
sleep won't cure."
"I'm sorry." Amelia caressed Kaylin's shoulder. "I didn't know."
"I'm going to take her home." Jesse turned to Spencer. "Can you
help me?"
Amelia looked at Spencer. "I'll be okay."
Spencer grabbed Kaylin's other arm. He and Jesse walked her out
the doorway.
"I think Kaylin's house is connected to the tunnels down here.
I'm pretty sure I know which one." said Jesse.
The crowd began to raise their voices chattering amongst
themselves, questioning their newly appointed leader, arguing
with one another.
Amelia, still feeling the effects of the drugs she was given,
couldn't bear the deafening bickering. "Enough!" she screamed. "I
just want to go home." And she was gone. Amelia had vanished from
the room. The crowd silenced.

Amelia woke up feeling disoriented and groggy. She could hear a
lullaby playing faintly in the room as she was lying down in bed
above the sheets and covers. A music box? she wondered. The
moonlight shined in through the window almost blinding her as she
shielded her eyes with her hand. It must be late. She pulled her
hand back seeing it still covered in blood. She looked down at
herself and pulled away the robe, lifted her shirt. The emblem
was still there. It wasn't a dream? Amelia looked out into the
room. Wait... Where am I?" The music stopped.
Amelia glanced around the room and stood up quickly. The room was
lit only by the morning rays through the three large windows on
one side of the room. The windows were filthy, the drapes ragged
and torn, barely hanging onto the rods above. It was a large
room, having symmetrical windows on the other side and one door
at each end. The floor was nothing more than mere planks of wood,
some of them curling upwards at the ends, some of them splitting
and a few missing altogether. It may have looked nice at one time
but now it was falling apart and covered in dust. She reached for
the light switch, flicking it with haste. Nothing. Only the light
of the moon helped her to see.
Amelia walked towards one door, passing a vanity, a dresser, a
few pieces of furniture and several boxes. She opened the door to
find a bathroom, neglected for many years. She quickly ran to the
other door and tried to open it. The knob turned with ease but
the door wouldn't budge. Her heart began to race. She pulled
harder but her hand would just slip off the knob. Who put me
here? Am I a prisoner? Amelia stepped to a window. The glass was
covered in grime and dirt. "Where am I?"
A small spot began to clear on the glass pane and it began to
move. Letters were being drawn upon it as if by an invisible
finger. "H O M E."
Amelia tore her robe off. She was still wearing her party clothes
underneath. My phone. She put her hand to her right pocket
feeling the bulge it always made. She felt a sense of relief as

she pulled it out. She turned it on to read the power indicator
message. Her phone was under ten percent and 5AM? Had I slept
that long? Her first thought was to text Kaylin.
"Are you alright?"
She attempted to text her mom but the phone buzzed with a
response.
"I have nothing to say to you."
Amelia panicked at the thought of losing her friendship, the
thought of Kaylin being injured."
"I need to know you're alright. I am trapped in a room somewhere.
I don't know where I am? I need help."
"Don't message me again."
Oh God. No. What's happened? Amelia was frantic. She sent Mom a
text.
"What happened? I don't know where I am."
Then she sent Spencer a text.
"I don't know where I am. I'm scared."
Amelia paced back and forth through the room, too frazzled look
around. Her phone rang. It was Spencer.
"Help me." Amelia was almost crying. "I don't know where I am."
"Calm down. What do you see?"
"I'm in an old room. It looks like a bedroom. The door won't
open."
"It's locked?"
"The knob turns. It just won't open. Help me."
"Okay, okay. Are you hurt?"
"No. I don't thinks so." Amelia glanced herself over. "I seem
fine."
"Good. I need you to open up your Google Map app. Then send me
your location so I can come get you."

"Okay. Hold on."
Amelia opened the app and checked her location. It can't be.
Amelia ran over to the window and wiped some of the dirt away.
She could see Kaylin's aunt's house across the way. "I'm at my
grandmother's house. I must be in the attic bedroom."
"I'm on my way."
"Please stay with me on the phone. I'm frightened."
"I will. I'm grabbing the keys now. I should be there soon."
Amelia's phone buzzed again. Power down to five percent.
"Please hurry. My phone is dying. Is Kaylin alright? She won't
talk to me."
Spencer started his dad's truck. "She's fine. We put her to bed
and then her aunt kicked us out."
"But she's okay? She isn't hurt?"
"No. She's okay."
"That's good." Amelia sat at the foot of the bed. "I'm not really
sure what happened last night. It's all a blur." The phone fell
silent. The battery was dead.
Amelia stepped to the center window that faced the driveway. She
used her robe to wipe it clean, standing there waiting for her
hero. Ten minutes passed before his truck pulled into the
driveway.
Spencer ran into the house, to the staircase and then the tower.
Amelia met him at the door as he tried to push it open.
"It's stuck. It's painted shut. Stand back. I'm going to force it
open."
Thud Thud Thud!
The door burst open. The breezed kick some dust into the air.
Amelia ran to him, wrapping her arms around his back.
"Thank you. You're my hero." Amelia stepped back to look at his
face. "I don't know how I got here. I was... I mean I was getting
upset and began to scream... Then I woke up here."

"That was a few hours ago. We were worried. I'm glad you're okay.
We can..."
Amelia interrupted. "I need to talk to Kaylin."
"I don't think her aunt will..."
"I don't care what her aunt says. We're going over there now."
Amelia grabbed his hand and pulled him downstairs.

Knock Knock
Amelia and Spencer stood waiting but there was no response.
Pound Pound Pound!
The door opened a few inches as Teresa's face appeared.
"You are not welcome here." She looked through her opening some
more. "Neither are you."
"I need to talk to Kaylin. I need to know she's alright."
"Be on your way before I call the police."
Amelia pushed on the door. Teresa's foot kept it from opening.
"You are trespassing." Teresa said sternly.
Amelia threw her weight against the door pushing Teresa's frail
form backwards. "I'm not leaving."
"She's asleep and she doesn't want to talk to you." Teresa
started to dial 911 using Kaylin's phone. "I'm calling the
police."
Spencer turned back to Amelia after glancing around. "Let's go.
We'll come back later." Spencer grabbed Amelia's hand.
"No. I need to do this now."
"Trust me. We'll see her soon." he insisted.
"I'm coming back. You can bet on that." said Amelia as she
stepped onto the porch.
"And I'll call the police." Teresa slammed the door.

"Let's go back to your grandmother's house."
Amelia hesitated, turning back to Kaylin's house before following
Spencer. "I need to talk to my mom. Can I borrow your phone?"
"She's already on her way. I called her when your phone died."
Spencer took Amelia's hand as they approached grandma's house.
"Everything will be okay. I promise."
"Hey." said Kaylin as the two stepped into the yard.
Amelia ran to her and gave her a hug. "I'm so sorry. I didn't
know. I..."
"It's okay. We were all drugged. You did nothing wrong."
Amelia let go and stood back. "Nothing wrong? I killed someone
last night." Amelia began to feel the sensation of such a
horrific act inside herself. "I need to sit down."
"There're chairs in the backyard still." said Spencer as he lead
the way.
Amelia took a seat as well as Kaylin. Spencer stayed standing up
by Amelia's side.
"It was an accident. She tried to force your hand and you
panicked. She put herself in harm's way." said Spencer.
"Accident or not... I killed someone." Amelia began to cry.
Spencer's attention wandered toward the path. He could see a
faint glow through the darkness. "What's that?"
Amelia and Kaylin turned. The glow grew stronger and brighter,
lighting up the trees, the branches and the leave blowing in the
wind. Smoke could be seen hovering above as the three stood still
in curiosity. Soon the fires began to grow more fierce, casting
an outline of the darkened creature within as it came closer to
them.
"I don't think I want to find out." screamed Kaylin as she
hastened herself towards the house.
Spencer grabbed Amelia's hand and pulled her along, away from the
approaching inferno.

The creature's movements quickened, his feet pounding prints of
soot into the ground, his weight could be felt as the ground
shook with every step, with every leap. His large arm swung
downwards toward them as the three jumped in different directions
away from his flaming fists.
Bam. His first blow fell into the ground sending shards of
glowing embers outward into the air, then falling to the ground
to smolder away. The creature turned towards Amelia raising both
arms in a fury. The flames grew stronger as Amelia felt their
heat, a sunburn born from the night. His fists fell quickly
towards her as she leaped backwards, falling to the ground. His
fists just short of hitting her, slamming into the ground.
Sparks sprayed into the air, most falling upon Amelia. Her shirt
began to smolder as beads of ember and fire grew outward, forming
blackened holes. Fearing it would catch fire she ripped the ash
ridden cloth from herself, casting it aside into the lawn, the
smoke trailing behind. Spencer and Kaylin ran towards her to drag
her away.
Off to the side a whirling sound took Amelia's attention as a
bluish light formed, seemingly in mid air. The light grew
stronger, sparkling an aura of magical origin. Something else to
fear. Amelia trembled. A whirlwind of water flew from the light
and into the air, landing across his form and onto the ground in
front of the apparition.
His fires grew less fierce, falling back into his body as the
water turned to steam fading into the air. The coals and embers
from which he was formed condensed upon themselves, leaving only
the glowing outlines behind.
The creature turned away, heading back into the woods whence it
came, disappearing into the night as his fires withered away. The
smoke could still be seen lifting above the trees but his essence
was gone.
"I'm afraid things may only get worse now." a voice grew closer,
emerging from where the water formed.
"Mom!" Amelia jumped to her feet and ran towards her. "That was
you? You saved me?"

"No dear. A little water could not send that beast away." Mom
pointed towards Amelia's belly, towards the mark of the coven.
Amelia looked down at herself. "So I'm safe now? He won't come
back?"
Spencer and Kaylin joined them.
"I think whoever summoned the creature made a mistake, protecting
the coven leader." Mom put her arm around Amelia. "That person
will fix their error. You can bet in that."
"She's not dead you know? Don't ask me how I know." said Kaylin.
Amelia turned to look at Kaylin. "Who?"
"Jocelyn." Kaylin looked up into the night. "I can just feel it.
I felt her slip away and I felt her return." Kaylin added.
"But how?" Amelia had a look of confusion. "I saw her. I held her
body. She..."
Kaylin lowered her head and looked at Amelia. "Trust me. She's
alive."
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